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lifl-___BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY, JULY 29,
In 1S34 she married William Connor, a
and prominent lumberman of
Maine.
To them were born six children,
all living, to-day. Mrs. William Brooks
of Haverhill,
Mass., Selden Connor,
Virgil Connor and Misses Linda, Lizzie
and Lucia Connor of Fairfield.
Mrs.
Connor had been ill for some months,
though the end was very unexpected.
The Newport Woolen Co. are to at once
add extensive additions to their mill,
which will make an opening for 35 more
hands.
A second story of wood, (55 by
125. will be built.
A wing 27 by 65 of two
stories, basement of brick, is to' be added,
also a large storehouse.
The outlay will
amount to some ¥12.(XX).The Rockland
chorus of the Maine Festival gave their
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the execution of the sentence of Mrs.
Florence Maybrick on the
ground that
there is no reason for a
change in the
of
the
judgment
matter.President
McKinley has appointed T. V. Powderlv
commissioner general of
immigration.

wealthy

Fish and Game.
Game Warden Pollard with Guide Clarence Morris has
gone
to Caucumgomoc lake where a
party of
fourteen students and three teachers are
in camp.
On Wednesday near the head
of the lake a bear was found
feeding on
the carcass of a cow moose.
The ears
and feet had been cut off and the
carcass
sunk in the lake, but it afterwards
rose
and came ashore.
to
a
According
report
brought in from the woods members of
the camping party are said to have known
about the killing and as a
result, Game
Warden Xichols put them under arrest
The penalty of killing a cow moose out of
season is four months’
imprisonment.
The lish arrivals at Portland
July 2b included the Moses 11. Linscott with 40
sword tish and the Hattie M. Graham
with 20 barrels of fresh mackerel.

preparatory concert, Wednesday night,
July 21th, Prof. Chapman leading. The

of lo=l)a\‘s journal.
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Selection of Prof. Hutchinson as President of
Bucksport Seminary a Happy One.
The East Maine Conference Seminary at
Bucksport wiil open its doors for the fall
term and school year on
Monday, Aug. 30th.
The outlook for the future is very
encouragto
the
trustees and friends of the instiing
tution and although the resignation of Prof.
A. F. Chase was a matter of the deepest re-
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The State Assessors have been studying
the question, how much money is invested
in bicycles in this State, and hud the amount
to be 3184,493, as returned by the city and
town assessors.
Cumberland county leads
with $48,750 worth of bicycles, while Lincoln brings up the rear with $3,012. Lincoln is evidently still clings to the dory and
the yacht. Androscoggin’s share is $10,325,
other counties being:

Aroostook.$ 4,780

Franklin.
Hancock.
Kennebec.
Knox.
Oxford.
Penobscot.

0,325
11,205
14,310
8,580
10,350
18,150
Piscataquis. 3,000
Sagadahoc. 8,010
Somerset. 4,425
Waldo. 5,291

Washington. 14,033
12,050

York.

Porgy Steamers.

where the oil works of the company

are

lo-

and citizens. It is now believed that the
boats will not return.

Geo. E. Thomas arrived from
a short visit.

Portland

Mrs. E. A. Paul arrived from Bangor last
to visit friends in Belfast.

Mrs. Henry Staples and son went t<> Lockland Tuesday to visit friends.

Mrs. Robert Willard and daughter Theodora visited friends in Belfast last week.

from

visiting friends

a

Mrs.
week

Herman Stevens returned to Boston last
Friday, after spending a short vacation in
Belfast.

Mr.

Elizabeth Cooper of Loxlmry, M
visiting her aunt, Mrs. A D. S111 iliey

on

brother, Delmont Knowlton.

her

Mrs O. L. Yeaton and son and her little
grandchild arrived Monday evening to visit
frieuus in Belfast and Northport.
Ed. G. Crosby, representing the Bangor
le
Daily News and New York Journal.
The Journal a pleasant all yesterday

Mary Harvey and Miss l.yda Mason
Boston, with friends, are "tooping a' tv
Tlittle ottage, \<irthport Ga .pGr. aid.
Miss

of

George l’iteln-r
visited his

f

past week.

He left

Bang.

t. v

1’.

Legro.

High

street.

A

are

is’.tmg her

v

Rev. J. F. Tilton left. Tuesday marnuu
Iloulton. where he will take to !r.v«e
a
wife. They will spend a P-w w.-. ks at Gap-’
k before returning

Nrddii
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few weeks

uira Crosby and daughter Marion
Somerville, Mass., went to lb ekland last
Frida\ to visit friends after a visit to Mrs.
C.’s sister, Mrs. A. W Burdin.

i

relatives.

Mrs.

Burdin

Wei!s i«

Rev. G. H.

has been appointed postmaster at West Winter port and O. L. Tap'.ey
at W«*st Brooksvilie ; C. S.
Staples at North
Haven; R. B. Dunn, Pulpit Harbor.

sister, Mrs.

visiting

ht-eu
1
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Mrs.
for

F.
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He

Twenty-Sixth

ed to he present and

remain

who will do

McMaliau, who passes his summers
at Five Islands, has been m town this week.
He has been enjoying a wheel trip along the
coast roads, where some of the most picturesque views can be found. [Bath Independent.

the

Amsbury of Rockport, late
commander of bark Jennie Harkness, has
gone to Philadelphia to take charge of the
steel ship Puritan, now loading case oil for
Hiogo, Japan. Captain Amsbury will be
accompanied on the voyage by his wife and
daughter.
Fred

J. T. McCrillis of Tracy was in the city
Tuesday and made this office a pleasant
visit, lie is an old-time Democrat,
having
cast liis first presidential vote in 1S-U), and
not missed an election since. Next Saturday
he will be 80 years of age. Long life to
Uncle John is the wish of the Reporter.
Wui. S. Pattee of Minneapolis, left,
for home last Saturday from a visit to relatives in Waldo county. He was a guest of
his cousin, James Pattee of this city, and
together they visited, by carriage, their relatives in the various towns in this
county.
William’s mother lives in Monroe. He is
Dean of the Law Department of the University of Michigan, which department he established in 1888. Although the school is
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Tin* tw eifth annual reunion of tl.** Tw entySixt-h Maine Regiment Ass. i.it i■ i■. *.% i b.

or

Miss Juliet A. Wiggin returned home last
a visit to her sister, Mrs.
John E. Cousins of Brookline, Mass. They
visited the White Mountains together aud
Mrs. C. accompanied her sister to Belfast,
where she will visit friends a few weeks.
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Mr. and Mrs. Chas. A. Pilsbury ami Miss
Marjorie I). Pilsbury left by Monday morning's train for Bath, to join the Maine Press
Association excursion to Booth bay and vi-

summer.
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Fed hville, Yt.
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Miss Charlotte W. Colburn and Miss
ef Dr. Wilson. Masle; K
Faiinoe of Belfast were guests of Miss Anne
laurels by his skill!
Simonton Wednesday, on their way to the many
i the piano.
Philharmonic concert. [Camden Herald.

Bangor after the adjournment of
and then go to Islesboro to join his
family who are occupying a cottage for the

is*

r •:

■.

a

fast and Miss Had wdd g
their vs;t in Rockland.

Fisher

to

Bed

Mrs. A. W. Burdin and s a r. M
IIaF., went to IL-ekland Ts -sd ty

of

come
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will
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Georg© P Field arrived Tuesday m. vita
si earner Gitv
f Hanger and wei.t d
1'
tie Head \\. steamer Gurnee.-re t I >U
his newly pure based real estate.

W. E. Rite and family of Lawrence. Mass.,
arrived by boat last Saturday morning and

H. Carter of Montana

»s

■’>

her home
ir. Princeton Saturday, ae« mpunied by her
niece, Mis." Alice Carruvv, who will visit
Calais and the Provinces.

Senator T.

yest-a.lay

Mis. W A. Wi'hhi-r and dam:! ter. M
laanse Webber. amther aid stst.v ..: M

to

C. A.

Weyinonth,

.•,ti 1

S

Mass

Mrs. John M. Hinchmau anil nephew Mr
Charles llinelmian of Detroit, Mich., arrived
t
visit Mrs. 11 's mother, Mrs.
| Saturday
Margaret S. White.

division of railroad in Central Mexico.

posi-

a

runuing be-

Etta Weymouth of Boston arrived
Sunday morning to attend the funeral of

and Mrs. John H. Luy of Searsne nt
here Friday from Amherst, N. S..
where Mr. L. has been employed. Mrs. I.
is in feeble, health.

Louis

take

Mrs.

Mr.

Herbert Cornforth, son of Edwin Corufortli, station agent at Tliormlike, has been
appointed acting superintendent >f the San

ili at

Rockland and Portland.

tween

arrived

Albert W. Thompson of Clayton, N. M.,
arrived Saturday for a visit to his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Thompson. Mr. Thompson went to Boston to meet his son.

Knight left Monday to
steamer Merrycoueag,

A, A.
tion

Miss Sullivan.

E.

Pettiu■

Thf Sylvester sisters arrived home from
Massachusetts Tuesday moruiug to speud
the remainder of the summer.

Miss Mae Pillsbury arrived home last Friday for a visit to her mother, Mrs. James
Haney. She was accompanied by her friend,

M.

hus-

**r

Jacob G. Ullery, representative of
gill & Co., Boston, made a pleasant
The Journal office Tuesday.

Mrs. Clias. E. Crawford ami daughter of
New York arrived last Thursday to visit her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Dunbar.

Mrs.

B >ston

visit to 1

Mrs. Fannie Robinson and daughter Lottie of Somerville, Mass., are visiting Mr
and Mrs. iL W. Marriner.

Miss Frances Quimby of Milton, Mass.,
and Mrs. Frances Moore of San Francisco
are guests of Mrs. J
Y. MeClintock.

a

Pendleton returned t

Mrs. E. E.

Monday from a three weeks’
band in this city.

Leslie Hubbard of Waterville is
spending a few weeks with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. I. V. Miller.

cottage, North

Rebecca Edgerley of Bangor arrived
and is a guest of Mrs. J.G. Dam ui.

Fred W Brown, mailing clerk in Hi fast,
post-office, is taking a vacation of t wo weeks.

Mrs.

Brooks

Maud B. Steward left Thursdiy ? r a
days in Clinton and Skowhegan.

Mrs.

Mrs. Velzora Mitchell and Miss Hattie A.
Clark returned home Saturday from a visit
to friends in Quebec.

at the

Miss

Tuesday

G. Herrick went to Brunswick last Friday to attend the funeral of his sister. Mrs.
Emily A. Wilbur.

are

iss.,

visit of ten

B.

! Northport, for

Miss
is

Margaret Burdette,

Richard Smith returned

Elmer Iv. Legro returned home last
from a visit to friends in Lynn.

Miss Mabel Wise is visiting her parents,
and Mrs. James Wise of ti is city.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur C. Wyman of Thomspent Sunday with Mrs. W.'s father,
John B. Thumbs.

Mrs.

Katie Haugh arrived home Monday
visit to friends in Lynu.

Miss

her

Mr*.

and Mrs. F. W. Chase of Lawrence
in Belfast.

Mr.

astou

;

arrived

Monday for

Conductor John A. Mace is to run the
Maine Central train formerly run by conductor McIntyre.

;

wife

Thursday

daughter-in-law,
last Thursday.

\

G. Ferguson and
visit relatives.

to

va-

are

Hon.

cated. Early this week the same fleet appeared off the coast near Northport and Belfast, setting nets suspiciously near the limit.
The fish wardens gave repeated w arnings to
the captains, and arrests wrere about to be
made, when every boat went across Penobscot. hay, appearing near Castine on Wednesday. From here the boats followed the. coast
to Brooklin, w here they have been for two
days. The arrests made to-day were the
outcome of repeated complaints by wardens

Clinton

a

Sidney Kalish arrived home last Saturday
a business trip to New York.

[Marion County, Iowa, Reporter, July

[Special to the Bangor News.]
Brooklin, July 23. The deet of porgy
steamers which has been about the bay for
nearly a week, pretending to have no interest in the fisli inside of the three-mile limit,
was visited by a deputy sheriff this forenoon, and the captains of the steamers Curtis and Joseph Church were served with
warrants, requesting them to appear in court
and answer to the charge of violating the
laws of Maine. They went before a justice
and gave bonds, after which the whole fleet
got up steam and went west. The crews
said they had orders to go to Bristol, Me.,

Miss Edith Williams is at horn-? for
from Brunswick.

John Dolloff returned last Thursday
visit to friends in Bangor.

congress

Maine’s Silent Steeds.

The Piratical

Mrs. E. L. Talbot and son Roy visited
friends in Waterville last week.

his

bered,

1

cation

Charles Burdette of Stamford, Ct.f visited

Most everyone knows Andrew Robbins,
the “Belfast Tramp.’’ He, it will be remem-

j

Waldo B. Newton arrived from Boston
to visit relatives.

Mr. and Mrs. E. 1). Burd anti two children
arrived Friday and are at their cottage at
Little River.

Tramp.”

once upon a time stole.‘‘‘Set Down’’
Smith's wife away, and she is still with the
Belfast Tramp. Set-Down Smith died some
time ago, but his name is still retained in the
memory of the way it got attached to him,
because lie used to be seen sitting down so
much. He was a very tired kind of man,
st' the story goes, and well earned his name.
Robbins and his wife, together with the
1
hku.k and white dog that “travels”
with them, recently called at the house of
one James Carney at Windsor and asked for
food. Carney is a veteran anti a cripple at
that. His wife was away at the time. He
had no food to give Robbins, wife and dog,
and announced the fact..
Words arose and Robbins, the brute, assaulted the old man, among other things
hitting him on the head with a club, cutting
a had gash.
Complaint was made and CityMarshal Morse has his lines out for Robbins.
On Friday night lie got word that his man
was m \\ ashington.
He searched the country to find that Robbins had taken to the
woods. His wife and dog were found, but
he hail uo use for them. Time will doubtless
see Robbins’ finish as far as his
liberty is
concerned, as be is so unfortunately well
Known.
He is tall, (I feet, 1 inch; weighs
370 pounds, has a stoop to his shoulders and
au impediment in his
speech. 1 Kennebec
Journal,

Sunday

Mrs. R. F. Patterson of Lynu, Mass., arlast Thursday for a visit to friends in
Belfast.

and graduates earn their diphmias only
by faithful and thorough work.
“Belfast

Miss Maggie Harrison left Sunday to visit,
friends in Frankfort.

rived

Mrs.

After the

Charles H. Sargent went to Newport last
ou business.

Miss Ada Williamson of Boston visited
father, Joseph Williamson, Esq., last
week.

care

Officers

George Stearns of Bangor visited Wm. H.
Sanborn last week.

from

broad education and culture. She has taught
Fort Edward Institute, N. Y.,aud at Pen-

■

L. H. Stevens is spending the week at
Islesboro.

Mrs.

at

Hutchinson is an artist of
recognized ability and with her husband
takes much iuterest in Ep worth League
work especially in the Junior department.
Prof, and Mrs. Hutchinson will arrive at
Bucks port about Aug. 1st. The trustees
count themselves highly favored, also, that
they are able to retain the services of
Amanda Wilson of Bangor as preceptress
and also of Prof. Fred C. Ball as head of the
commercial department in which line he has
but few equals in the country. Two uew
teachers, Prof. Archie S. Hardman, Bowdoin '07, and Miss Marion P. Stover, Wellesley ’1*5, are new acqti'sitions and bring to
their respective departments modern and
up-to-date methods and considerable experience as teachers.
In the music department,
Miss Ada M
Fernald returns from a year’s
studies with eminent teachers.
A complete new equipment of modern
dries and accoutrements will shortly be
issued to the s* bool by the State ami instruction in military tactics will be resumed
m charge of tin* veteran and
unequalled
drili-master Lieut.-(.h i. S. P. I.udros
Dr
Horace E. Snow, a prominent. Btieksport
citizen, lias been elected a member of the
board of trustees.
During vacation a general renovation will
take place in and about the building under
the directiou of the steward, Hives Mitc hell,
and the school will be ready to take on new
life as it were.
The financial condition is healthy and the
plans for the future as outlined by the trustees will keep the institution on a safe and
possibly paying i asis.
The school offers every advantage to
students of ’limited means and expenses
may be made surprisiugly low, ii necessary.
The curriculum is arranged with the utmost

PERSONAL.

from

years.
Dr. Houlton, the president of that institution for forty years, endorses Prof. Hutchinson as the best all-round man he ever had
under him and regards him at an exceptionally fine disciplinarian.
President Geo. E. Reed of Dickinson College in his endorsement of the candidate regards him as an honor to his alma-mater
and one of the finest young men ever turned
out by that college.
He is also recommended by Dr. Chas. H. Payne, Dr. Morris W.
Prince. President Harper of Chicago University and many others.
He has charge of the normal department
of the Sunday school ami Chautauqua Assembly at Ocean Grove, N. J., now in session, and is a most assiduous worker in this
and also in the educational department of
the Epworth League.
Mrs. Hutchinson is the daughter of Rev.
B. B. Loomis, Ph. D. of Troy, N. Y., and is a
graduate of Mt. Holyoke College and Syracuse University, completing her studies with
several post-graduate courses, which with
extensive travel in Europe has given her a

mngton.

PERSONAL.

Friday

gret the selection of the president-elect gives
every promise of being a most happy choice.
At the regular meeting of the trustees the
first of July a long list of candidates was
presented for the vacant office at the head of
the school. After a session of many hours it
was finally voted to leave the matter to a
committee of three, who at a later meeting
in Boston unanimously elected Prof. W. A.
Hutchinson of Pennington Seminary, New
Jersey. The action of the committee was
formally confirmed at a special meeting of
the trustees held at Grace church vestry in
Bangor, last Thursday forenoon.
Prof. Hutchinson is thirty-three years of
He is a gradage and a native of Delaware.
uate of Dickinson college and has the degree
of A. M. from his alma-mater. He did one
year of post-graduate work at Chicago University and also took a short course at Harvard. He began his teaching in the public
schools and has been four years at Pennington, being assistant vice-principal for three

••
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Encouraging Outlook.

When The Journal published a week or
two ago a modest local in relation to a
shadow picture on the wall of & building
there were scoffers and doubters, and an
up-river contemporary assailed the quality
of the beverage sold here. As to that we do
not profess to be an authority, but no doubt
our Queen City contemporary can tell how
it compares with the liquid damnation dispensed in Bangor. The shadow picture is,
however, a reality, if the word may be used
with reference to anything so un-substantial; and may be seen on any dark night after the electric lights are on, from Moody’s
corner.
The New York Herald has given
the portrait the following write up:
The mystery of an extroardinary apparition that is puzzling Belfast, Me., bids fair
to remain a
mystery for some time, as all
attempts that have been made to solve it
during the last week have been fruitless.
A few evenings ago pedestrians on Main
street who happened to look aloft at the
brick end wall of Odd Fellows’ block noticed
a
Ou the end of the
peculiar spectacle.
block W. C. Tuttle, a photographer, has
paiuted with white a considerable area in
order to improve his studio light. At
night
the electric arc lamps in the neighborhood
throw a strong light on this white area. One
evening last week a person who was passing
down tlie street was astonished to observe
tlie outlines of a gigantic human head
squarely iu the centre of the white area ou
t he wall.
In a short time a large throng
had collected to view the apparition. The
outlines were strongly marked, limned as
with lambent dame, and the wavering of
the electric light gave the features constantly varying expressions. Now the lines were
dark, now light on them, as though a wizard were at. work with magic
brush; out
would dash a yet more vivid portraiture of

hall was crowded to the doors, and
over 500 people were unable to obtain
•W,*ek l'he Tariff Bill N w Law.,
r.ii._.r*Y nage •.•! Wheat. .Thar
admission.There is no truth in the
important Tax Decision. .Insur'•-*
Story that the President offered the .Swed«>ut ...i-lin Beau As>o<ia■ i- -Bn*
ish mission to ex-Seeretary Carl Schurz,
u-cl,., k Officers
uraging
1
Maine’s Sil<
says the Boston Globe's Washington cor'-r.i'i -a! Pot g\ Steamers..IVrsonal.
respondent. W. W. Thomas of Maine
.Ty-s \th Maine. jv'uool Fund f.>r
will receive his appointment as minister
to Sweden before a long
PAGE 2.
The Tariff Bill Now Law.
while.Captain
•y Fro;i Re; •rr-s.. Bald-oning t«• the
George W. Alley of Ellsworth has retired
reate Market*.. M..osehead Lake.,
from the sea. and gone into the carriage Final Vote In the Senate on the Conference
Report
'.. »;• M
Gai -re.. Maine Medical
4U yeas to 30 Nays. President
repairing business. Captain Alley has
Promptly signs
i.autauquaus.
been coasting 24 years, and during that
the Bill.
PAGE 3.
time has been in command of 12 different
in Guatemala
TSpecial despatch to the Sunday Herald.J
Relief poem;. .The
vessels. The loss of one man is the most
.That Bide Hill Cow.
Washington, L). C., July 24, 1S97. Presiserious mishap with which he has ever dent
PAGE 4.
McKinley signed the Dingier tariff
met.G. W. Reynolds, the
bill
a few minutes after 4 o’clock tin’s
-r Washing!, n
Letter..Yachts and
largest buyer
aftera
and S. a M. Railroads
of hay iu central Maine, states the
C>minoon,
pen which Gov. Dingley.
heavy who with a gold
In Mem*>rian.
N< >rthp. u t News.
brought the bill from the Capitol to the
rain 4' J uly 22nd did fully ¥40,000
damage
Wheelmen.
to the hay crop.
The farmers generally White House, handed him for the purpose
PAGE 5.
had a large amount down and while they and afterwards put iu a plush case he had
and to-night at 9
f
Be’fast..Law
*-urt Decision
o’clock, Conwill feed this to stock, its market value is provided,
Real Estate..(..mceVning Local Ingress, having passed the act for which it
little.
The crop is large, but thus far the was called iu extra
*k Demand tor Yes'sels < >i.i Guns
until
sessiou,
adjourned
and
A
_;i>ra..A Vim:
Ir.m.
C<»mweather has been most unfavorable for the first Monday in December, first listenThe Churches.. Paper* and Feriharvesting.".A party of about twelve ing to the Presiiieut's currency commission a mighty face.'
PAGE 6.
men, made up of men from Bangor, message, the House passing the C. W. Stone
The features were markedly those of an
resolution to agree to such a commisIudiau. So plainly is the face shown that
Cupboard. .At Yer.ma Fark. Reg- Houlton and Calais, have caught the gold joint and the
Senate ignoring it. Last of ail the
M iter Vessels. >■.’._* ,u the .•sea
fever and left last week for the gold field sion,
strong aboriginal lineaments can be disK- i Brother..River and Harbor DuSpeaker Reed announced the House comin Alaska.
Stephen Crane, an old miner, mittees, which he has been holding hack all tinctly traced. There are the high cheek
the broad, straight mouth and the
hones,
was
page 7.
among the party.The body of a through the extra sessiou.
chin of the Micmac or Penobscot
man which was found in the
l'..r
All legislation, including the Senate reso- square
.Summer Smiles..» mPr.-hibiPiscataqua
tribe. Moreover, upon the head is shown
i.erary News and Notes. .GiTiS' H-mie
river, Eliot, has been indentifled as that lution to stop negotiations betweeu the gov- the rcprt sentation of a feather
dress, such
of Thomas Parks of Cambridge, Mass.... ernment and the Union Pacific re-orgauiza- as local
PAGE 8.
antiquarians declare the old time
Mrs. C. E. Rogers, widow of the late tion committee, except the tariff bill went chiefs of ancient
Peutagoet wore into bat-lie.
''-als. County Corres; ,mdence..Slop
over to the regular session.
<
apt. \'. \\. Rogers of Hampden and
Especially fascinating is it to watch the
Births. .Marriages.. Death*.
The final vote in the Senate on the convarying expressions that pass over these
stepmother of Prof. Rogers of the Uni- ference report was taken at
3.08, and the re- strangely pictured features on the dead wall.
versity of Maine, was found hanging port was adopted oy a vote of 40 to 30.
NEWS Oh I HE
WEEK.
Now the huge Indian face smiles blandly,
Monday morning at her home at Hampnow scowls with a
shuddering ferocity that
den.
since the death of Capt. Rogers
The following message from the President
slowly transforms itself to a frown, menaeMatters.
The members of the several
years ago Mrs. Rogers had been was received and read before adjournment: iug yet dignified. These are all human exRegimental Association with mentally iinballaneed.Patrolman WillTo the Congress of the United States: In pressions that fittingly come and go on the
>.
will hold the annual reunion iam s.
Morse, one of Portland’s veteran my message
convening the Congress in ex- weirdly limned face far above the heads of
ws' block. Rumford Falls, ou
died
after
roll-call
policemen,
in the traordinary session, I called attention to a the awed beholders. Night after night the
just
‘>‘ ami Thursday, August II and
station Monday morning at 7 single subject—that of providing revenue I't-iq-ie cuuect on ine street ana gaze uppolice
Wednesday at •'» o'clock p. m., "dock. Mr. Morse was a native of adequate to meet the reasonable and prop- ward for hours at a time.
•
The lights go out at midnight, and im->
eting, when all comrades are Rockland, but went to Portland many er expenses of the government. 1 believed
be present.
that, to be tlie most pressing subject for set- mediately the wail becomes dull and vacant,
At 7 o’clock, p.
He was 74 years of age.
years ago.
only the faint whiteness of the painted surt
followed
by speeches. IN hen he tirst went to Portland he was in tlement then. A bill to provide the neces- face
the night. In the dayshowing
j>rning at > o'clock, business the wood and coal business with his sary revenues for the government has al- light also the through
wall is simply a blank, white
ready passed the House of Representatives area.
:
necessary, after which tlie comThe
man
who painted the bricks forf
brother. A. D. Morse, on Plum street. and the Senate and awaits executive actiou.
t’. ;euds will look the town over,
He wa> appointed a member of the police
Another question of very great importance Mr Tuttle says that was no peculiarity of
i.ites have been secured ou all
the surface that could in any way account
is
that
of
the
force in March. 1>77.
establishment
of
our
There are but
nrreucy for the
Treasurer Booker of Bowapparition that now" glowers forth
four policemen now on the force who and banking system on a better basis, which
Men who have been up on ladhas received from New York were
I commented upon in my inaugural address each night
there when Office’- Morse was apders and examined the surfaced within a
in the following words
s77.l>OU from the Fayerweather
“Our financial sysfew
pointed.
state
that they can discover no
days
tem needs some revision; our money is all
•;
which there was so much
discoloration of the oaiut or any cracks in
good now, but its vaiue must not further be the
I he balance of the money,
bricks. Therefore, no one up to date is
In Piukf.
I uder the will of her hus- threatened. It should all be
put noon au
•i is
assured. wi;l be sent in a
band, John Biddulph Martin, the well enduring basis, not subject to easy attack, ready with any explanation. The face apto
There is no limitation what- ; known London
the camera, for numerous atpears
banker, who died of pneu- nor its stability to doubt, or dispute. The tempts avoid
to
make flashlight photographs
q 'Lithe bequest as to the way ! monia at Las Palmas. (Laud
last several forms of our paper money offer, in have failed.
Canary,
shall }
used.In view of | March, Mrs Victoria Clatiin Woodlmll my judgment, a constant embarrassment, to
Joseph Sokkatean of Northport, au Indian
hry i»f President McKinley's j Martin will receive the entire estate, tlie government and imperil a safe balance v hose
tamiiy has perpetuated for many cenin the treasury."
Maine this summer, to visit | width is
at
turies
in war club carvings the faces of the
piobated
2147,000.Lizzie
Nothing was settled more clearly at the : old chi;
hike, Adjt. Gen. Richards will I Glaw, the German champion bicyclist, late
fs, says that the pictured face on tlie
national election than the determina•dm an invitation to attend the has made a new out-door
world's record tion upon the part of the people to keep Belfast block closely resembles the visage
of the famous warrior chief of the lower
aT
of tie- National Guard of
j lor women riders. In one hour at the their currency stable in value ami equal to Penobscot,
nt iia T.
Passagasewaukeae The features
Crosby, “Fly Rod," Casino track in Toledo she rode 27 miles that of the most advanced nations of the show
no signs of fading, but
appear each
atrivilie last week to super- and 4 1-2
j
laps, 14 laps to the mile....Dur- world.
with
night
unvarying vividness. Just when
The soundness of our currency is nowl ere
a-I the log cabin ;
:}•
the
face
ing the month of June there were 12,>47
first
no
one
seems to
appeared
No loss can occur T<« its hold *rs.
jiroiuineut part at | visitors to ^he top of the Washington questioned.
*
J' is the system which should be simplified know, but it was not noticed by any person
i
until about ten days ago.
p -sition in New York
monument of whom 10,130 made the asand strengthened, keeping our money just
>
-1'.'light by Col. F. E. cent in the elevator, and 2,707 by the as good
as it is now with less
expense to he
*'
ip at his home on Coiwho
stairway, making 1,40'.*,>22 persons
government and the people.
Important Tax Decision.
1 he Eveiling Mail has it
The sentiment of tlie country is strongly
have visited the top since the shaft was
in favor of early action by Congress in this
The law court lias just rendered a decision
airhority that Congress- opened to the public Oct.
says
;|s endorsed the
petition of the Washington Star—Mr. Price, United direction, t<. revise our currency laws and in an interesting and important tax case in
remove them from partisan contention.
A
"i postmaster for Water.States consul at
Matanzas, Cuba, lias notable assembly of business men, with del- Lincoln county arising over the taxation of
eported tiiat a deal was armed the consulate in consequence of
egates from ”i) States and territories, was the estate of the late Gen. Samuel’J. Bridge,
-Uth to build the Wiscas- threats <4 demonstration
against Ameri- held at Indianapolis in January of this year. whose home was in Dresden.
railroad to Pittslield and cans made
by some of the ultra-Conserva- The financial situation commanded their
Gen. Bridge died in November, 1893, leav"unectious.
A new Mogul tives in that
place.The dedication of earnest attention, and after a two days' ses•un! six new ears arrived
July •St. Damiens’ monument of Gen. John A. sion the convention recommended to Con- ing a will of which his nephew, Edmund
11go «>f rails are to arrive I.ogan July 22d at Chicago was made the gress the appointment of a monetary com- Bridge of Boston, was made executor. The
assessors of Dresden assessed the estate in
mission.
Oi1 h road to Water vide is asoccasion of a notable demonstration in
I commend this report to the considera- April, 1894, at a valuation of §8,800, the
d iscasset feels
happy.At a the hero's honor. It is well that so not- \ tion of Congress. Tlie
authors of the report same amount as in previous years, and the
he University ot Maine tinsable .i memorial to the brave Illinoisan recommend a commission “to make a executor paid the tax.
:
Reginald Goodale, a grad- should be set up in the great metropolis thorough investigation of the monetary
In July, 1894, the executor riled au invenbn>
Hopkins University, was of tlie middle west.It is estimated that affairs anti needs of this country in all re- tory in the probate court showing the
letor in modern
amount
of the estate to he §->08,803.94, and
lations
and
and
to
make
aspects,
languages, the population of Kansas City, Mo., is j
proper sugJones of Boston, librarian now
gestions as to any evils found to exist and thereupon, in November, 1894, the assessors
1G‘»,210, and of Kansas City, Kas., the
levied
a
remedies therefor.”
Miss Eernald, resigned.
supplemental tax upon §359,543 94,
The 44.47-7,
making a total population of 212,This subject should receive tlie attention being the full amount of the inventory less
•f Prof. Colby, who goes to o>7 for Greater
Kansas City.
the of Congress at its special session. It
the
assessed the previous April, and
During
§8,800
ought
was
accepted. It was voted last year the population of the two cities not to be
postponed until the regular ses- made the assessment against the estate of
a law school in
Samuel J. Bridge.
Bangor, to be has increased at the rate of 1,000 a month. sion.
It was voted to make an
This supplemental valuation nearly equal.The latest report current in Chicago
I, therefore, urgently recommend that a
•n
to build a cinder track on
is that ex-Gov. Altgeld does not want to special commission be created, uon-partisau led the valuation of the entire town of Dres"!l
as made up iu April, 1894.
in
its
and the
to
be
den,
held.Contractor James go to Congress after all, and
composed of well inaccepting it formedcharacter,
citizens of different parties who will amount of the supplemental tax of the town
vh" has been prominently con- as
the Chicago Tribune notes an untrue,
for
that year.
command the confidence of Congress and
ae
Washington county railroad precedented unanimity there respecting the
a xiia
uiic
cAcuuui
ucuiucu
10 pay.
aii
country because of their special fitness
in Eastern Maine in
company him, as certainly nobody else wants him for the work, whose duty it shall be to make action was brought by the town against the
rty of seven capitalists from to go.Canada is
likely to have the big- recommendations of whatever changes in executor. The rase was reported to the law
a
and other cities.
The party gest wheat crop in the liistorv of the our present banking and currency laws
court in April, 1896, and a decision has just
may
"ver the route from the Frankf.sti
mates
of the yield run up be found necessary and expedient, and to been rendered in favor of the defendant.
country,
The court held: “The supplemental tax
will drive through to Calais.
their conclusions on or before the
to forty bushels per acre.
Different dis- report
first day of November next, in order that was assessed to ‘Samuel J. Bridge, estate
IllULII
J
tricts in Manitoba report an increase in
piCclBiCU
the same may be transmitted by me to Con- of.’ The statute provides that the personal
uilook.
The party of capital- the wheat
acreage of from fifteen to forty gress for its consideration at its first regular property of deceased persons in the hands
posed of John D. liiley of Phil- per cent, over last
of their executors or administrators not disyear, and the indica- session.
ohu B. Carter, N. G. lieed, K.
tions are that Canada will have 10,000,000
It is to be hoped that the report thus made tributed shall be assessed to the executors
ht. J.
A. Simontons, Milton more bushels of wheat
or
administrators.
for export than will be so comprehensive and sound as to
“Such assessment renders the executor or
Joseph Marrone of New York, last year.From 100,000 to 200,000 bush- receive the support of all parties and the
administrator personally liable for the tax.
make a complete tour of the
favorable action of Congress.
els of peaches are usually shipped
every
For such a tax a suit may be against him
At all events, such a report cannot fail to
the proposed new road.In an
year from Maryland anil Delaware to be of value to the executive
of
personally, and not against the property of
branch
the
report Attorney General W. New 1 ork and Boston. This
year, how- government, as well as to those charged the deceased in his hands. This suit is so
• s
answers the Governor and
ever, they are scarce, and the supply will with public legislation, and to
greatly assist brought. But to subject the defendant to a
>pon the question 4‘whether the
fall off lamentably.All the various pe- in the establishment of an improved system personal liability the tax must be assessed
government has the right to call
against him. So held in Fairfield vs. Woodtitions which have been so widely signed of finance.
Maine State liquor commissioner in
Executive Mansion, July 24, 1897.
man, 76 Maine, 349. This tax was not asPortsmouth, X. H., and York county,
sessed
tx.
He states therein that the
William
against the defendant, and he is not
McKinley.
Maine, in relation to the retention of the
liable therefor.”
*->r agent is a State
official, exe- frigate Constitution at the Portsmouth
News of the Granges.
dicy power of the State and that navy yard, have been collected in one
Insurance Companies Shut Out.
nu warrant in the constitution for
roll and forwarded to Speaker Keed.
large
■"Red tax—Major William
The following letter has been received by
Dickey A copy of these petitions has also been
The Guarantors Liability and Indemnity
Lent, the veteran of the Maine sent to each member of the Maine and State Master Wiggin, regarding the next
Company of Philadelphia, Pa., has been pro■"••! has passed his 87th birthday,
New' Hampshire delegations in Congress session of the State Grange:
hibited from doing business in Maine for the
Hi improving, and is getting into and
urges each member to do all in his
Augusta Me., July 20, 1897.
*°r another
campaign.One of power to have the Constitution rebuilt at Hon. Edward Wiggin, Master Maine State present, as it has made no application for a
renewal of its license which expired June
striking evidences of returning Portsmouth.Xow that President AnGrange.
1897.
’.v is the restoration of salaries on drews of Brown
Dear Sir and Brother: In behalf of the 30,
has resigned
University
The insurance commissioner of Maine,
Central to the old rates before on account of his
with the Capital Grange, I am authorized to invite Hon. S. W. Carr, has declined to renew lidisagreement
the Maine State Grange to meet iu Augusta,
(,wu made necessary by the hard
censes of the Massachusetts Benelit Life Ascorporation on the financial question, we December 20
■J.
24, 1897.
This comes right at home.
sociation and the Mercantile Mutual Accimay expect to see him enrolled by the
Our hotels and boarding houses will make dent
1'airfield has the most unique aras
Association, both of Boston; also of
a
in
the cause of the the same rates as last year and His Honor
Bryanites
martyr
1' of Methodist church and
par- sacred white dollar.A despatch from i Mayor Choate, iu behalf of the city govern- the Odd Fellows Accident Company of Bosthe
Fraternal Accident Association of
Hie State.
ton,
The church is of the
Copenhagen says that the report of the ment, again tenders the Patrons "of Maine Westfield, and the Red Men’s Fraternal Acpattern with tall steeple, but capture of a carrier
the free use of City Hall.
in
the
pigeon
cident Association of Westfield, the latter
vicinity
stories.
The church auditorium of Tromsoe
you, and through you, the broth- on the
Island, near the north poiut ersI assure
ground that they are fraternal organid and on the first floor is the of
and sisters of the State, of the desire of
with the words and
and as they are not transacting
izations,
Norway,
stamped
and Kennebec Pomona, to
Grange
Capital
home. He can go directly up
figures, “North Pole passed 15,” is not make their stay pleasant in the Capital City business in compliance with the law of 1897,
k stairs to his
pulpit.William
regulating the business of fraternal orders,
has 3,340 teachers and trust the invitation may be
accepted.
the Bath bank defaulter, was true.Philadelphia
these companies have been ordered to disiu the public schools, and it
Yours for the good of the order,
employed
continue business in the State and the infrom the Maine State prison takes over
4‘;d
G. M. Twitchkll,
$2,000,000 to pay them a year’s
surance commissioner has declined to renew
d
having served four years. He salary.A despatch from Singapore Chairman on the part of Capital Grange.
the licenses of their agents.
Jenced July 1, 1893, to a term of
that
The
State
the
master
steamer
that
bouud
is
the
says
says
Srihongann,
Bangor
"s lor the embezzlement of
$40,000 from Singapore for Malacca with 100 pas- only other city that has
John Bean Association Reunion.
formally made apLincoln National Bank of Bath,
sengers, was wrecked in a squall off Ma- plication for the meeting.
Skowhegan want•■•■cutive clemency his term was le- laca on June
The executive committee of the John
10th.
One hundred and ed it in 189b and is in
a fair way to make anast December to live
years, and twenty persons, including the captain of
Bean association met at the Eagle Hotel,
a
other application for ’97, it is understood.
year off for good behavior.
the steamer, w ere drowned.
The remainHaverhill, July 13th, consisting of Hon. J.
J
Loyd-Corey Shoe Company of der of the ship’s company were rescued by The matter will come up before a meeting H.
Drummond, Portland, Me.; Hon. I). G.
was
with a a
of
the
organized
July
21st,
executive
committee
in
Augusta.
passing steamer.... Both Dun & Co. and
'■’*
stuck of $1U0,000 of which all is
Bean, Wilton, Me.; Rev. J. Wesley Bean,
Bradstreet report greater confidence in
u.
Kingston; John A., John W., Frank C.
The officers are: President,
business circles since the end of uncerShortage of Wheat.
Bean, Paul N. Hale, Mrs. Rebecca J. Lamb,
c C.
Darling of Boston; vice presi- tainties regarding duties on imports.
Miss Frances G. Lamb, M. D., of Haverhill.
II. Aldrich of Boston; treasurer,
Both because of the season and because
It was voted that the annual reunion of the
San Fk an cisco, Cal., July 21.
L. Chase of
That
Bean association be held in Tander’s Hall,
Augusta; clerk, Hon. of pending action on the tariff, industrial
M
Heath of Augusta. The directors
there
is
an actual shortage of wheat iu the Haverhill, Aug. 31st.
Rev. Dr. S. C. Bean
operations are waiting, and yet with an
was appointed a committee to
the gentlemen mentioned anob
arrange for
which under such circum- Argentine Republic has been demonstrated
improvement
;
O. Vickery, Hon. J. H.
speakers. John A. Bean, Esq., and the
Mauley stances is significant.The ambassadors by the chartering of two
s
other
Haverhill
members
were
to
appointed a
carry
Hichborn, the latter being the of the powers and Tewfik Pasha have wheat to Brazil. These big ships
will carry a committee to arrange for hall and the matships
,,y of the board.Mary Bryant
the
frontier clause in the
agreed upon
invoice of grain to the Brazilian capi- ters connected therewith. Rev. J. Wesley
a.
aged 87, died at her home in peace treaty. The reports that the Turk- largethe first time
in history that a cargo of Bean was appointed a committee on music.
It is expected that the headquarters will be
•i'* u-|d July 22nd. Mrs. Connor was ish forces have begun to evacuate Thes- tal,
that kind has gone from here to that port.
moHier of ex-Gov. Selden Connor,
the Eagle House and that members will
saly are confirmed.The British Gov- Brazil has always depended upon the Ar- at
fcd States Pension
arrive
on the 30th and hold an informal reAgent at Augusta. ernment has again declined to interfere in
gentine for its wheat supply heretofore.
ception.

large
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Hampden. Tuesday. Vug .>!
shine.
All comrades of the A■

at

rain

or

so

daught

and those

w

In

••-s

id
w

a:

i-

nv,t

,■

night

rims,

.;

irn

i:

boat the next d..\
•tifmng
tlu* President. K. P Madd... s-, llcic.b",
tini.-gr,
Me.,) before August bb h.
Boston

time

of their return and 1 y wiimi
will tind free **ntert:u:.me:

mh-

i.

panied,

d-

eil for them.

Roll-eall,

at

11

o’clock

a. m

people of Hampden will presmiT an
excellent program including address of w *
come by Miss
Holland, response by Miss
Charlotte Thorndike Sibley, remarks by
An old-fashioned
comrades, music, eti
eamplire will be held. The following
The

Railroad and Steamboat lines will sell one
fare tickets for round trip as quoted below
The Boston A Bangor Stmrs. will sell one
fare tickets from landings on the bay
river, Aug. 17, good u< return on any

and
boat

lb'th, but no discount from Boston.
The Bangor & Bar Harbor boat will sell
tickets Aug. iflt.h or 17th, good until tlu*

until the

1‘Jtli;

The

Bangor

\

Aroostook K. b

will

Aug. 1(> or 17 to return the isrh M
.melo-s will s- 1
Central K. K. and its

sell

one

k-

A
Aug. lb or 17good to ri til.n the 11 *t 11
small boat will leave Bangor at b1 o b.,*k
b-s
standard time, and will take the
down and hack for urn fare.
ets

School

Fund

scholars in ami
the school fund
towns in Waldo
son

for

Waldo

County.

following table gives tin* number

The

with

Towns.

Scholars

Belfast--1,590

Belmont..
Brooks..
Burnham.
Frankfort.
Freedom.
Islesboro.
Jackson.
Knox.

of

f the
tlu* -apportionment
and mill tax To the various
County for isp7, in compari-

97
181
287
329
149
329
134
163

Amt Scholars
i,«;or>
$3,659 59
235 09

438 67
695 56
797.5
361 11
797 35
324 76

115
236
295

350
158
.3714

131

>

Amt.
; 9o«; si
279 93
574 46
718 97

851 90
384 60
'13 01
318 S7
118 68
632 88

172
395 04
new it ranks fourth in the law schools of the
571 %
260
Liberty. 236
Uuited States. Mr. Pattee is a native of Lincoln ville_ 397
951 75
962 It?
391
671 82
647 0!*
276
Jackson, and, his father dying when he was Monroe. 267
610 97
251
Montville. 258
.25 28
a small child, he secured his education
343 22
322 34
141
by Morrill. 133
464 92
409 58
191
his own unaided efforts.
He attended the Xnrthport. 169
615 84
253
Palermo.
245
593 77
seminaries at Buoksport and Kent’s Hill Prospect. 218
625 58
528 34
257
I
747 29
Searsmont... 320
775 54
307
ami graduated at Bowdoin College with high
77
421
421
32
1,024
1,020
Searsport.
honors. He was a classmate of Messrs. A. C. t Stockton Springs 270
691 30
654 36
284
13
494
Swan
ville...
60
203
195
472
Sibley, James S. Harriman, Wm. P. Thump* | Thorndike. 173
377 30
155
419 28
son and others of this city.
610 97
Since graduat- Troy.
251
228
552 57
713 20
293
283
686 87
ing he has taught in various law schools and Unity.
469 79
Waldo. 152
193
368 39
been in successful law practice iu St. Paul Winterport. 186
568
1,382 60
1,177 86
I
and Minneapolis.
7,630 $18,491 83 8,01»1 $19,694 72
..

..

Waldo

Monnn

i..

How to Create Markets.

County Crop Reports.
Agriculture
J
Our pastures iu this section i
Bulletin.

Fn>m the State Board of

of the county are generally permanent,
and aie .so rough and rocky that cultivation is out of the question.
They afford

j

[Turf,
I have

Farm and

The

Home.]

read with interest several

published iu your paper for
! the last few weeks, giving the views of
different correspondents as to the grievsweet, nutritious grasses, however, and j ances under which, at the present time,
when not overstocked afford an abundance the farmers of Maine are laboring—some
drain is, and should devoting their time in depicting their ills,
of food for cattle,
be, fed in summer as soon as the pastures and others suggesting the better ways of
C ommeuee with a
commence
to fail.
working their way out of the pond of dessmall ration of bran or some good mixed pair into which some seem to have fallen.
Although, personally, I have been, for
to d in August, aud mix a couple quarts
the last eight years, out of active farming
About
with
it
in
of corn meal
September.
—having given the management and contin- only way we can utilize the manure
from stock at pasture is to bouse them

nights. Undoubtedly farming can be successfully conducted without pasturage.
But economically considered, we think
pastures are a necessity, especially as we
have large tracts of rough land which

In our lumhave been cleared of wood.
bering operations, winters, we are connew
while
others
tracts
stantly clearing
grow up to forests agaiu, so many of our
pastures are being renewed iu this way.
1D. O. Bowen.
Lincoln vii.lk. Pasturage is of considerable importance to the farming commuuity. Much depends upon its value as a sum1 would have tlie pasture a rollmer feed.

i

j

j

ing undulating surface, not too rocky, or
steep hillside, with a sandy loam, for the
Pennauance is prefbest result for feed.
erable to rotation. They should be mostly
depended upon for summer feed for stock,

something green for fodder to help
out tli<* autumn season, for milch cows.
Lot stock. such as cows and all younganima]s. depend upon the pasture for their!
>
bsNumce and be stabled nights. By that !
ere is much utilized in theii void- j
ns t
'>i*>id'sa great amount of suffering
ii on 1 *ntin<ms dies and insects avoided.
niuich of some sort to save liquid
I ,- *
'i .iig>.
It will pav to attend to these
mn'. requirements in enriching the soil,
A
asiAimeis. are too negligent to look
bet a: is of this sojt.Jand let the farm
mi,
_gii g id suitable dressing to keep up
in H-itiiAv thereof. A pasture is a necesdt\
Tliere is no compromise, say or do
Vi hat yot: may.
summer feed can not. be
! ,it tended to as to have a good pass.- v
it is cool :i:nl wet for the season of
;.i v
1
e the promise of seed
,n. but w
and iiaivist. m.d doubt not. ProviK. Hahn.
h
uh-s all right.
V,
;
lev. Pastures iu this vioini"
_l and rocky that any kind
r:r s.
log. ;> mt of the question, and many
:i
.-lowing up to bushes. Sweet !
ip, imari *.u, and barley are grown a< •lam is 1* *t
i.»y i»om <*:i11>- )
ft>ui weeks in the j
; : *.!iiee <•
MiM k is staldu 1 every |
M
.f
the vein.
If our pastures j
dm
not give our!
"l*
we Wfuid
h:di as mu, h land! as they have
••
-a..
te»* *. more in the stable.
...,v.
< Mu m a \ siiet-eed well without a pasture,
bir I should l-retei having a run with
?h:i I,- ai.«: pule Mater in it where the
-*.■ k cor.’ 1 spend a portion of each day
d-aling summer and get at least Iialf of
ii
feed.
Many fruit trees have been
S’; ppeu of then foliage by caterpillars.
h;r
the\ been uucoiuniouly plenty in
( ther pnitsof the Mate? [.). <•. Harding.
with

j

■

munications

<

11

II'

li

>

v

uii.

u

m

I

for

across the lake it was necessary to get them as they best could to
! Greenville and after the lake was frozen
j to take them over upon the ice, oxen
being the chief beasts of burden in those

V

>

lumbering

remedy
needed,you have yourchoice
between the harsh,disagreeable, exhausting remedies

how changed! The national
beauties of the lake and mountain region
still remain, while the art, ingenuity and
wealth of man have transformed the
country from a howling wilderness into a
magnificent, world renowned summer
resort wheie thousands, from all over our
country and even from all the world, find
their way every year for the delight of
its scenery, the benefit of its pure air and
water and the sports of the rod and the
rilie. this being par excellence the hunting ground of America, wheie deer,
moose and caribou abound anil are killed
by thousands every year. Large and
finely equipped hotels and cosy camps
and cottages hold their doors invitingly
open bidding all to enter.
And just as great a change has been
made in the means of transportation.
Now instead of a tedious stage ride from
Portland to Monson and a horseback ride
or footwalk from
there to the lake, one
can
leave Boston in palatial cars at 8
o’clock in the morning, and, reaching
Greenville at .<>.*, P. M., after a comfortable and delightful ride over the Boston
and Maine, Maine Central and Bangor
and Aroostook railroads, embark upon
one of the twenty-live steamers that ply
upon the lake, reach lvineo, twenty miles
up the lake, the Mecca and delight of
tourists, at O.-4'q P. M., in season for supper, less than eleven hours from the time
of starting.
[The Kineo Echo.

Augusta
;

Gold
Immense

Pacific coast tiie past week.
The
Portland of the North American Co., arrived at Seattle,
Washington,
from its semi-annual expedition, within a
week and brought 81,000,000 iu gold dust
from the 1 ukon fields.
The despatch
sums up the yield of dust aud
nuggets iu
that Eldorado country during the year as
The
letter is
approximately 83,000,000.
iriun Capt. John J. Ilealy, who has piloted crafts for the North American
company
through the winding Alaskan river for
It is dated June 7. from Circle
years.
City, near the British boundary, aud depicts graphically the immense fortunes
which have been made within a fortnight
by roaming penniless miners. Capt. Healy tells of new regions which have been
discovered.
Indeed, the captain says that
not less than 84 worth of
gold dust is
scooped up with every shovel of dirt, and
that applies to every piece of ground into
which tiie shovel is driven.
Salaries to
miners are not less than 812 a day. and a
man can get his
provisions aud sustenance
for 82.
Theie is no doubt,” said Mr. Weare,
“that the veins of gold are only partly uncovered, and all of my despatches agree
that this is the continuation of the mother
vein in this country.
Von Humboldt, upon his visit to Dutch
Harbor, near Bristol
Bay, predicted that the mother vein would
show itself iu Alaska in a parallel line.
Everything indicates the truth of this

j

aud Fort Cudhay were the
fields before the" Clondyke
fields were discovered last fall and the
rush for these fields lias continued since.
“Gold fields have also been discovered,
in great value, in the vicinity of Noatak
Hirer, which is British territory, but the
travel has been and continues to be.
towards the Yukon fields.”
Seattle, Wash., July 17.—The reports
of great gold discoveries iu Alaska have
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"Circle

ARMY LAW.

9,722
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prophecy.
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GENERAL LAW.

daughters.
ACT

1,861
158
44

r.Assii r atio;;

OF JUNE

of

widows,

act

1890.
Widows without children....
Widows with children.
Minor children..
Mothers.
Fathers.
Helpless children.

5,(566
1.507

1812.
Survivors.
Widows.

7,173
junk 27,

939
194
52
103
83
4

1,0(55
200
54

100
83
5

war OF

■

WAR WITH

0
177

0
147

50
40

47

MEXICO.

Survivors.
Widows.

INDIAN wars 1832-1842.
Survivors.
1
Widows.
9

43

2
9

Total Pensioners.
20,009
Of 20,009 pensioners on the rolls of the
Augusta agency, June 30, 1897, 18,554 of
that number were at that date residents of
Maine.
The remainder of the number
are scattered in
nearly every State and
territory in the Union, many preferring to
draw their pensions from their old home
agency than to transfer to the agencies
nearer their present residences which are
in many cases temporary homes.
The total amount paid from this agenty
during the year just ended is $2,935,090.27.
Of this amount $2,753,105.03 was
paid to residents of Maine. The balance
was paid to the residents above referred to
of other sections of the country.
It will be interesting to know, in connection with the above tables, that there have
been added to the roll for the year ending
June 30, 1897, of original cases: Invalids,

(general lav?) 39; widows, (general law)
71; invalids, by act of June 27, 1890, 275;
widows, etc., 205; Mexican war widows,
3; total, 593.
By renewals, cases
been dropped, and for

which have
one

reason

ucic.

1

UllCc-

resigning

car man

A ANCot'VKK, July 21.
There is great
excitement in British Columbia
owing to
the fact that Canadians are
making nothout
of
the
fabulous liuds in their own
ing
country. Live Americans have been the
in
the
Canadian A'ukon as well as
pioneers
at Kootenai.
Prominent men and the press are demanding that the Dominion Government
place customs officials at the Canadian
passes. At present Americans are paying
no duty, and
are getting their
goods in
Seattle and other American towns, to the
great loss of British Columbia.
The climax was reached when Mr.
Percy,
a wholesale merchant of
A'ictoria, organized a company in an hour which
guaranteed to raise $50,000.
The compaut then
wired the Dominion Government:
“\A e will give the Dominion Government $50,000 a year for ten
years and pay
all expenses for the privilege of
collecting
the legal customs at the Canadian
passes.”
This would be an added
hardship to the
stalwart
American
pathfinders. The
Canadian Indians now charge one dollar a
for
pound
fording lakes in Alaska and a
year’s supply of grub per man must be
got into the country some way as an assurance against starvation.
The government will no doubt be forced
to accede to the clamors of the British
Columbians and the trade will be diverted
to Canada.

162

Total. 6,674
<

cAuuiuau

629
6

6

27, 1896.
Invalids. 5,299
Widows, etc. 1,375
BY

“iiiuov

from tire force.
Every
that can raise a stake, has
given notice to his company. In fact all
classes of society are represented in the
feverish rush to get north.
Men neglect
their business and congregate in
groups in
excited discussions. People are
telegraphfriends
and relatives in the East to
ing
come and join them in the new Eldorado.
men are

street

WINDOWS—

Widows without children. 1,830
Widows with children.
197
Minor children.
43
Mothers.
691
Fathers..
184
Brothers, sisters, sons,

Bis Alaskan fields.

north

is an interesting one.
The fiscal year ends June JO, at the conclusion of which the immense amount of
matter is collected and presented in as condensed yet comprehensive form as possible and sent to Washington, I). ('., along
with those from the several other agencies
in the country.
The following table will he of interest,
showing the various classifications of pensioners, in gains and losses, giving a total increase from various causes of 141:

Invalids. 9,962
N u rses.
4

yields

Galore.

In the

steamship

The annual report of the agent »*1 the
Augusta Pension Agency, Gen. Sehlon
Connor, which has been sent to Washington, I). ('., to the central department

July 1,

(1693); 810,

fields in Alaska which confirm the stories
of its fabulous wealth received from the

Maine.

CLASSIFICATION—GENERAL

88,

Chicago, July 17.—Vice President P.
B. Weare, of the North American Transportation Trading Company, has received
despatches from theClondyke Placer Gold

Agency.

on

cures.

The lowest rate at which iuval id pension
ers are rated, as will be
seen from the
above, is 80 a month. Previous to act
March 2, 1895, peusiouers were rated as
low as 81 per mouth.

Paid $2,1055 01*0 In pensions During Fiscal Year
Passed.
$2,753,105 Went to Residents of

Number of Pensioners

foaming, sparkling, agreedraught that refreshes
strengthens while it

at

once
or an-

other have been restored to the rolls: Invalids, 37; widows, 1; under act of June
27, 1890, 20 invalids and six widows.
There have been during the year 123 additional cases allowed under the act of
June 27, 1890.
There have been transferred to this agency during the year, invalids, general law,
100; under act of June 27, 1890, 242 invalids.
Survivors of Mexican war, 2; survivors of Indian war, 1.
The losses for the year by death are
084.
Only three of all the thousands have
been dropped from the list by failure to
pl’esent their claims. The loss by marriage by widows is 10. Losses by minors,
legal limitation, is 21. For various causes
14 have been dropped. The eutire loss by
transfer is 105.
The annual value of all the original
cases allowed during the year is $05,990.
The annual value of increase, reissue anil
additional to the rolls for the year is $40,332; of restorations and renewals is $10,088.
The annual value of all cases dropped from the rolls is $147,381. The total
number of pensioners on the roll, June 30,
1897, is 20,009, at an annual value of $2,-

841,147.
The rates paid to invalids under the
law are as follows:
At $0 per month, are 2005; at $7, (1)

|

Ottawa, July 21. The Dominion government is being urged to appoint officers
at the chief points in the Yukon
country,
as there is done
now, and all goods coming in from the United States escape duty.
The merchants of Victoria regard this as
an injustice to them.
Information has been received here of
the highest importance in regard to the
route to the Yukon via the White l’ass.
The United States traders are
beginning
to realize that the White Pass is now
open
to the world and is the shortest route to
the upper Yukon.
A firm at Juneau, Alaska, has contracted for the carriage of forty tons of
freight
and the passage of a Hock of :J00
sheep
through the pass. This will require the
use of at least 400
pack horses and it will
settle the question as to which is the best
it is expected
pass through the ranges,
that the passage from Juneau to
Klondyke
will be made in two weeks, as
against
three or four weeks by the American
route.
Both the Chilkoot and White Passes are
practically on the boundary between the
United States and Canadian territories.
They are in the same latitude and are only
twenty or thirty miles apart. After reaching the head of navigation, the Juneau
parties bound for the Yukon turn west
through the mountains by Cbilkoot Pass.
If they used the White Pass they would
turn east and circumvent the mountains
on the east side.
The White Pass has not
been utilized by our mining parties, the
Chilkoot being the usual route and the
Chilkat Pass, farther north, being used to
a much less extent.
Maine

Medical

Prof. I. T. Dana has
of

School.

resigned

Pathology and practice,
School of Maine, which he

the Complete
gramme.

This is the

Pro-

Fryeburg

DUST

WASHING

POWDKR

Package—

remember it. It contains

at the Woman's club hour.
It will be a
to listen to this eminent woman.
The Messrs. Bennett of Boston will assist
in two of the concerts, one at the piano
and one at the violin.
Bev. Geo. D. Lindsay w ill deliver the recognition day address. Those who have
the privilege to listen to this gentleman
will hear something new and intensely interesting, as the doctor is a man of great
ability. Mr. II. X. Abbott of Harvard will
give an interesting talk on “Books for Children.”
Miss Anna Barrows of Boston, so
well known as a teacher of cooking, will
Dr.
speak on “Household Economics.”
W. C. Cummings, instructor of physical
training at the University of Maine, will
have charge of the physical department.
Dr. Cummings was with the assembly last
year and gained for himself a high reputation.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Waterhouse, noted
singers of Boston, will appear several times
at the assembly, and give one concert, assisted by other noted talent and readings.
Miss Vida 8cudder, professor of English
literature at Wellesley college, will devote
two afternoons to lectures on English litertreat

able
and

month, 1266 cases:
(284); 812, (2423).

days.
To-day,

and will be found.
Tin virtue of economy, to my mind, is
only true to a limited extent. It is one J
of the greatest of virtues to the limit of
keeping one's expenditures within one's
income: beyond that it is a sin, for whoever hoards from his income beyond his
present wants and possible future necessities. is no benefit to a community.
Every expenditure, however lavish, by
those who can afford it. is a blessing, for
it < reates new lines of employment and
aids to enlarge the daily market purse
that can be drawn upon to purchase the
products of labor, and therefore should
be encouraged instead of being anathe\ >!
have
been
unusually matized, as it scatters benefits along its
Caterpillars
arv :j. a.] s-- 'Tams of the State and have
path. In the meantime the farmers of
hue- much damage.—Secretary.]
Maine are not suffering beyond precedent.
(»n most farms in this State
M •m;ok.
They are infinitely better fed, better cloththe pastures should be permanent. Occa- ed and better housed than the most
optisionally. it may be found profitable to use mistic vision could foresee fifty years ago.
good tillage land for pasture, but generalTheir horses and carriages, the furnishly the rough, rocky and hilly places are ings of tlieir homes, as well as all their
Such land may
best used for pasturage.
surroundings and manner of living, show
n t make better pasture than the smooth
a degree
of comfort and elegance not
fields would, but it makes cheaper pasture dreamed of at that
time; but this should
Under some coudi- not
f< >; most purposes.
satisfy as long as better is yet attainti<ojs it may be found profitable to feed
able, for the line of march is towards imgrain in mi miner, but in most cases the
We are living to-day in an
provement.
pasture, supplemented by soiling crops. age of sharp competition, and the only
>hoiild be depended on. Stock a pasture
to
is to excel; therefore whatsucceed
way
with all it can feed during the fust part of ever one undertakes to
do, let him strive
the season and then, when feed gets short, to do it better than his
neighbor, and go
with
or
and
out
green crops,
hay
help
at it with a cheerful face and hopeful
if
and
will
all
you
grain
preferred,
get
heart, for a hopeful man, full of courage,
there is for you at as little cost as possi- will
succeed where a despondent une will
ble.
Is a pustuie a necessity? A large
fail.
part l our Maine land must be used for
The old .state of Maine has many excel) asture or else, allowed to grow up to lencies.
In many things she can hold her
This rough and hilly land is well
wttoh.
own with the best, and it should be the
adapt***! to pasture, and it is more profit- pride of her active and intelligent farmers
ed it* t< m aze it than to allow it to lay idle. to
develop all her resources aud bring them
AYltli the markets of the world such as to
the front ranks.
Many of them are althrv 11*iw are, and the price of good pasready being pushed, and some which
ture land so cheap as it is, 1 believe the
1 think might be brought forward to the
pasture Mill bo found
necessity in our protit of the farmers have not yet been
>*;i multure.
[E. C. D *\v.
started, on* of which, at least, 1 may preM**ni villi:.
Clay b*am soil and hilly sent in a future article.
>
till'
ill'
M
.III
!_/
J
1J 11
Oti> 1). Wilson.
y::il;k it "ould lx* well to include pastures
Searsmont, July lb, lst>7.
in rotation, if it can be done. In this seoon nur pastures are sn broken and rocky j
it ■•'Mild not be (buic.
Pastures could not I
Aloosehead Lake.
be dfpended uj*on it one was running a
d.ii: v dm ing the summer: but with young
To-day Mooseliead Lake lias become
't"( k and sheep I think it
might answer. known and celebrated all over the country
!'■■> d urn in if you can make it pay. 1 make
and even beyond its borders as one of the
it ,i prat !ice to stable animals at pasture,
nights: think they do as well, and I save grandest, cleanest, healthiest places of
quite a lot of fertilizer by so doing. Don’t summer resort throughout our broad
think a pasture a necessity, but don’t j
aud each year’s advent of tourists
know what we should do with our pas- ! land,
t nres if we did not use them for that
pur- j is larger than that of the year preceding.
In addition to its vast expanse of water, a
pose.
[Ik F. Foster.
I consider stony or marly
Skaiismoxt.
veritable inland sea, forty miles long by
lands on the northerly cant of a hill as the
best soil and location for pastures, and thirteen in its greatest breadth, surroundwhen so located they should remain in ed by its majestic ranges of hills and
permanent pasture, but when level, or mountains, including Squaw mountains,
nearly level, light clay loam lands have to
and little; Kineo, at whose feet nestles
be used I should judge rotation prefer- big
able.
1 do not think that the pasture the beautiful little village comprising the
should be solely depended upon during far-famed Kineo House, with its annexes
the whole summer, and I have an idea and numerous adjuncts; the Spencer
that dairy cows, at least, can profitably Twins, Little Kineo, the Lily Bay range,
be fed some grain nearly, or quite, the with grand old Katahdin aud Bald mounwhole season.
Young stock and sheep, tains in the distance, severally to the east
perhaps, will do as well on pasturing and the west, and with Deer Island and
alone, if the pasture is such as will keep Sugar Island standing, like two Gibraltars,
them gaining, but no animal should be as guards upon either side the channel
permitted to go backward, and when the leading up the lake, with Moose Island
pasturing fails to keep them up to the below and Farm Island above, like two
mark, something should be added. 1 be- outposts, and with three hundred and
lieve that all cattle are better for being sixty other islands of various sizes, though
housed nights the year through, more es- mostly small, scattered over its surface;
] ccially cows in milk; hut horses at pas- all these lend such a charm that visitants
ture in ily time often seem to do better by who feast their eyes thereon for the first
being housed in the day time and turned time are filled with amazement and deout to feed nights.
Pastures are not a light.
Great changes have passed over the renecessity, but where suitable lands can be
obtained at reasonable prices they are not gion sunoundiug the great lake during the
only a convenience, but are cheaper—in past three score years. Sixty years ago,
fact much of our New England land is Bangor, now a thriving, populous, wealthy
fitted for nothing but pastures.
[Otis D. and beautiful city, was but in its infancy,
small in population but ardent in ambiWilson.
tion and will, with the spirit of speculation which carries everything up to fabuBallooning to the Pole.
lous prices only to drop with the turning
of the tide, to the lowest ebb, stranding and
Professor Andree and his two compan- forever
ruining many who seemed to have
ions got safely away from Dane’s Esland on acquired an inexhaustible amount of
t he 11 th inst. on his novel expedition to find wealth.
Greenville the lovely village at the foot
the Pole.
Ilis air ship—“The Eagle”—is
of Mooseliead Lake, was then but a small
made of three thicknesses of silk glued hamlet where a few of the
hardy pioneers
together, and is heavily varnished. The of those early days had made their home,
basket is five feet deep, and contains a bed, and from which
lumbering operations
so that one can sleep while the other two
around the lake were directed, the place
stand watch. On the cover to the basket being a base of supplies for
operators.
the instruments of observation are placed.
There was not a stage road or even a
will
be
done
means
of
an
Cooking
by
ap- “tote road’’ at that time to connect the
paratus dropped lifteen feet belowT the place with the outside world, and the only
basket so as to avoid danger of exploding way of reaching the town of
Monson,
the gas.
The balloon is provided with sixteen miles
away, and from which
sails, to be used for steering, if necessary, there was a stage road to Bangor, was a
and drag ropes.
It carries also a collap- foot path by a spotted trail
through the
sible boat, a tent and three sledges. The woods, three or four
miles, and thence by
exploreis started on their perilous journey horseback.
in fine spirits.
To beat Nansen’s record
Mr. Samuel Scammons, one of the
they must make at least 4.}0 miles due early settlers, of whom there are but
to
attain
the
Pole
must
north;
they
fly three others now living, is my informant
some 200 miles farther northward.
When upon this point, and he well remembers
the balloon disappeared, it was traveling journeys he thus made when a
boy, bringnorth-northwest at the rate of twenty-two ing his purchases and
mail, if he had any,
miles an hour.
After reaching the Pole, or home from Monson on his back or in his
as near to it as possible, Andree hopes to
pocket, making the entire distance both
make a landing in Alaska, 2,000 miles from ways on foot.
his starting-point.
To carry the tools, provisions and oxen
>

When

a

of

completed programme of the Fryeburg Chautauqua Assembly has beeu given
to the public.
It is full of rich and interesting things. The noted speakers and entertainments are many.
Among those
not already announced is Mrs. Lyman
Abbott of Brooklyn, New York, who will
be present during the assembly and speak
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Er.dorsed by Physicians for50 years.
50 cents and $’.
New York
Tarrant & Co., Chemists,
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The

and

uitiui'ii

bring it another will be demanded,

*HI

|jn pH ip^l pi

trol of the farm up to my son, 1 never
have been, and hope never to be, out of
sympathy with all people who earn their
bread by the work of their hands or
brains, and 1 retain in my heart an especial soft spot for the farmers of Maine.
I
do not know that I can say anything to
assist them, but possibly my line of
thought may aid to encourage some one,
and if so, I shall feel repaid for my labor,
I do not deem myself expert enough to
teach how to make more or better butter
out of a given amount of cream, nor how
to grow two blades of grass where only
one now grows, beyond what is now fully
taught by much abler men than myself;
nor do 1 deem it necessary, as in all
the
plaints I read or hear none claim that the
earth has ceased her fruitfulness, but the
great cry that goes forth (and with truth)
that there is not sufficient outlet for the
present production—that everything that
the land can yield to tempt a buyer is
produced in so great an abundance that
the markets are overstocked.
In this condition, what would seem to
be the logical remedy ? Surely not more
marketable material, but more markets,
and the great <]uestion is where to find
To my
How to foster them?
them?
it is by
mind there is but one answer,
of
tin
the encouragement
employment of
labor at the highest wages possible outAnd should such deside of farming.
mands arise that it would tempt more
men from that class of farms that never
should have been wrested from the undisputed sway of the foxes and woodchucks, and turn them into consumers,
the better.
Give our laboring
so much
men employment at suitable wages, so
be
enabled
to buy what
that they may
they need to buy and what they would
buy had they the means, and there will be
no lack of a market, as a disposition to buy
As to the methods of aris not lacking.
riving at this desired result men honestly
differ, and it would be out of place for me
to discuss it Imre—only be sure it will be
not
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ature.

Mi. Benjamin F. Newman will have a
water color painting
and pencil sketching.
Bev. Herbert E. Thayer will again have
charge of the Sunday school department.
Mr. Samuel C. Prescott of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology will lecture <>n germs iu milk and drinking water.
Ili.s evening lecture will be illustrated by
slides from the institute.
Prof. S. 11. Woodbridge will lecture on
the “Application of Modern Sciences to
Health,” and the “Fight Against the
Louisiana Lottery."
Prof. 1 >. W. McCracken will give a superb lecture. Subject “The Spirit of the
East.”
This lecture will be all the more
interesting from the fact that almost every
one has become more or less interested in
the atlairs of Turkey, Greece and Armenia.
llis second lecture will he on “Andreas llofer and the Tyrol” dealing with
.i
people and a hero of peculiarly romantic
character.
Prof. George I Lily will have charge of
the class in botany.
Miss Helen P. Goodwin, from the Chandler Normal Shorthand
school, Boston, will conduct a class in
shorthand.
Prof. Gorham I). Gilman will
give a beautifully illustrated lecture ou
“Hawaii, Past and Present,” "An Evening in Tropic Islands,” “A Land of Eire
and Flowers,” “The Paradise of the Pacitic.”
Prof. Gilman has over one hundred
beautiful stereopticon views, many of
them artistically colored.
Every one
should be deeply interested in this lecture
as
we are soon to annex Hawaii to the
United States.
nese are only a part ot the many good
things the patrons of the assembly will |
have to enjoy. Chautauqua grounds are |
situated on the high bank of the silvered
Saco, looking out upon beautiful mountain scenery.
The dry invigorating air
from the mountains, and the delicious
mineral spring water and a good table at
prices in reach of all make it one of the
most desirable places for rest and recreation to be found.
Mr. F. E. Boothby, the genial passenger
agent, has given remarkably low fares on
the Maine Central K.
K.
The White
Mountain division which runs through
the
famous
White
Fryeburg, up through
Mountain Notch, presents to the traveller
some of the most beautiful and picturNo tourist
esque scenery in America.
should fail to take a trip over this road in
his wanderings.
The officers of the U nion
will do all in their power to make every
one happy.
For all information in reference to board, lodgings, etc.,address Mrs.
j
N. Waterhouse, 7 Russell street. Fort- 1
land.
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feet remedy for Dizziness,
Nausea, Drovsh
ness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
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All kiiuls of Bicycle repairs
and repairing neatly done

bread that cook
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Bottles,
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FOR SALE BN
can

general

distinction and credit for many years.
Prof. Alfred Mitchell of Brunswick has
$7.50, (9); $7.75, (1); $8, (1044); $8.25, (1) been appointed lecturer in his place.
Dr. Charles A. King of Portland has
$8.50, (17); $9, (10); $9.25, (1); *10, (910);
$10.25, (1); $11, (3);$11.25, (6);*11.75, (1); been appointed lecturer on Obstetrics and
$12, (1400); $12.25, (1); $12.75, (0); $13, Dr. Addison S. Thayer, lecturer of Dis(13); $14, (035); $14.25,(1); $15, (00); $10, eases of Children, to fill the chair which
(497); $16.50, (1); $17, (851); $17.25, (1); Dr. Mitchell held.
$18, (36); $18.75, (3); $20, (100); $22, (74);
Dr. Frank I. Brown of South Portland
$22.50, (2); $24, (084); $25, (53); $27, (15): has been elected instructor in Anatomy in
$30, (407); $31.25, (21; $35, (1);$30, (90); the Portland School for Medical Instruc$45, (74); $50, (27); $72, (60).
tion, iu place of Dr. William Lawrence
By the act of June 27, 1890, at $6 per- Dana, deceased.
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Dust to Dust in Guatemala.

WHAT DO THE CHILDREN DRINK?

Id the

i.ruesome Sights

Graveyard.
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and

nourishing and takes the place of coffee The
mure Grain-O you give the children the mure
health you distribute through the systems. GrainO is made of pure grains, and when properly prepared tastes like the choice grades of coffee, but

shops
neighpalace, we uoticsign-board, bearing in white
legend. “Administrator del
Funebra," which translated

oi the National
•!ack
the
de

io

Administrator

es.

of

give them tea or coffee. Have you tried the
food drink called Grain-O? It is delicious

new

in the

the offices and

.g

Don't

about 1-4

costs

as

All grocers sell it. 15c.

much.

ami 25c.

in

us

the funeral

Washington,

n-babix

of a little tailor-

arises from the coarseness

’t

cemeteries,

as

well

the

as

absence

of

figures •sciiptuiv texts, sentiments, verses, etc.
ill been more or less battered by As .i rule, nothing but a name is inscrib;ake>
A number of pillars, with ed.
Another curious fact is that adults
t-*p. scattered about the terrace for and children arc seldom buried together.
parent purpose, add a sort of ancient At one end of this underground mausois
a
Yect.
The cathedral has two leum
large collection miniailie handsome facade ture cenotaphs, monuments and slabs,
towers,
ed from soft yellow stone, surmouut- exactly imitating
the
larger ones—
a pediment
jutainiug a dock with evidently the children’s department.
tigun-s. In the centie of the fa- Somehow it makes one's heart ache and
ts a gr -up of
round pillars, and the inspires the hope that the poor little
walls havealuted columns attached. ghost-babies are not separated from their
■ia.
t the doors stands a large aitoghost-mothers in the Land of Shadows.
On the highest knoll of the cemetery is
cure of John the Baptist; the
are crowded with
jangling bells. a lofty stone obelisk, which was erected
:m* south one has also a
glass-faced by the government in memory of the Gua-no', clock.
Inside the cathedral your temalan hero, General Zavala, who died
More interesting to
impression is of its unusual cleanli- some years ago.
American visitors is the sepulchre of Dicano general good condition and the
uce
of that “dim religious light" tator Barrios, the friend of America, who,
man
to these old sanctuaries.
You' with all his cruelty, did more for his
>

*t

n

at

Above, it
country than any other man.
rises a slender broken column of white
marble, set in a heap of rough marble

appreciate its great size,

once

four parallel rows of square col-hivide it from end to end into five

usc

blocks. So far it is

of them very wide, while the
aiciied ceiling above them seems to

s.

down
into the depths of
and
weak,
misery
many

A clod fell upon a corner of
the mouth and another obscured one
eye,

changing

its erst-while

happy

most

look to

The peculiar
ailments which wo.

grotesque expression aud instantly
robing death in all his terrors. Nobody
seemed to notice
it, however, but ourselves, and tlie father calmly proceeded.

none

tolerably artistic; but,

“The procession

consisted of

grown persons and

ten

as

eight or
many boys anil

girls. The sexton carried the child in his
arms, dressed in white, with a wreath of
flowers around its head. All were huddled around the sexton, walking
together,
the father and mother with him; and
more

than ever I

absence of

remarked not

solemnity,

only

the

but cheerfulness

aud actual gayety, from the happy conviction that the child had gone to a better
world. 1 happened to be in the church as

they approached—more

like

wedding

a

a burial party. The floor of the church
earthen and the grave was dug inside, because, as the sexton told me, the
father was rich and could afford to pay

women

ness.

a

Sutter

men

are

Pierce’s Favorite Prescription. It is the one
remedy which reaches
the internal source of
these troubles and cures
fthem thoroughly and

permanently.

It is the only medicine of the kind invented by a regularly graduated physician of lone
and wine experience—a specialist,—who
has devoted a life time to the understanding and cure of these special diseases. The
“Favorite Prescription” is designed fox
this one purpose, and no other medicine
has ever accomplished it so perfectly. No
mere nurse’s prescription or advice will
be relied upon bv a sensible woman afflicted
with these delicate complaints.
Every woman would understand her
physical organization better and be better
able to keep in health and condition by
reading Dr. Pierce's thousand-page illustrated book, “The Common Sense Medical
Adviser.” Several chapters are devoted to
woman’s special physiology with valuable
suggestions ft*r home-treatment without the
aid of a physician. A paper-bound copy will
be sent free on receipt of 21 one-cent stamps
to pay the cost of mailing only.
Address,
World’s Dispensary Medical Association,
Buffalo, N. Y. If a handsome, cloth-bound,
beautifully stamped copy is preferred, send
10 stamps extra (31 in ail), to cover the addition'll expense.
Constipation if neglected will lead the
most robust to the doctor’s office.
The
blood gets loaded down with impurities
which it deposits in every organ and tissue
in ‘.lie body. Serious illness is the inevitable result. I)r. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets
cure constipation.
They are prompt and
pleasant in their action. They never gripe.
They cure permanently and completely,
and are not mere temporary palliatives like
so many so-called remedies.
Druggists sell
them
If you accept something “just as
good,” you will regret it.

than
was

Maine Central R. R.

for it, and the father seemed pleased and
TT3IE-TA BLE.
proud that be could give the child such a
On and ufler June 20,1 SU7, trams
connecting at
burial place.
The sexton laid the child Burnham ami Waterville with through trains for
unn from Bangor. Waterville, Portland and
Busin the grave, folded its little hands upon i tor. will run as follows
FRO it BELFAST.
placed across them a small j
A m
rude cross. Then, having covered it over I
Belfast, depart.
7 00
with a few inches of earth, he got into Citypoiut.. *7 05
7 15
the grave and stamped it down with his yaOto.
Brooks
7 20

its breast, and

feet, then he got

out

and threw in more

Ivtlox

Thorndike.
ITlity..
Burnham, arrive.

7 58
7 45
755
8 25
8 35
8 45
11 40

e m

1 20
fl 25
1135
1 45
11 08
2 05
2 13
2 35
2 45
2 55
4 35

strange to say, it

rests

upon a great,
which is cheap-

■

■

sr,
13 52
1415
4 45
15 10
5 32
(100
6 25
6 50
7 08

The Panama Canal.
What

the New Company is Doing.

Capt. Nathan Appleton of Boston,
ing a visit to Washington, D. C.,

durlast
week in the interest of the Panama canal,
was frequently asked as to the
present
condition of that enterprise, and has referred inquirers to an address made by
Gerardo Lewis of Panama, delegate to the
recent Pan-American convention at the
Philadelphia Commercial Museums, in
which he said:
“The work of the Panama canal is being carried on at the present time by the
new Panama Canal
Company, organized
in October, 1S0L
The company has a
of
capital
ft>5,000,000, divided into 05,000
shares of flOO each, of which 50,000, free
of all charges, representing the sum of
f5,000,000, have been given over to the
Colombian government in conformity to
the legislative acts of incorporation.
“The capital f05,000,000 at the present
time is three-quarters paid in, and has
been made up by the subscriptions from
organizers of the old company and from
certain individuals condemned to make
restitution, public subscriptions and subscriptions under the liquidation of the
old company.
“The whole capital of f65,000,000 hears
no interest.
It must be entirely devoted,
lirst, to the administrative expenses of the
company; second, to the carrying on of
the work on the canal, and third, in payment to the liquidation of a sum of t'“0,000,000 for the acquisition of the Panama
railroad in case the completion of the
canal shall be found impossible.
“As soon as half the capital, say f‘3“,500,000, shall have been expended, a
commission of engineers chosen half by
the new company and half by the liquidation, will be sent to the spot to examine
the work which has been done and decide
whether or not it will he worth while to
attempt the completion of the canal.
“The new company lias, therefore,
really one object, which is to make a decisive experiment on which will depend
the fate of the whole enterprise, at least
so far as it concerns the future
participation of French capital.
“The liquidation has made free transfer to the new company, first, of the concession with all rights and duties entailing thereon; second, work already done,
of installation, of material and of all the
fixed property in the isthmus; and third,
of 08,500 shares of the Panama railroad.
“These transfers have been made in
consideration that the new company shall
share, half and half, with the creditors of
the old company, the net profits of the
enterprise, after payment of 5 per cent.
I interest on the capital,
necessary for the
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magnificent

a

seat

rude monuments of

of state for

The

b:>hop, and at onside appears a
pyramid of angels, surmounted by

arched

whitewashed adobe.

vaults of

dried

mud

are

aped very much like Dutch bake-ovens,
and Die level spaces between are crowded
with bodies, which have been piled upon

sh

rhe Virgin. The wooden angels
in gauze aud gay-bued muslin,

one

>ng wings and silver-tinsel tiaras:
v
Virgin \v. ars a tine velvet gown

another, mostly uncoffined, since the

foundation

of

burials

marked

the

Stone recent
city.
by an upright stick;
others by two sticks tied together iu the
a crescent moon.
Close inspection!
form of a cross; but generally there is
m:
the apparently handsome col- I
to distinguish one grave from anthe altars shows them to be of nothing

id,ered with

vored

gold

with

thread and stands 1

other

silver paper.
The
cathedral

are

in

the

Wherever the

vast

charnel

ground.

digs, his shovel
turns up skulls and marrow-bones, which
t
saints, altars and pictures,
he scrapes back when piling the dirt upon
'ho \ ’.liars hang many }»aintings, j
a
new tenant,
or tosses upon the mish
am* modern,
and there is
cellaneous collection of bones heaped in
-1 ticco work and scroll ornamentatile

of

■s

cross-shaped

sexton

s'

carved wood and

ot

and

iitii

The

organ.

tely

intricate

is

■

real

desk

is
in

and

patterns,

veil am-bound

cemetery happened to be timed at the
customary hour for interments, and we
were the unwilling
spectators of several.

line

a

pearls,

reading

witi:

,ii.

semi-annual

be*

paintings

allow the choir

of the enclosure to await the
burning. Our visit to this

one corner

i'id medallions in pure white plaster.
tin- high altar is the choir, with

The first was

evidently

that of

a

wealthy

Indian, for he occupied a painted coffin, a
rare honor for a dead Quiche.
The pro-

the

Latin missal upon
with illuminat-

cession was

long one headed by a brass
band aud tailed by several hired female
•xt
and -‘buckwheat'’ notes are!
mourners, who certainly wept and wailed
v
to behold.
Amid all this splen- |
their money s worth,
the cofhn, au orc dead man lay in state on a black
dinary box, built long ami narrow, was
dia.s. attended only by two priests,
covered with black and white paper, and
cad of the coffin was slightly elevatdecorated on both sides with skull and
hat the half opened eyes of the
cross bones, the former looking
exactly
seemed to be intently regarding a
like the head which children scratch upon
rueifix at the foot.
the
Presently
a
Jaek-o-lantern.
While the Indian
uers came in—all
men, accompanied Hives was
being lowered to his rest, amid
cii male friends, and the customary
the prayers of priests and the howling
IVe slipped quietly
proceeded.
of hired mourners, the baud played au
before its conclusion, in order to be
Meanwhile a
exhilerating quickstep.
cemetery w hen the cortege arrived,
poor Muzo had been brought in on the
hat is called the new
old

music

books

a

■

■

e

c

cemetery, (now

years old), is situated a mile
half from the centre of the city,

it

ten

a

tramway takes you half the distance,
after that you have to walk, unless
go to the plaza and hire a carriage
the whole distance.
The broad, unvd road is mostly lined with the mud
of the poorer classes, and a little
the pink-walled fort of San
vou reach the
cemetery’s higharch-

beyond

Passing through

utrance.
■

ron

gates, you
on the right

”f the
for

ns

M-r,

dead,
the

white-washed;
sepulchres,

de.

The
of

area

naked except for a cloth
about the loins, and was so shaken by the
movement of the carriers that it momen-

tarily

was

threatened to

topple off upon their
A petate, (straw mat,) was spread
the open grave and the body rolled

heads.
beside
in it.

Then it

was

discovered that the

grave was too short.
Nobody thought of
enlarging the hole, but the gruesome
bundle was unrolled and the knees drawn
up; then the mat was spread over again
tent-fashion, and the dirt shoveled on,
but for some time after all the rest was

left, retiring
Proceeding covered, those knees stuck up like a
high, stuccoed miniature Fuji-san. Finally all was cov-

the

a

on the other a row
six tiers in height,

corridor and

a

in

together,

mourners.

iral

with

garden

for the recep-

rooms
on

side is

one

on

(lower

see a

the mas-

shoulders of four fellow servants.
The
body, on a rude bier made of poles lashed

appropriate

covers
a
necropolis
nearly level meadow

from which

you

look

up to the
and Acatan-

moes,
Agua,
There are

ered and a ci'ossed stick set up atop; no
music, no prayers, no hired weepers, lint
the

perhaps
women

tears

of

who had loved

the

bare-footed

him

in life and

lingered disconsolate beside the
pathetic mound after the others were
gone, was as grateful to the unhoused
who

Fuego
broad, paved paths at soul.
The next funeral was too much for our
angles, bordered by cypress trees
owering shrubs, while in the center fortitude and we left, sick at heart, reat each corner are fountains and
large, gretting that we had not taken the advice
dar basins, surrounded by tiower- of those who knew
better, and remained
The pathways are lined with obIt was that of a little girl, who
away.
vaults, monuments, temples and was brought in on a flower-decked bier,
'taphs of Grecian, Gothic or Guate- attended by several men and boys, two of
an
architecture, in marble, brick, the latter playing on violins. The child
'•

■

“He, stucco, wood and adobe. The martombs are few, but those in brick and
co
liave generally marble fronts,
ie those of wood
ul

or

plaster

feeble imitation of marble.

are

painf-

Most of

oblong monuments have bodies unoeatli them in layers, as in the more
unous cemetery, Pere-la-Chaise.
Some'■"* the bodies are
kept above ground and
ed in tiers inside the monument, each
“

bis

own

little shelf.

Occasionally

the

■tubs are open and contain small altars
"
an iron trap
leading to the coffins beThe American
1

(riots,

with

plenty

plan

of

having

fam-

of room and shrubs

was

dressed in white,

paper

roses

asleep,

with

on
a

with a

wreath of

her head, and lay as if
happy expression on the

pretty face. While waiting his turn for
the sexton’s service, the father took the
little corpse in his arms and sat down by
the open grave, talking cheerfully with
his

friends

who

chatting and
the boys kept up

were

laughing around while
the music of the rapatiro, a rural dance.
At length a small petate was laid in the
shallow grave and the father placed the
child carefully upon it, folded her hands
across

her

breast,

and closed the little fin-

gers around a crucifix.

Then,

after re-

C
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This is a hard year to find money, and we are making
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completion.

on chosen locations where
the demonstration of the possibility of
completing the canal was the most useful
to make.
That is to say, on the summit
of the Calebra, on the line of water-slied
between the two oceans.
The depth of
7 30
excavation necessary for the passage of
AM
1 40 the maritime w ay reaches its maximum at
5 58 this
point—about 00 to 80 metres accord7 25
ing to the adopted plan.
“The excavation has been carried on
A M
from the summit of the Cordillera four or
9 00
830 live kilometres on the Atlantic slope and
I> M
and a short distance on the Pacific coast,
120 so that
to-day the central ridge is attack4 30 ed for about six kilometres in length.
—because the earth must be all put back Bangor
7 00
1 40
7 15
Four great mechanical excavators, 40 loA M
A M
!> M
and the floor of the church made even.
comotives, from 40(J to (too cars, aud a
0 45
Benton.
0 45
4 41
Clinton
r, 10
710
4 57
iarge additional equipment are in use
My remonstrances seemed only to give Burnham, depart....
8 30
s 40
5 05 there.
8 48
him more strength and spirit.
9 15
5 22
The sweat T’nitv.
At different points there have been
Thorndike. 8 59
9 30
5 32
rolled down his body; an 1 when perfectly Knox
+9 03
+9 45
15 39 placed transporting tallies ouanAmeii10 12
5 52 can system which lias already worked
tired with pounding he got out of the Brooks. 9 18
io <>3
Waldo.. +929 +1030
very successfully in the Chicago canal.
10 13
grave, more earth was thrown in, and 1 Cirypoint. -9 4o +lo5o
This apparatus lias demonstrated its su0 2
Belfast, arrive.. 9 45 11 oo
then the father laid down his hat, stepped \
periority also in the work at Panama, in
‘Flag station.
Liniited tickets for Boston ate now sold at $5.00 spite of serious mistakes iu setting up,
in and
pounder was handed to him from
Belfast and all stations on Branch.
which, however, it would be easy to corThe child’s body must have been crushed
Through rickets to all points West and North- rect.
I’ll esc cables of the i.idgerwood
via all routes, for sale l>v F. E. Ckowi.f.v.
to atoms.”
Happily, church burials are west
GEOHOE F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
system arc called to do tlie must Importin Guatemala and such
now forbidden
(.iii.eral Manager.
ant work in the deepening of the trench,
F. E. Boothr.v. Oen l Pass, and Ticket Airent.
and it is the intention of the company to
disgustiug scenes are no more.
Portland. June 10, 1897.
employ more extensively than at present
Fannii. Brigham Ward.
machines of American const net ion, whose
simple and practical operation i1- well
Relief.
know n.
“The amount of excavation since work
Little wife, you are worn and weary
was resumed amounts to l,:l- d.UOO cubic
or l.sno.liOO -ubir
metres,
With tlie busy household tread,
yards, and, tbe
Siminiei’ Season of
average depth is about iu unities, with a
Bending over our wee Willie’s cradle,
width
of
Pi
metres
provisional
at the
|
Bathing his dear little aching head.
bottom of the trench.
Sf\
WEEK.
But now he is fast growing better,
•‘The company lias begun, iu addition
As the doctor but yesterday said :
to this, the const!notion of a deep-water
of
fear no anxi *ty ;
“No more need
harbor at La Luca, at the Pacific end of
the canal.
A great metallic pier, which
Ail tiie danger now lias neu.
is being built, will allow the direct tiausHe is sleeping now, sweetly sleeping,
fer of goods from tbe Ship to the car, thus
He kissed in his own cunning way.
i.it-nuanuy \UU1 HiNfj Ui Li Hit*, expense
and damage caused by the present mode
If ever I tried to thank our Father,
o; trans-shipment by
I have deep in my heart to-day,
lighters. The traffic
Commencing June 25, 18D7, steamers Penob- on the Panama railroad will
profit by
scot and City of Bangor will leave Belfast alterWatching wee Willie safe and smiling
nately
j these new improvements, which will deIn his own pretty cradle-bed,
>i
*11.
1.1
iimeu aim iuhkits importance up to the time when
iij".ii,
velop
Thinking what would the world be to-night land, Mondays at 3.30 i> >i., other days, except the canal is opened.
Sundays, at 5 r. m.
If my boy, my darling, was dead.
“Increased profits, and this important
For Bucksport. Winterport and Bangui, daily
source of revenue may lie able to guarantee
except Monday, at .about 8 a. m.
I have builded the tire that you love,
For Castine, Blake's Point, l.ittle Deer Isle.Sar- the interest
on future loans contracted for
gentville, North Deer Die. Sedgwick and lirookIt burns with a strong ruddy glow,
the completion of the canal.
In this way
lin, daily except Monday, at S a. m.
1 have placed a bright light in the window,
For Searsport. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sun- tlie growing prosperity of the Panama
days at (about.8 a. m.
railroad will assure the completion of the
It shines o’er the wintry snow :
RETURNING :
ship canal.
And when friends turn the corner,
“All this work, both at Calehra and at
And see it shining so bright,
From Boston, daily except Sunday, at 5 i\ m.
La Buca, allow au estimate to be made
From Rockiand. via Camden and Northport,
It will say that wee Willie is living,
of the conditions of success under ordidaily except Monday, at 5 a. m.
From Brooklin, Mondays at 10 a. m., other days,
They all will rejoice to-night.
nary circumstances, without the extraordexcept Sundays at 12 30.
From Bangor, via Winterport and Bucksport, inary overcharge difficulties and troubles
Little wife, you are worn and weary,
Mondays at 12, other days, except Sundays, at 2 which were the causes of the failure of
Come sit by my side and rest,
1*. M.
the old company.”
I will sing a low song to-night, dear,
CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen’l Supt., Boston.
The one that you love the best.
That Blue Hill Cow.
WILLIAM H. HILL, Gen'I Manager, Boston
And you must join in the chorus,
Augusta, July 20. The well known
Just as you used to do,
Blue Hill case of alleged tuberculosis in a
And then in the glowing embers
I will read a bright fortune to you.
cow that was stated to have been the

dirt, and going outside the church, brought
back a pounder—a log of wood, about Clinton
u
their extent.
Over the central square, wooden cenotaph
Benton
iepends a row of ciystalchandeliers, ly painted to represent marble, but really four feet long and ten inches in diameter, Bangor
like
the
rammer used among us by pavers,
a at
but
wood.
represents
nothing
painted
andles.
The
lining
liooris of stone;
Waterville
8 52
3 13
Another day. against the advice of aud again taking liis place in the grave,
v -11
iiing ornamented with strips of blue
Portland.
11
59
6 35
the pounder to the full swinging
bite bunting, gold edged and star- Guatemalan acquaintances, we visited threw up
4 00
1 E- D.
9 20
Boston
on,
of
his
arms
and
it
down
w
the
with
all
Indiau
which
D.
lies
402
brought
9
30
cemetery,
beyond
ikied.
There are eight side-altars,
his
over
the head of the child.
the southern edge of the city.
A more
strength
TO BELFAST.
with the usual assemblage of much
P
M
As he threw it up a
desolate and forbidding “God’s acre,” if My blood ran cold.
ked wooden figures, and the grand
7 00
Boston 1 E-D.
tspsron,
second
time
l
his
arm
and
remon(W_D.
so it
an be called, was never seen.
caught
Not
beneath the dome, is oi white
A -M
a tiee nor dower beautifies the place, the I strated with him; but he said they always
Portland..1100
.•.mi gout, ablaze with lights and
A M
so with those buried inside the church
did
at decoration being a few
Waterville..
0 35
7 o<>
'ter with
gold and silver service, only attempt
v

com-

pletely overcome by Dr.

whose

and the fact that the

stone

W
why the deof diseasew*Lmon
~
should
carry so;

horrible.

and llowers, is unknown in Latin-AmerThe next handful of earth hid all
but the
grandiose ica, the over-crowded tombs being set
little nose; with the third the face entiresays “Advisor on men's apparel;1’ close together, as if sanctified space was
;t put us in mind of enquiring how
extremely scarce. The six-tier tomb will ly disappeared; aud then the sexton’s
.cad are “undertaken" in Guatema- contain very very bodies, for the fear of shovel rapidly completed the work.
Not
t
chanced that the obsequies of a premature resurrection by earthquake ren- a tear was shed and nobody seemed to be
iguished citizen were to be held that ders that form of sepulture unpopular. saddened in the least. On the contrary,
all appeared
elated, as if some extraordiay in the cathedral; and we deter- Towards the rear of the cemetery you enfortune
nary
had befallen the child
good
to attend, although
as
in
a
counter
aud
low
here,
long, narrow,
very
in becoming thus
early una angelita, “a
parts of Latin-America, it is not building of stuccoed adobe, with a fiiglit
little angel;’’ and may be it had.
It was
mary for women to go to funerals, of stone steps leading downward at either
not because they are
half
an
hour
too
had
a
we
end.
heartless; but they
ng
early,
Descending, you find a cellar-like
nance to explore the cathedral.
It passage, the walls of which are lined with have been taught to believe, and are firm
in the conviction that one taken so
ached by a terrace of rough, dark tombs, live tiers in height.
early
Nearly all
u the edge of which stands the cothese niches are filled, the ends ceiled from this uncertain world enters at once
iigures of several saints. 1 regret j with slabs of black or white marble, on into the glories of heaven.
Mr. John I,. Stephens, who traveled in
i\ that the whole celestial
company each of which is carved a name and date of
a
rather disreputable look—as of death.
The birth, or age is seldom given ! this country some years ago, writes as
aamites returning late from the club; —a noticeable peculiarity of all these follows of a funeral which he witnessed:
It reminded

There is no
good reason

gardiug it for a moment, with a smile as
if fully satisfied that all was
well, he took
a handful of
fresh dirt and sprinkled it
upon the tranquil face.
The effect was

"ROPKIK rOR.
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COLUMBIA BICYCLES.

...

tj|^

7 per cent. Nickel Steel Tubing, Standard
of the World, have no equal, S75.

1896 COLUMBIAS
Models. 40, 41 and 44, known everywliriT mil 'hutsuperior except tlie is1. >7 < I'lnmbia.-..
F.ledei 42, 26-inch wheels,
....

Hartford

m

■>

Kt|U:\l

If I read a very grand one
You will not wonder to-night,
For our wee Willie is better again,
Bring back your smiles, little wife;
For a week they have all been absent,
Your pretty brown eyes filled with tears,
But the dear little mischief is better,
He will bless us for many a year.
Lean your tired head on my shoulder,
While I softly smooth back your hair
It is just as pretty as ever,
See it shine in the fire light so fair.
Ah! I see the smiles returning
To lips, eyes and forehead so white,
Well, I’ve reached earth’s highest heaven,
With my wife and

wee

Willie to-night.
Faith.

Boston Si Bangor Steamship Co.
Commencing Hay 25, 1897, steamer Rockland, Capt. M. L
Abbott,
will leave Belfast at 8 o’clock a. m., (or upon arrival of steamer from Boston) daily except Monday,
For Castine, Sargentville, Deer Isle, Sedgwick
m

*Wm9

^

and Brooklin. and when there are passengers will
stop at Blake’s Point and Little Deer Isle.
RETURNING
Will leave Brooklin at 10 a. m. Mondays and
12.30 other days, except Sunday, touching at
same landings and connect at Belfast with steamer from Boston except on Wednesdays and Fri-

days).
Through

rates

Harbor and all

for passengers and freight to Bar
on Mount Desert Island.

landings

CHAS. E. JOHNSON. Agent,
WILLIAM H. HILL, General

Belfast.

Manager,

Boston.

Shoes.
DIARRHCEA, DYSENTERY,

S’ RUSSETS.

Pain Killer.
(PERKY DAVIS’.)
Used Internally and Externally.
Two

BICYCLE,
TENNIS,

PLmro

OnULO.

Sizes, PSc. and fiOc. bottles.

Cereal Coffee Drinkers BEWARE!
If you have been deceived and tried

one

LADIES 8XF0BDS.

of the

cheap bran substitutes now on the market, claiming to be the original and to have great food
value, and you got a pound of poorly roasted bran
for your 25c. and a poor, weak, sickish drink
(what you can expect from bran), don’t be discouraged but try GRAIN-O. It is made from solid
grain, nicely browned and 2 pounds for 25 cents.
Grain-O takes the place of coffee at 1-4 the price.
Get a package of your grocer to-day.

$60
$65

Bicycles

Other

e

any bicycles mailq except (dc. m'e.is.
xports to examine them piece !> j.i• re.
>

Hartfords, S45, S40, S30.

SOME SECOND-HAND BICYCLES AT BARGAINS.
Colombiatree

GEO. T. REAL), Agent, Belfast.
I I

MAIN STREET.

Fred Atwood, Winter port.

Me.,

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.
Over

Millions

Thirteen

($13,1100,(Uin )

Tire

Inmronre

MaHIXK, (DiAXITK STATU FlJiK lx»l I: »XT
rim.Ai'Ki.riiiA, ( ai'Itoi. Fill): Jx- kam
National Fill Ixmtiasi k Co., Haiitfoi.k
oxx.

SrKIXOFIEI.D FliiE

ami

SOCIATION OF

(

Assets.
o.,

Fll.l AS-

<\...

DESIRABLE RISKS WRITTEN AT CURRENT RATES.

TRAVELERS LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSIRaNcE CO
TORNADO

INSURANCE BRITT!N EUR 5 TEARS, al lint

mils on

hnIIO'i

c>

anipiablc.

CORRESPONDENT OP MERCHANT MARINE INSURANCE U».
INVESTMENT SECURITIES BOUGHT AND SOLD.
LOANS NEGOTIATED.
REAL

ESTATE BOUGHT

AND SOLD.

tU^lorrcsponilPncc Salldied.

4

cause

Seasonable

and all BOWED COMPLAINTS.
A Sure, Safe, Quick Cure for these
troubles is

of the death of three children some
weeks ago, still seems to rest unsettled in
the minds of some, and Secretary B.
Walker McKeen of the State Board of
Agriculture says many erroneous reports
have been circulated.
The recent report
that Prof. Welch of Johns Hopkins University had analyzed parts of the animal
and found that she had had tuberculosis
revived the subject, being an unexpected
turn of-atfairs after the testimony, including that of Dr. Charles D. Smith of Portland, who made a very careful examination of the cow, that no signs of tuberculosis were present in the subject.
It
has been stated that Secretary McKeen
was
interested in the matter and had
parts of the cow sent Professor Welch of
He states that lie had nothBaltimore.
ing whatever to do with having the parts
sent to Professor Welch, as he had perfect
confidence in tiie report made that the
cow did nut have tuberculosis which was
made by Dr. Smith and others, whose
opinions were indisputable. Mr. McKeen
says, furthermore, that Dr. Smith has not
claimed that the specimens sent Prof.
Welch were not from the cow under question, but that they were not the same
tissues.

t"

We ask

J

SEDGWICK LINE.

ih

1897 ft/Sodeis reduced from S75 to S50

TR!PJ~\

<

i

1897 Models,

ALL IN THE LATEST STYLES
AND LOWEST PRICES.

STEVENS BROS.,
Wo. 59 Main Street,

Belfast.

Stands at the Head.

1VI ANY suffer in the summer with headache,
caused by exposure to the

Notice of Foreclosure.
TIT HERE AS WILLIAM B. BAKER..I Montville,
Vf in the County of Waldo and State of Maine,
by bis mortgage deed dated March 2, 1894. and
recorded in the Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book
235, Page 458, conveyed to Henry .V Brown of
Searsmont, in said Comity, a certain parcel of real
estate, situated in Montville, bounded ami desci d>
ed as follows: Bounded on the south, by land of
Charles Tanner; on the west and north, by land
C. P. Walker, and on the northeast by the road
leading from Cooper’s Corner t>. Liberty, being the
same conveyed to said Baker hv Leonard Cooper,
by his deed dated June 22, 188(5, and the same on
which the said Baker then lived, containing <ix
anil one-lialf acres, more or less, with buildings |
thereon standing.
And whereas Otis D. Wilson, administrator of
the estate of said Henry N. Brown, by his deed ..f
assignment, dated June 2". 1895, reeurded In the
Waldo Registry of Deeds, Vol. 242. Page, 495,
conveyed to me, the undersigned, the above described mortgage deed and tin* debt thereby sc- ;
cured. And whereas the conditions of said mortgage have been broken, now theretore, by reason
of tin* breach of the conditions thereof, I claim
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated at Searsmont, this twemv-tirst dav of
LOUISE M. BROWN.
July, 1897.
3w29
By O. D. Wilson, her attorney.

sun.

1 ■ iff
is

HOOD’S PILLS

Liver Ilia, Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache.
Easy to take, easy to operate. 20c.
cure

safe, speedy

and sure

for this and all other
forms of nervous headache.
Price 15 cents.

POOR &

SON, Druggists.

Souse for Sale.
A story and a half house, pleasantly lo>.i;ed;
tine view ol' Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished
tine cellar, city water in house; nice garden, under

good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade
Nice neighborhood. Inquire ol'

Executor of the last will and testament of
JAMES W. FREDERICK, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All
persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
CHAS. W. FREDERICK.

Belfast, July 13,1897.

trees

etc.

The Nose and Throat.

Aug. J. Bogei, tlie leading druggist of
Shreveport, La., says: “Dr. King’s New Discovery is the only thing that cures my cough, No. S41> Newbury Street,
and it is the best seller 1 have.” J. F. Campbell, merchant, of Saiford, Ariz., writes: “Dr.
(Near Corner of Fairfield St.)
King's New Discovery is all that is claimed
for it; it never fails, and is a sure cure for
BOSTON,
Consumption, Coughs and Colds. I cannot
MASS.
say enough for its merits.” I)r. King's New
for
and
12
to
2.
Other hours
1 y aijointiEen
Discovery
Consumption, Coughs
Hours,
Colds is not au experiment. It lias been | only.
tried for a quarter of a century, and to-day
Octo‘joq 1896.—Iy46
stands at the head. It never disappoints.
Free trial bottles at Kilgore & Wilson’s
NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby
EXECUTOR’S
Drug Store.
gives notice that he has been duly appointed
Burdock Blood Bitters never fail to cure
all impurities of the blood, from a common
pimple to the worst scrofula sore.

a

cure

OrC. B

Ta I I

M. C. DILWORTH.
Main St.. Belfast.
44t

Indian Paste.
I'sed by mechanics and house-keepers to remove
all kinds ol stains from the hands without injury
to

the skin.

PRICE I0c. PER TUMBLER.

POOR & SON, Druggists.
SUBSCRIBE

i THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

i

Washington

Our

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

Washington,

Journal Pub. Go.

Republican
CHARLES A.

is

‘•All

PILSBURY,

[ Bnsme‘P^ager.

Alaska!

to state

be beard from at the Alaska

gold

miues!

plain

some

facts

the

to

which has

measure

probably
people than any tariff
passed Congress in the

recollection of the present generation, and
the features of it relating to the sugar
schedule will be found, when

A census expert estimates that the population of this country by the year 2000

385,860,000.

will be

to

Fifty

that 16 to 1 is

one

dead

as

a

The coming war cry of
the Bryanites will be anarchistic.
issue.

political

The Bangor Daily
reports that
“the summer tourist is now in full bloom,
News

He is a

and Maine is full of him."

daisy,

of course.

properly styled

Florida is

the Land of

Flowers, and it is indebted for much of

prosperity tothV Plant system—of
ways and steamships.

its

gold
continuing

The

Democrats are

rail-

in

the contrary, it took away from the
trust much of the advantage which it had
on

under the Wilson law.

Stripped
facts

on refined sugar were 12 1-2 cents
per hundred pounds greater than the
rates on raw sugar.
Of course, the rates
on different grades of raw sugar were dif-

rates

ferent, but taking the number of pounds

Tin taiitf hill secured its final passage
ic henate Saturday
and has been

which

required

were

pounds

of refined sugar

it was found that the rates were
of

average

pounds
This

12

1-2

cents

less than those

to

on

an

per hundred
refined sugar.

on

that the sugar refiners of the
country, whether in the trust or out of it,
were allowed a difference of 12 1-2 cents
means

daughters, Mabel, who now
lives in Newport, R. I
and Bessie, who
lives with her grandmother in this city. Beleaving

Peculiar to Itself
a wide range of diseases because
its power as a blood purifier. It acts
directly and positively upon the blood,
and the blood reaches every nook and
corner of the human system.
Thus all
the nerves, muscles, bones and tissues
come under the beneficent influence of

cures

mouth of Boston, Mrs. H. L. Kochersperger,
Mrs. T. B. Gregory and Miss Amy Knowlton of Chicago, Edward H. Knowlton of

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla

Tli*' One True Blood Purifier.
rfc-ii

MOOd S Fills
vantage which the
trust

over

the old

Si; six for $5.

Liver Ills; easy to
take, easy to operate. 25c.

c-we

new

tariff bill

law, but,

trary, the difference between

gives

on

the

raw

the

con-

and

re-

fined sugars under the new bill is, as already indicated, 12 1-2 cents per hundred,
while under the Wilson law it is 22 1-2
cents per hundred pounds, thus making it
apparent at once that the permanent “differential”

of

difference

in tariff

rates

the sugar refiners get under the
law is far less than that under the

which

per hundred pounds, or 1-8 of a cent a
new
pound, difference between raw sugar
Wilson law.
when imported and refined sugar when
vive.
The sudden jump in sugar stock was due
imported,thus giving them au opportunity
to the knowledge of the rejection
entirely
to
raw
:i
of
l
iftlr
import
sugar at 1-8 of a ceut a
August will be a memof the proposition of Secretary Gage to
■I.'.!
da> at Portland, Maine. 8ix of the pound less than the rates at which refined
tax the raw sugar in the country, and if
net vessels of the North Atlantic s.juad- sugar can be imported,
it is generally
his recommendation had l»een accepted by
!■•!;.
including the flag-ship New York, conceded that the cost of refining sugar is
this sudden rise would never
tin Massachusetts, the Texas ami the not less than about 1-8 of a cent a pound, Congress
have occurred.
Maine, will be there to do honor to the so that the rates really given to the sugar
ietli exhibition of the New England refiners are simply the bare difference be-

by

signed

the President.

This retrieves

eitainty and business will

an urn

now re-

e

\gia iltnral S'a'icty.

cost of
Watson is

i!.

he rails

<t

paj

the war-path.. Id his
Senator Marion Butler

on

on

resign the national chairmanship of
h

party, that a Populist—WashHoed—may he put in his place.

lV"p!e\>

«•

l>

1

Watson says:
•■With Boiler at the head of our host,
We had
■he '.<■.>! is not going te> march.
lie has
_!. "t Butler and Butlerism.
h ••ivod ii> and is deceiving us now.
He
olliiftion with our toes, just as Al..v ii.
We cannot light fusion with a
ien is.
There is no sense
nisi'mist in command.
This party is entitled to a
m trying it.
chairman who is in sympathy with its
oiicy a> declared at Nashville.
liaiiir.au Dingley's plan of dealing
It the sugar trust is bold and startling,
whethei or not it would be effective.
“The way to break down the trust,” he
sii\s, “is to establish a beet sugar factory
in every Congressional district and make
<

w

it

competition.”
great many Congressional districts

a

which sugar beets cannot be grown
the idea of establishing beet

in

profitably,

factories

sugar

Liu.-

sufiui

in

such

districts

does

out u is a

I'uuere,

ract mat me

agreed upon by the conferees made

precisely

the same difference between

raw

and

Boats.

The Jeimette returned Tuesday from a
cruise of ten days with a Searsport party on
board.
V ebster

launched

Dr.

Atwood

Swallow Tuesday, and she will
commission.

s

soon

yacht
be in

and refined sugars that the House bill
made when it was passed by that body.
The conference report did increase the

The wind was northeast to east all day
Sunday, and as it was quite squally few of
the yachts were out.
Webster’s Knockrates on refined sugar slightly, but it also about did some good sailing in the morning
increased the rates on raw sugar, thus under single-reefed mainsail and jib.
The new yacht Letitia, built at Rock port
making the difference in the rate of duty
between raw and refined, or the “differen- for Charles Creighton of Thomaston, and
tial,” as it is called, precisely what the named for his only daughter, was launched
House bill made it

12 1-2 cents

per hundred

of

pound.
But, says

originally,
pounds, or 1-8

the

objector,if

a

cent

a

the conference

report gave to the sugar trust no advantage, why was it that sugar-trust stock advanced during the time that the bill was in
consideration

When the fact is considered that there
are

refining.

It is well known that the rates adopted
by the Senate were more advantageous to
rates

Yachts

refined and unrefined sugars of the

tween

was

by the

presented

to

conferees and after it

the

public?

The auswer to this is simple
enough. The
sugar trust, knowing that the new hill
would certainly advance the rate of duty
sugars as a protection to American producers, has been bringing into the country
on

two

sides his mother he leaves four brothers aud
five sisters to mourn their loss. They are
George W. Knowlton aud Mrs. Etta Wey-

of

technicalities, the cold
the bill left the House the

as

any grade
make a hundred

maturing plans

and process
in preparing Hood's Sarsaparilla
are unknown to other
medicines, and
make Hood’s Sarsaparilla

It

of

age of 42 years. He was born in Swanville,
and was a son of Betsy S, aud the late William H. Kuowlton.
He came here with his
parents in early life, and worked in Critchett, Sibley & Co.’s shoe factory until 17 years
ago when he went to Lyun, and worked in
the factories there. He married Miss Annie
Galvin of Lynn, who died three years ago,

used

of all

that

are

of

the campaign of education
No doubt that is
among Democrats.
w litre education is needed.
for

thoroughly
understood, as satisfactory as its most
highly commended features.
It was generally conceded when the bill
passed the House that it was not in anyway advantageous to the trust, but that,

Delmont Knowlton of Lynn, Mass., died
the home of his mother, Mrs. Win. H.
Kuowlton, on Miller street, July 23d at the

combination, proportion

more

NORTHPORT

at

Is what gives Hood's Sarsaparilia its great
popularity, its constantly increasing
sales, and enables it to accomplish its
wonderful and unequalled cures. The

bearing

upon this subject.
The bill, as a whole, is

satisfactory

lirvau is on the Pacific coast and may
next

have been reduced to the single subject for au attack upon the tariff bill, of
its relation to the sugar trust, it is well

tors

enough

glitters"—alas!

that

gold

not

Journal.]
July 20, 1897.

jj.

u.,
Xow that the Democratic orators and edi-

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

Merit

of The

[Correspondence
29,1897.

BELFAST, THURSDAY. JULY

Obituary.

Letter.

last week and sailed for her home port. Her
dimensions are 2(> feet over all, 1‘.) feet water
line and 10 feet beam.

John W. Wadsworth is now prepared to
sailing parties about the bay and
islands, and yachting parties to all points of
the Maine coast, in the yacht Viva.
Mr.
Wadsworth has had years of experience in
this work and is a careful and reliable sailing-master. [Camden Herald.

take

S. B. Holt has extended the keel and dead
wood of his yacht Catherine aft 4 1-2 feet,
setting the rudder post back that distance.
He has also added 500 pounds of lead to her
keel. His Inca is in use every day, and is
becoming a favorite with many.

introduced in

bii.

certain river.

Another member moved to

amend by appropriating SI0,000 to put
water in said river after the obstructions

navigation

to

had been removed.

law.

It has scoured the world for sugar,
and had iu stock by the time the conference
over

report

700 thousand tous of

in round

gold

Would-be

miners

should

count

veil the cost before sinking theii fortunes
in the frozen soils of Alaska.
Gold at the
headwaters of the Yukon is
from

matter

ful

valleys

witli
ter

in the sunny and fruitwheie the 4bers wrestled

gold

fortune.

are in

a

different

a

remote

presented

was

to
raw

the

public

sugar, or,

numbers, 1,500,000,000 pounds.
Enough sugar to load seventy

Think of it!

thousand cars, or to load three thousand
five hundred freight trains of twenty cars

each,

'or

to

make

one

continuous train

On every
fifty miles in length.
pound of this sugar which it had in stock
The Klondyke diggings
it was perfectly apparent that it would
Arctic waste, where winmake whatever profit there was between
and the
soil wi.l

lasts nine months,

over

the tariff rates of the Wilson law and the
increased tariff rates of the Ilingley law,

painting. Mr. Phoenix is an all-the-yearround yachtsman and goes wherever there
are navigable waters.
The schooner yacht Glenesk of Boston arrived last Thursday afternoon from Wood
Island. The party on board consisted of
a nephew and
friends of the
Mr. J. W. Smith of Andover, Mass.
They were cruising eastward, their objective
point being South West Harbor. The Glenesk was built last year at Kennebunkport
for Mr. Smith, who is a member of the Portland Yacht Club.

three

sons,

owner,

Mr.

Richardson of Elmira, New York,

a

sojourner at Bay Point, Rockland,
glow
turnip.
journey
died recently, and his sloop yacht Emma
nearly a thousand miles is necessary after or an
aggregate profit calculated at 12 and two line row boats are for sale by Geo.
leaving the coast, with much tramping million
dollars.
S. Wardwell, 84 Crescent street, Rockland,
over mountains where nothing but a trail
who oners them with all furnishings, inis 11
ouipiisiug uiuL sugar stock went up
All food must be transported to
exists.
in view of the fact that this organization cluding mooring, for $450, which is less than
uot

even

A

a

of

the mines, and at present toDsists chiefly
of bacon and beans.
Mosquitoes are a

terrible pest all through Alaska.
They
kill even the bears after blinding them.
The

gold is

more

deeply covered

than

was

the case in California, and the depth to
w hicli the ground is
frozen greatly adds
to

the labor of

getting

down to the

gold-

A

miner must spend
several hundred dollars before reaching
the diggings, and only a few months in

bearing

the year

stratum.

are

available for travel aud min-

A robust man with a
ing operations.
capital of $1,000 might make the trip with
reasonable precaution, and even he, in
cases, would live to regret having
loose from the comforts and opportunities of his former home.
most

cut

would make upon the sugar which it had
brought into the country 12 million dollars by the mere advance which the framers of this bill have found it
necessary to
make in tariff rates in order to protect the
sugar producers of the United States and
bring a revenue to the Government?

But, the objector will say, everybody
familiar with this

subject

knew that the
sugar trust had all this sugar in stock, and
since this fact was well known this does
not account for the sudden rise in
sugar:
trust stock which followed the sudden an-

nouncement of the agreement of the
ference committee.

con-

This is true, but the explanation of the
sudden advance, which was caused by the
profit thus assured to the sugar trust

the enormous stock on hand, is
Europe is practically united in limiting through
found in the fact that Secretary Gage had
the
late
of
Turkish
Vue results
conquest,
says Harper’s Weekly. The Sultan has
defied Europe to take from him what he
holds by the sword, and has even taunted
If all Europe,
her with her impotence.
he scornfully said, could uot prevent a

Creek colonel from coming
sistance of the Cretan

to

the

as-

insurgents,
MOO,000 TurkIndeed, the
how-

does Europe expect to turn
ish troops out of Thessaly?

problem is not easy, but the real question
is about the determination of Europe.
Where there is a will there is a way.
Kussia would without doubt undertake

recommended to

Congress

internal

tax

of

the

placing

of

an

one

effect, the object being to compel the
trust to pay the government a tax of one
cent

a

pound

on

all this

1,500,000,000

pounds

of sugar which it had accumulated
waiting the advance which it could make

by the

tariff.

Had

Secretary Gage’s
accepted by the conby Congress it would have com-

new

recommendation been
ferees and

half their cost. Mr. Ward well also offers
for sale a little sloop of his own build and
design, 14 1-2 feet long, for only $50. She is
in commission and can show the way to
larger boats.

The Burgess rigged schooner yacht Neiera
of Stamford, Ct., Henry K. McHarg, owner,
arrived here July 21st. Mr. McHarg and his
friend, Charles Burdette of Stamford, were
on board. They had been three weeks on the
passage from New York, encountering fogs
and bad weather. Mr. McHarg decided to
continue his journey by rail and steamer
and send his vessel back to New York; she
sailed Friday. Mr. McHarg left Thursday
for Amherst, N. S., where his family is stopping, and Mr. Burdette, after a short visit to
his daughter-in-law, Mrs. H. M. Burdette of
this city, returned to Stamford by rail.
Mr.
McHarg says that he won five cups with the
yacht in 1895, but has not entered her in a
He belongs to the Yew York
race since.
Yacht Club.

cent

per pound
on all unrefined sugar in the United States
when the new tariff law should go into
revenue

summer

W. &

Q.

and S. & M. Railroads Combine.

Bangor, Me., July 24, 1897. It is announced that a deal has been made whereby the
Wiscasset & Quebec and Sebasticook &
Mooseliead railroads have been united under
management, that of Haines Brothers
of Kinderhook, N. Y., who, on Monday last,
came into control of the Wiscasset & Quebec. The senior member of the firm is the
Hon. Charles D. Haines, an ex-Congressone.

man.

Heights.

The Republican Journal is for sale at the
post office.
Miss Mary E. Beaman of Paris is at L. T.

Bootliby’s.
Mrs. Geo. H. Piper of Clinton is at the
Flood cottage.
Mrs. Hopkins has opened her cottage

J. W. Grover of Bangor
the Waquoit last week.

was

registered

re-

Albert B.

The news has been received of the death
of Mrs. Mary Packard Haggerty of Mansfield, Mass. Mrs. Haggerty was born in
Rockport, the daughter of the late Captain
Chene and Helen Amsbury Packard, and
Rockport was always her home until her
marriage to Mr. Haggerty, when she went
with him to his home in Mansfield. A young
lady of excellent character, with a great
many friends, for she was of a lovable disposition; her death is deeply regretted by
all. Her sickness was of only some two
months duration being caused by la grippe.
Her age was about 3<> years. Beside her
many girlhood friends she had won a large
circle of friends in her new' home. An active
member of the Methodist church she will be
much missed in that society. A husband,
Charles Haggerty and two sisters, Mrs.
Laura Barrett of Medtield, Mass aud Miss
Annie Packard of Union and a stepmother
Mrs. M. A. Packard of Rockport are left to
mourn their loss.

Postmaster E. B. Burr of Brewer spent
at the Camp Ground.

Charles Nelson of Bangor arrived Saturday for a visit of a few weeks.
at

faltered, and a loyalty to the Father’s
will that made the dark passage beautiful
with its vision into the hereafter.
Miss Lambert will be remembered as one
who came with our Stockton friends to celebrate the opening of the Girls’ Home. She
was so impressed with the beneficence of
the work, that she immediately went about
getting money to furnish a room, which was
quickly secured, and the beautiful room in
gold and white, known as the Stockton
room, will long be associated with her
memory.
never

“I know not where His Islands lift
Their fronded palms in air;
I only know I cannot drift
Beyond His love and care.”

I

upwao
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BESl KEFkKiEkATOR in tin* market,
and let us show you the points of superiors

Photographic

^ full line
ALWAYS ON HAND.

Sunnlies

Miss Annie P. Scofield of Boston is stopat Brown's for two weeks

►
I
}

John Clement arrived from Seal Harbor
Saturday to visit Sumner Frisbee.

»
►
►
I

Miss Clara M. Ellis of Washington, D. C.,
a guest of Miss Cleora Haney.

Burbank and daughters of Somerville, Mass., are here for an outing.
Mrs.

Mr.

Mass.,

and Mrs. S. J. Haven of Winchester,
are stopping at the Waquoit.

Freeland Harlow of Brewer spent Sunday
with his wife on the Camp Ground.

merry-go-rouuil now in Camden
the Camp Ground soon.

A steam

to

come

Mrs. Wharf! and daughters are at their
cottage on South Shore for two weeks.
Charles J. Burr of Brewer is stopping
for a short time at the Northport Hotel.
Mrs. O. R. Yeatou, her son George and
grandchild arrived Monday for an outing.
Chamberlain began making trips to and
from Belfast w ith his buekboard Monday.
Mrs. Annie M. Paul and Mrs. Emma M.
Wadlin were at the Camp Ground Monday.

cottage.
Musicals

are

held at the Waquoit every

Wednesday evening

anti

are

enjoyable

affairs.
Mrs. John Dunning of Bangor has leased
the Woodbury cottage on Bay street for the
season.

The sea-wall recently built
at Brown's restaurant is

an

on

the shore

improvement

in

many ways.

Miss Sadie Page of Belfast is stopping
Mrs. A. H. A. Grceschner on
South Shore.
with Mr. and

rooms over

the post office for ice

cream

and

confectionery parlors.
The steamer Silver Star took
to Castine

ular trips

an

excursion

Tuesday, returning after her
were

reg-

finished.

Two additional society cottages on the
circle have been opened the past week, Wiuterport and Lineolnville.

large excursion party came here from
Bangor by steamer Sedgwick last Friday
A

and another announced

for to-morrow.

party of ten arrived by steamer City o
Bangor Tuesday morning and went to Isola
Bella where they are to be the guests of Mr.
W. H. Folwell.
A

Miss

May Deacy, Lydia Mason, F. T.
Seaward, \Y. S. Lee, J. F. Morse, Emma
Lowell and Stella Brackett all of Boston
at the Tuttle cottage.

are

L. T. Boothby is making extensive improvements to his cottage, including a
veranda.
The cottage has been
roomy
painted inside and out this season.

The Foot:
of a Fly"

again called

upon to mourn the
loss of one of the dear friends of the Girls’
E.
Miss
Jennie
Lambert
of Stockton
Home,
Springs, passed on to the higher life in the
early days of May, rejoicing in a hope that
are

attract!\

so

I.T

HORSEMEN

biug

is

never

The Whist Club of Belfast was registered
the Ocean House, July 23d.

In Memoriam.
We

in

Cameras and

All the cottages on Park Row except three
open for the season.

are now

W. B. Cammett and friends of Belfast
by trade and, for some time prior to his last
illness, worked with his brothers in their spent Sunday at Mr. C.'s cottage on Merishop in this city. He leaves a wife, former- | thew Square.
ly Annie Grindle of Penobscot, and two
Mrs. Johnson of Waterville arrived Monchildren. He was a member of
(Blue Ilill day to visit her daughter, Mrs. Parks, at the
Lodge, 1. O. O. F. The funeral was held at Shaw cottage.
the old homestead in Penobscot Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Brigham of Waterafternoon. Members of Waldo Lodge, I. O.
I town, Mass., are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
A.
O. F., escorted the body from the house to
H. A. Grceschner.
the steamer in this city Tuesday morning.
Mrs. J. M. Burtt of Bangor has taken the

Mrs. Emily A. Wilbur died in Brunswick
July 22d. She was a daughter of the late
Samuel and Phebe Herrick of Nortliport
and widow of William Y. Wilbur of Auburn.
She leaves one sou, Frank Wilbur, teacher of
the Camden High school, one brother, Benamin G. Herrick of Belfast, and three sisjers Catherine G., Addie A. and Aurelia D.
Herrick of Brunswick.

l»IlAmD|j[l OUIlO,

A buckboard party of 9 went to Searsport
from the Waquoit last Friday.

came

__

|l/| UL'D Oil I TO

never^so low and styles
all styles and prices from

Sunday

Bangor

___

M A

was

and all who ride in carriages look at this—
THE BELL ODOMETER. One of these
placed on your carriage will register accurately the distance travelled and will ring
You have no idea what
a bell every mile.
pleasure it gives to accurately measure and
listen for the bell to ring at the end of
Give one a trial and you will
every mile.
never ride without it.

jured by machinery, since which time he
has managed a circulating library and fancy
goods store in Dorchester. He was a memMrs. Samuel Lowe, Miss Lowe and Miss
ber of Hobah Lodge of Odd Fellows of South Lueretia Lowe of
Bangor spent Sunday here.
and
for
was
its
Boston,
treasurer.
many years
Albert Bean has returned home to Bangor
He was also a member of the Knights of
from a ten days stay with his family here.
Honor. His wife, formerly Frances C. HanMr. and Mrs. Clias. F. Rand of Brewer
son of East Belfast, survives
him, with two
daughters and one son. The latter are Mrs. arrived Monday for an outing of two weeks.
Mrs. Lewis A. Barker of Bangor took a
Alice F. Bailey of Lynn, Mrs. Carrie R. Merrill and Mr. Edward A. Osgood of Boston.
party of friends on a buekboard ride SunThe funeral was held at his late home, No. day.
18 Neponset avenue, Saturday afternoon and
Mrs. Martha Keating with her sons and
was largely attended.
The floral offerings their families spent Sunday at the Milliken

ac-

price

BABY CARRIAGES

at

is to

widow, the son and daughter Carrie
companied the remains to Belfast, and
turned home by steamer Monday night.

The

REFRIGERATORS.

from Mrs. John D. Fraser.

The

cannot be beaten.

on

Herbert Swett of Bangor is assisting Mr.
Haney in the store and post office.

were very haudsome and included emblematic pieces from the lodges of which he
was a member, besides many tokens from
friends and relatives. The interment was in
the Hanson family lot in Grove Cemetery.

They

_

nTT

ft

like.t0.

"u online of'6

Broadway.
Fred Hopkins of Bangor spent Sunday
the Camp Ground

Dealers.

We ask for a share of your patronage.
In return for which we guarantee to
protect your interest, both in quality
Sh°W
W°Uld

on

Amy Knowlton; bouquet from Mrs. Etta1
Weymouth; bouquet from Mrs. W. H.
White; bouquet sweet peas from Master
Mell Knowlton; bouquet roses from Mrs.
Frank Bailey, bouquet pinks from Mrs.
McIntosh and Miss Small; bouquets from
Mrs. McIntosh, Mrs. Pearsons, Mrs. J. F.
Morrison, Mrs. Henry Staples, Mrs. L. T.
Foster, Mrs. Calvin H. Monroe; bouquet
pinks from Mrs. Samuel Morse; sweet peas

Sunday morning. Mr. Osgood was born in
West Newbury, Mass., in 182i», and died of
heart disease in Dorchester last Thursday.
In early life he was a machinist and held
responsible positions in the large shops in
South Boston. Several years ago he was in-

Furniture

CAMP GROUND.

NORTHPORT

Chas. E. Wales of Hampden spent Sunday
here.

The steam yacht Rex of
down with a party Sunday.

The remains of Joseph Osgood of Dorchester, Mass., arrived by steamer Penobscot

R. H. COOMBS & SON,

Mr. anil Mrs. Edward F. Barter and child
Brewer are spending the week at Temple

Northport, Mrs. M. J. White, Marcellus R.
aud Clarence M. Knowlton of Belfast. He
came home from Lynn eight weeks ago aud
for six weeks was confined to the bed.
During his illness he was very patient
and thoughtful for the comfort of those
about him, and was very thankful for any
favor shown him. The funeral was held at
his mother’s home Sunday afternoon, Rev.
J. M. Leighton officiating. The following
floral offerings were presented: basket of
dowers marked “my son,”from the mother;
pillow with word “papa,” from his daughter Bessie ; pillow from his daughter, Mabel;
basket from Mrs. M. J. White; pillow from
Clarence M. aud Edward H. Knowlton:
bouquets of pinks and roses from Mr. and
Mrs. M. R. Kuowlton: bouquet pond lilies
from Mrs. E. H. Knowlton; casket piece
from Mrs. H. L. Kochersperger aud Miss

Hutchings died at his home in
startling. It reminds us of a
j
The large auxiliary steam yacht Iutrepi d this city Sunday after an illness of over a
Congress by a Georgia as rapidly as possible sugar in enormous
I
of
He
was
a
year,
of
New
consumption.
native
of
Phoenix
York, owner, arRepresentative, making an appropriation quantities, getting it in, of course, under the Lloyd
a
sou
of
rived at Boston, July 22nd from Bar Harbor Penobscot,
Angelia and the late
of "10,<X0 to improve the navigation of a
comparatively low rates of the Wilson and went into dry dock for cleaning and Elisha Hutchings. He was a stone cutter |
rather

soon,

NEWS.

1

an eminent English doctor, “will
carry enough poison to infect a houseIn summer-time, more espechold.
ially, disease germs till the air, multitudes are infected, fall ill, die ; multiThese messengers of
tudes escape.
mischief do not exist for millions. Why
not ? Because they are healthy and strong
—protected as acrocodile is against gunIt is the weak, the wasted, the
shot.
thin-blooded who fall ; those who
have no resistive power so that a sudden

says

It is largely due to his efforts that the
pelled the trust to pay in internal revenue
cough or cold develops into graver
taxes probably 15 million dollars upon the deal was carried through, the writings of
We hear of catching disease!
disease.
the work at a price, aud the price would
which will be made Monday. It is stated [The Girls’ Home.
which it had piled up in its ware- here
to-day that the work of track laying
he the possession of Constantinople. The sugar
Why not catch health ? We can do it
houses. The conferees and Congress, how- will commence immediately upon the WisGeorge R. Doak left Monday morning to
by always maintaining our healthy
Sultan has been very confident that the
casset & Quebec. It will be completed, actake up his residence at Belfast. Mr. Doak
did not adopt Secretary Gage’s reever,
to
as
a
narrow
not
would
the
weight.
cording
present
plans,
other powers
gauge
permit
price
has been a prominent citizen of Viualhaven
for reasons which they and then widened when the line is finished to
for a period of more than 20 years, popular
But he should not make too commendation,
to he paid.
Guilford. The name of the new company
as
and
in
looked
the
entirely sufficient,
business, social and Masonic circles. Mrs.
upon
It is possible that compenhas not as yet been decided upon.
sure of that.
Doak and children preceded him to their
moment this fact became known—first,
found
for
be
insation might
the powers
new home a few weeks ago, and the departthat the sugar trust would make this large
After meals you should have simply a ure of so estimable and social family from
of Cod-liver Oil, is condensed nourishclined to object which would silence their
and
of
comfort
satisfaction.
You
our community is the cause of many regrets
feeling
of
the
reason
increased duty on
ment; food for the building up of the
should not feel any special indications that to an extended circle of friends and acobjections, and certain that in that case profit by
that it would not be digestion is going on. If you do, you have quaintances.
to resist the attacks of disease.
[Vinalhaven Cor. Rockland
the compensations would all be made at sugar, and, second,
system
Star.
to pay out any of that profit in indigestion, which mean noi-digestion. This
should
be taken in reasonable doses
It
big expense. Apparently it is by medi- compelled
of
so
many dangerous
may be the beginning
the proposed internal revenue tax upon diseases, that it is best to take it in hand at
all summer long by all those whose
tating upon this contingency that he has
left one milEndeavorers
The
Christian
once and treat it with Shaker Digestive Corat last ceased his defiance, and after a its sugar in stock—those who calculated dial. For
weight is below the standard of health.
lion dollars in San Francisco.
[Maine
you know that indigestion makes
If you are losing ground, try a bottle|.
month or more of bluster has told his the profits which it would make during poison, which causes pain and sickness. Farmer.
And that Shaker Digestive Cordial helps dinow.
And then they left themselves.
ministers that he is quite1 sure Europe the coming year on this enormous mass of
and
cures
Shaker
Diindigestion.
gestion
But sugar which it holds saw readily that the gestive Cordial does this by providing the
For sale by all drujfgiste at 50c. and fr.a*
means nothing hut Turkey’s good.
It is gratifying to learn that there is
materials in which the sick stomthe
dividends
would
be
and
digestive
profits
great
a
device
to
be
merely
although this may
now a good prospect that the coal strike
It
also
tones
and
ach
is
wantingup
The result was the advance in
strengthens the digestive organs and makes will be settled by arbitration. [Portland SUBSCRIBE FOR^^^^
gain time, it is reasonably certain that he large.
which there was them perfectly healthy. This is the ration- Press.
-will at last evacuate Thessaly, and rest sugar-trust stock about
of cure, as the doctors
This ad- ale of its method
Why not settle the price of coal in the
content with a strategical realignment of so much talk and denunciation.
would say.
Sold by druggists, price 10
I vance was not due to any permanent ad- cents to $1.00 pet bottle.
same say?
the frontier.

^cott^&tnulsicjru

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

UNDERTAKING being: our specialty we wish to have it know n that we posi•
tively do and shall continue to furnish BETTER GOODS and at less price
than
any other house can furnish in this county. \\ h> pa\ such e\orbitant prices when you can set better \alue'and lower prices of us?
Black Cloth Covered Caskets from $18.00 and upw ard.
R. M. COO "IBS & SON

70 & 72 Haiti Street,
Tuttle

is

making

paper weights,

hotel,
wharf

made

the

=

Northport .-uvenir
photographs of the
City of Bangor at her

with

steamer

and the park.

Other views

are ft*

Belfast, Main

=

I

he

soon.

<

A. Marston of Waterville h as opened
ice cream and confectionery stand at
the corner store on South Shore. He also
has dances at the Pavilion Wednesday ami
VV.

an

Saturday evenings with
orchestra of Belfast.

music

by Roundy’s

Miss es Lena, Milly and Essie Sanborn’
Lillian Spinney. Nellie II ill. Bertlui Thompson, Mrs. Ella Sprague, her daughter Eva.
Mrs. Whitney and Master Wills- Mt-Aidless of Belfast were at the Priest outtuge a i
few days the past week.

The hop at the Northport Hotel last Saturday evening was the most successful of
the

The music

was led by
L
A.
Boston, son of the landlord.
The attendance was large.
season.

of

C. SIBLEY,

A.

of

Danforth

Proprit

row sai.i:

in

A. A. HOWHS & CO. .'.lid

Will G. Burkett of Belfast saved a party
ladies from serious trouble if not from

>\\ II
!>\

bodily injuries last Saturday night by
promptly coming to their rescue when an j
accident occurred to their carriage.

Pure

I

& PAl 1

Spring Water i;

1C

contra

with faucet water.

The following guests have registered at
L. A.
the Ocean House the past week
Smith and wife, Brockton, Mass.; ,L L.
Grant, Bangor; L. P. Patten, Hernion ; Miss
W. B. Baldwin, Miss L. Washburn. James
Seaman, Boston.
A number of the yachts took parties out to j
the large 4-masted schooner ashore on
^
Barley ledge Monday. At noon the wind j
was very light and Mr. Gm-scliner kindly i
took the Glide in tow of his steam launch
see

Guinevere to make the trip.
Five cottages and several stables have
been built on the Camp Ground this season.
Last Friday the schooner E. A. Whitmore,
Capt. Whitmore, arrived from Bangor with
lumber for three, two on South Shore for J.
L. Grant and Win. Tennell of Old Town,
and one on Griffin street for John Gold-

H EATER S4*d
RADIATORS
HOT WATER on STEAM

thwaite of Bangor.
and Mrs. L. T. Boothhy of Waterville
spending their seventeenth year on the
Camp Ground. Their daughter, Mrs. W. H.
K. Abbott, and three children. Ruth, Margaret and Stephen Boothhy Abbott., arrived
Monday. Mrs. A.'s husband is superin-

BEST FOR ECONOMY-EFFICIENCY-DIRABi.'

Mr.

11

are

tendent of the Lockwood mills in Waterville.
preaclic an interesting sermon at the amlitorium Sunday
before a large and appreciative
>ngr.giHe gave an account of the work
tion.
which the Freedman’s Aid and Southern
Cincinnati

Dr. Rees

Son-1 f-’r >:!in-N->ni<* pn

II

irn

corner

a ii

r

Established in

SURPLUS,

$33,000

4

PI- l’()*l I

UM.XCI 1.1.HD

Murphy played

and

burglary ia the ei.untry.

organ.

Ground. As her trips are in the opposite
direction to those of the Boston N Bangor
steamers, one can come and go when and
where he pleases. By this arrangement we ;
have a boat in each direction both forenoon
and afternoon. The trips of the M. & M.
down Saturday night and return Monday
I
morning are proving a great convenience to
wish
who
to
Sunday
spend
people
up-river

Safe

deposit boxes

privilege

F. E. Underwood, Natick, Mass. Mrs.
F. H. Beale, Mrs. J. W. Beck, Augusta;
Mrs. R. H. Elms. Marjorie Elms, Mrs. W. 11
McKenzie, Miss Ruth McKenzie, Bangor:
Miss Susan Sargent, Brewer; Mrs. C. M.
Marsh, Master Harold Marsh, Bangor; Mr.
and Mrs. J. W. Batdorf, Misses Laura and
Lilia Batdorf, New York; Robert Murphy, ;
II. 1L Maynard, W. L. Searey, Thos. S. j
Given, W. G. Treat, Mrs L. A. Barker.

line, Mass.; Miss Lillian Farrar, Augusta;
F. T. Chase, F. R. Woodcock, C. E. Peirce,
Belfast; W. G. Dillingham, Portland, Or.;
Paul C. Klein and wife, Boston.

Rules for Wheelmen.
prominent wheel company has published a set of rules which should find ready
adoption. All of them should he observed
and a few of them must strictly be observed
if the number of wheels keep increasing at
the present rate. The following are a sample: In meeting riders, pedestrians and
vehicles keep to the right. In overtaking
and passing them, keep to the left. Never
expect pedestrians to get out of your way ;
find a way round them. Never coast down
A

a

hill

having

close to

a

cross

novice

streets.
and in

Do not ride too
meeting a novice

give plenty of room. When riding after
dark, always carry a lantern.

55.
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ANNOUNCEMENT,
Dr.VV. L West.
VETERINARY SURGEON
Graduate and Medalist Ontario v
arv

i1

College,

Wishes to announce to the people “t I
vicinity that he has opened an otlict
and -i it p.
the Beltast Livery <

ot

.•

all diseases ot the domesticated
scientitic and humane prim i) l«*«

land;

Miss Alice E. Barker, Bangor; Mrs. M. C.
Hill, Miss Emerov Ginn, Misses Frances and
Cora Crawford, Belfast ; E F. Gellisou, Boston; W. M. Bean, Old Town; Julia Grover,
J. W. Healey, New York ; S. C. Webber, A.
R. Pickard, Mrs. S. Lowe and daughters,
Mrs. L. S. Sanborn, W. F. Hopkins, Chas.
L.
Dakin, Bangor; Mrs. S. L. Farrar,
Mr. J. W. Beck, Augusta; W. B. Snow
and wife, South Brewer; Chas. J. Burr,
Brewer; S. W. Lewis, Ernest L. Hill, Brook-

53

>ear.i

a

vault i~ uimow.i'.ed

(>ur new

Those

SOI I

S

tor rent at

5S

here.
The following guests were registered at
the North port Hotel the past week Mrs S
J. Childs, Everett, Mass.; T. n. Smith,
Bueksport; Mrs. A. R. Pickard, Elizabeth
G. Pickard, Bangor; A. G. Murphy, M. R.
Murphy, New York; F. L. Whitten, Port-

*30.

I

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

anil

the

].

Congress, Bom

Education Society is doing for tie- co! -red
people and poor whites in the South, how
the work is done and some of the results.
Mr. J. W. Beck sang a solo, “The H >!>
City,” Mr. Winslow led the music and Mrs.
The steamer M. & M. is proving a great
convenience to parties both up the river and
down the Bay who wish to visit the Camp

\r

CURNEV HEATER MFC

163 Iranklin Street,

K. ii. HUlUilN, M.

Fitting

ot Glosses and Oiseas

the Eye and Ear

a

Office hours until
I

rum

1

2.30

to

Special?*

hju.jm

3 and

7 to s p
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SEARSl’OKT.
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House for Sale.
at a bargain the house
Northport avenue, a little more than ha
from the post-otliee reeenth occupic:
1.. Mudgett. Less than three acre-' <d
good oichard. line well of water and
t>
The buildings consist of a story and
ell, and a well tiuished stable. The hi.;
in excellent repair; very warm house. 1
part iculars applv to
PRISCILLA \. MATH
2w2iP
Hast N e

1 offer for sale

The rooms over Mayo N White, High
cently occupied by Miss Beverage, drare

for rent with immediate possessi-

1

of

s

POOR A
Belfast, Julv

20, 1807.

SOtf

FOR l!EM.
finely located office in Opera H
occupied for the past year by tlie 1*
The

Land Co., will be
Apply to
30tf

’it

1

leased for basinesC. W. FREDERICK mo
Belfast, Maim
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irksmen
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BELFAST.

looking forward

to

interesting events, the Interstate
n trap shooting at Lewiston Aug.
\

^

tli, and the VYaterville Gun Club
isth and 19th.

Lovinia Philbrick was before the Police
Court Monday charged with assault and battery on Nahuin S. Piper. She was found
guilty aud lined S3 and costs, which she

paid.
Dexter Tiffany and friends of Dark Har’
bor are spending the week in Bangor salmon
fishing. They made the trip up river Monday in Mr. T’.s naphtha launch Sunshine, in
charge of Capt. Fred Coombs.

The annual reunion of the Norton
family
will be held with A. L. Norton in

Liberty
Saturday, Aug. 7th. All members of the
family cordially invited.

A full attendance is desired at the W.
C.
T. U. this afternoon, as this will be the
last
meeting until Thursday, September 2nd.

Decisions.

Law Court

The Law Court has rendered its decision
in the case of C. B. Wellington of Albion
The case
vs. Mouroe Trotting Park Co.
was entered and tried in the S. J. Court in
Kennebec county. Following is the rescript

by Judge Savage:
In au action against the “Monroe Trotting
Park Co.,” to recover au unpaid trotting
rge M. Warren, Castine: Justice
5.
premium, evidence of the existence of the
and (quorum, Ellery Bowden,
“Waldo and Penobscot society” has no tenFish Facts. Freeman O. Roberts and
Mrs. A. H. A. Grcuschner entertained
a
dency to rebut the plaintiff’s claim that the
H
L. Shepherd, Kockport; James
Perry made a two days’ fishing trip Whist Club of Belfast at her cottage on the first named corporation is liable.
t. Winterport.
down the Bay the past week. They report South Shore, Northport Camp
In an action to recover an upaid trotting
Ground, Fripremium claimed to have been won by the
sidewalk on the hill leading to food tisli scarce, driven away by the dog day.
plaintiff’s horse in a horse race conducted
at wharf is now supported by a fish which are met with in large numbers.
There will be a game of base ball between by the defendant, held, that the “judges”
stone wall and a railing has been
constituted the
to which the parties
M. C. Hill has filed his bond as collector local teams of Belfast and
Bangor on the submitted whentribunalentered
their horses
ililted aloug the higher sections, of taxes and will
begin his official duties Congress street grounds next Saturday af- for the race; and they
their
decision, if honestby
•d piece of work, durable, and
next Monday. The notice in regard to the teruoon at 2.30 o’clock.
ly given, the parties are bound.
w-11 nst possible accidents.
The plaintiff will not be debarred from
August discount and Mr. Hill’s olfice hours
Postmaster Kilgore has issued a neat
recovering a premium which his horse has
ligau & Co. of Ware, Mass., are will be found in our advertising columns.
poster giving the hour of arrival and de- clearly won when the judges, through the
ucrete w alks at the resilience of
The young people of the Universalist So- parture of the various mails and the office fraud of oue of their number, are led to
award the premium to another horse.
tine, and expect other jobs of a
ciety are to give an entertainment to include hours at Belfast post office.
In a final heat between two horses at
ture in the city.
They have re- a
Japanese wedding in about two weeks at
Pensions have been granted as follows: about dark and when the “stand” was
*hed a large municipal contract
crowded, it
that the three judges
their church. Fuller particulars will be Increase, Ephraim L,
Emerson, Stockton did not meetappears
in consultation; but that one
y of Ellsworth.
given later.
Springs; Joseph M. Davis, East Union; Jo- of them assumed to communicate between
•mbs of Islesboro, while out in
the other two, and falsely informed each
The eighth annual reuuiou of the Hatch seph N. Harriman, additional, East Orland.
i ffiat the other and himself had decided to
eutly m a steam launch saw a
Association will be held at the
Family
The Grand Carnival of the Republic was give the race to a horse which, in
fact, had
uiing across from Islesboro tonot won
Hatch homestead, Centre Montville, Maine, presented in Hancock Hall,
each of these two
Ellsworth, Tues- judges wasit; and that
He rail up alongside the
mu h port.
thereby led to believe that a maWednesday, Aug. 18th. Every one of Hatch day and Wednesday evenings, July 20th
! touched it with his baud and
jority of the three had decided in favor of
descent are most cordially invited. [Other and 21st. It was the event of the season. that horse; and
relyiug upon the informawed it to swim away. It turned
The proceeds will be devoted to the aid of tion so received, each submitted to the suppapers please copy.]
t-n lie came up with it and swam
posed
and
therefore a public demajority,
List of unclaimed letters remaining in the the King's Daughters society in Ellsworth cision was
he island.
accordingly announced.
and
to
the
Girls'
Home
in
Held
Belfast.
that such conduct on the part of the
Belfast post office for the week ending July
K
Freeman, V. S., of Rockland
The fair to be held this year by the East- judge who gave the false information to the
24, 1897: Ladies—Miss Annie M. Frye. Genw n
other two judges was fradulent; and that a
Saturday, aud stated that, as
tlemen—C. M. Brewster, Mr. Frank Daggett ern Maine fair association at
Bangor Aug. decision so procured is not a bar to an acInstant reliet tor cramps, pains, ana
its located here he shall not come
(2,) D. P. Sheehan, Mr. R. S. Skeeney, Mr. 31 and Sept. 1, 2 and 3, will eclipse any that tion to recover the premium by the owner
h:y professionally as before anof the horse which actually wou the race.
indigestion in a single dose of SANS. H. Sumner, Windsor Hotel.
was ever held in Bangor.
All of the departDr. F. inspecteil the dairy herd of
The defendant sent the plaintiff a check
FORD'S GINGER, purest and best of
The W. C. T. 1'. served ice cream and ments will offer something new that has for thirty dollars for “second money” in
uf Searsmont last week and
warming stomachics.
never before been seen in the State.
There this race. The premium offered was 8200,
uniiuals all healthy and the con- cake to a large company at their parlors ou
and the plaintiff,
50 per ceut. as
A If nm substitutes. Ask for SANFORD’S
claiming
will
be
rates
on all railroads and
Main
street
last
The
special
Friday evening.
pro--t
-lass about the premises.
“first money,” notified the defendant that
AVUlU GINGER, and Iook f<>r Owl” tradesteamboat
lines
to
mark on the wrapper. Sold everywhere. Potleading
ceeds gu towards the charity work of the
Bangor during he would not accept the check as “second
ir meeting of .the City Council
ter Drug & Cuem. Corf., Sole Props., Boston.
money,” but would credit it on account.
Union. The rooms will be open next Sat- fair week.
•Id next M inlay evening at 7
The check was cashed and the defendant
for the same purpose.
New Advertisements. The Eastern Maine made
A Visit from Commander Wilde.
no reply.
!’•:** 'juestioii of electing a milk in- urday evening
State
Fair
will
be
held at Bangor Aug. 31st,
Held, that under the circumstances of the
People who wish to place children in the
he in order* Dr. West, who
The steamer Verbena of the U. S. LightHome, should always hear in mind that this Sept. 1st, 2d anil 3d. Special rates on all case, tlie plaintiff cannot be considered as
Freeman as a veterinary suris only a temporary Home, where girls are
having received the check in settlement of House establishment was in port last
railroad and steamboat lines will be given. the
week,
cliam
is been inspector of milk and
sued for.
eared for,—fed, clothed, educated, ami given
For special attractions see the advt....See
Judgment for plaintiff for 850 and inter- on a cruise of inspection of the aids to navigasw->rth and it has been suggested
religious and moral instruction, until good
tion. Commander G. F. F. Wilde, U. S. N.,
homes can he secured for them in private business offices for rent by Poor & Son and est from July 4, 1804.
ir i-omhiiiatiou of duties he made
families. [The Girls' Home.
C. W, Frederick-Ladies interested in art
Secretary of the Light-House Board was in
Transfers in Real Estate.
Belfast, lias added a new Recruit to the needle work should visit Mrs. M. L. Burcharge of the expedition and Capt. S. J.
f wheelmen announced for
Howes of the Light-House Service iu comranks ol journalism, The Recruit being the bank at the Whitney cottage, Northport
| The following transfers in real estate were mand of the steamer.
i-'oiy evening was postponed to name of a new
Commander Wilde was
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
4-page monthly published Camp Ground.
"lint of rhe weather, and alnis wife, mother and sister,
here in the interest of the Sous of Veterans
Tile excursion by steamer Castine last for the week ending July 28, 181*7: Win. P. accompanied by
.rge number came out Friday
by Orrin J. Dickey & Co. Mr. Dickey is Sunday was an enjoyable one, notwith- Thompson et al., Belfast, to Josephine Mc- bis friend Mr. Morse and lady. They were
ail on the common at the same
guests of Col. Hiram Chase and daughter
The Recruit is a newsy sheet for all
editor
standing the threatening looking weather in Cussick, Thomastou; land iu Linooluville.
will he a parade to-morrow,
while in the city, and took a buckboard ride
win* are interested in the Sons of Veterans.
the morning.
About
GO passengers made James W. White, Belfast, to Amos T. Harning, when it is hoped all will
the trip, 34 from Belfast. The trip was as very, do.; land in Belfast. David Hodgdon, about the city and suburbs Friday. They
Tin••». E Shea, win) appeared at Hancock
no common
until the parade
sailed Saturday forenoon for the eastward,
hall last week, held good houses throughout announced, from Belfast to
Northport Camp Arizona, to Maurice E. Hodgdon, New Haok,sharp.
the week.
On Saturday evening he repeatthence across the Bay to Ryder’s ven ; land and buildings Belfast. Maurice to visit Castiue, Bar Harbor and other points
Ground,
the
"Man-o-war’s
by request
Man,” Cove and
>1 rray, one <>f the leading can- ed
Hewn' Point, down the eastern E. Hodgdon to Frank R. Wiggin, Belfast; of interest, in addition to the otlu ial duties
which made such a decided hit Monday
appoiutment as postmaster of
night, and was no less enthusiastically re- side of Islesboro and the western side of land and buildings in Belfast. Adelle M. of the trip. Miss Chase accompanied them.
.1 ved a letter from Coiigressceived on its se« mid presentation.
Shea has .Nurui naveu to rox island
There are .“>8 vessels in the U. S. Lightet als., by guardian, New Haven,
o'i.
I
Wednesday morning, inmoroughfare, Hodgdon
always been popular in Ellsworth, aud his thence
tliat after devoting nearly two
direct to Green's Landing. After a to Frank R. Wiggin; land and buildings in Huuse Establishment, 11 of which are sides, »*ms to increase with each visit.
popularity
•rough ami careful examination
Belfast. Grace E. Harvey et al., Belfast, wheelers. All except 5 are named after
The
napany disbanded here for a summer stop of two hours at Green’s Lauding the rein the case lie had recouimendi Ellsworth American.
vacation,
to Frank Blake, do.; land and
turn home was made via Eagle Island.
America. The. Verbena is
buildings in trees or plants
; a> ;• s’ master at Pittstield,
r.. win give a lawn
pet’Ti« 11 duly endorsed at the
Liio rsapnsi
r. a. u
Accidents. Eben E. Hatch got a piece of Belfast. C. S. Mason et als., Winterport, to of 24b 10 tons and was built in Philadelphia
Pittstield Adver'•■pavtiti'-ni.
John F. Hussey, do.; land and buildings in in 1870. There are but 1 older in the lightparty at IVa Loren Fb teller's, .‘>1 Cedar St., emery iu ids eye last Friday
morning, while
Wednesday evening, Aug. 4th. The lawn at work on an emery wheel in
Winterport. Chas. If. Carlton et al., Provi- house service: the Violet and Hazel built in
was formerly a
i.v
resident of
Critcliett,
wiil be prettily decorated, and an entertaindence, R. I., to American Cigar Co., Provi- ISfil, the Geranium built in 1808 and the
&
Go’s
shoe
The
Sibley
factory.
was
and
has
an
emery
active
';■
always been
of the Navy Department in
ment. will be given consisting of stereopti- embedded
firmly in the eye but was remov- dence; land in Lslesboro. Chas. E. Leavitt Cactus, bought
et al, New York, to Chas. H. Carlton : land 1*05.
eon
views, music, etc. Ice cream, cake, ed by a surgeon. The wound is
doing well
t sale at A. A. Howes & Coos
August 11, 1887, Commander Wilde arrivcandy and lemonade will be sold. Admis- but is still quite painful-Albert L. War- in Isiesboro. Henry E. Doe, Burnham, to
eeded expectations. The total sion 10
Sara'n E Doe, do., land in Burnham.
If stormy the 4th it will be
cents.
E. A. ed in Belfast in command of U. S. dispatch
ren of Searsmout had tlie index
and
huger
-72.50.
Mrs. Moulton, the repreNickersou, Belfast, to Alfred H. Ellis, do.; boat Dolphin, and the next evening he and
postponed to Friday, the 0th.
second linger of his left hand cut oil and the lain! in Belfast. A. H. Ellis to
the Globe Extract Company of
Clara J. Stin- his officers were
given a grand reception iu
Attention is called to the advertisement thumb and third fiuger badly cut by a cir- son, Belfast; land and buildings in Belfast.
•barge of the exhibit, and servSarah
E. Doe, Burnham, bv guardian, to Peirce’s Parlor Theatre by the citizens.
cular
saw
iu
Warren Brothers mill Monday.
of the Shaw Business College, and Shortin. daily and Saturday evening to
Henry S. Doe; land in Burnham. W. T. The citizens were also invited ou hoard the.
hand School, Portland, Augusta and Houl- -A little daughter of James B. Water- Wentworth,
Knox, to M. J. Wentworth, do.; Dolphin during her stay here and were
aired.
The Globe Company offerton, appearing in another column. Practi- man fell down stairs at her home last Sun- laud ami buildings in Knox.
the clerks making the largest
given a most hearty welcome.
cal business is conducted between the stu- day and broke her left collar bone.
.tracts during the week, and the
Local
Industries.
Concerning
dents of the three schools.
All papers are
We desire to cal! attention to the address
a silver mounted silk umbrella,
Catarrh Cannot be Cured
actually mailed and the merchandise sent to he given in Memorial Hall, Monday evenMark Wood & Son are putting out a num:>y Fred E. Miller, ami the second
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they cannot
or express.
Instruction by mail ing, Aug. 2d, at S o’clock
by
freight
Mr.
John
ber
of
G.
handsome
by
ver mounted cane, by Frauk Carjobs in varigated marble, reach the seat of the disease. Catarrh is a blood
in all the branches, a specialty.
A free cat- Shortall of Chicago.
His position as presi- including tablets for the
WVshc was so close a contestant
family of the late or constitutional disease, and in order to cure it
can he secured by addressing the
dent of the American Humane Society testi- J.
alogue
Q. A. Davidson of Belfast, Louisa, daugh- you must take internal remedies. Hall’s Catarrh
ze, that the company will
fies
F.
L.
to
his
Maine.
and
the fact that lie gives ter of Oliver and
Shaw, Portland,
principal,
ability,
Catherine Parks of Sears- Cure is taken internally, and acts directly on the
by the Goverfollowing: Disclosure cornmis-

ent nominations

Sheridan F. Miller

Command,

will meet

: IUIT JARS.

U. V. U.,

Tuesday, Aug. 3, and Thomas
Marshall Post, G. A. R.,
Thursday, Aug,

h!

CA Gross Mason Porcelain Lined
Fruit Jars to be

v

■

Cap
•

RETAILED AT WHOLESALE PRICES

CARLE &
21 MAIN

STREET,

„

JONES,

BELFAST, MAINE.

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.
L. A.

KNOWLTON, President.

FRANK R. WIGGIN, Cashier.

Deposits Solicited

INDIVIDUAL
DEPOSITS:

Feb. 29, 1894.
$38,353.89
July II, 4995,

July 34,

$123,885.58

These figures

Dec. 1994.
March 3 1895
879,480.39
$93,978,33
July II, 1898.
p.
$172,093.18

1994.

859,180.39
Dec. 13, 1895.
8180,938.17.

,n a
*7 0

5183,869.99

taken from our sw or restatements to the
Washington, on the above dates.

are

of the Currency,

_

_

LfBC.!/,

Comptroller

■

—

■■

of our Capital Stock.
This Bank beinic the latest established Bank in Waldo
W°rk' hereby ofterin,

amount

Countv,

baTin\hircSImty‘,,’lai'-l'r0'jt

A

vault has all the latest imnrm-a-

our

o-Uy

a

AU

New
FOR

c

°'ir

5£?.™f Zarlr

to

'»“•

-

One= Horse
SALE

J. H. & j. W. JONES,60

%;r"

"Ifh —

Dray

CHEAP.

Main St, Belfast,

MAINE STATE

FAIR, Lewiston,
Aug. 30, 31, Sept. 1, 2, 3.,l,rT,IKrKUAm
—

Horseless Carriage Races.
Firemen's Muster.
Everything New, Novel and Interesting.
Flit E N 1) $8

Y O IT K

MEET

s«c7

TIIK H E

*■

■

■

proposals for dredging, buildand boulder excavation openllov-e’s ortice, l’. S. Engineer,

oer

week

last

were

the

following

erest:

Dredging

Company,

Boston.
river, Me., estimated 45,000

>n

A

despatch

to

the Boston Traveler from

Rochester, N. H., July 22d, says: “Willis
McDuffie, editor of the Rochester Courier,
and
Dora Corlton
Haley, well-kuowu
cantatrice, were married at uoou to-day in
the Congregational Church at East Barrington. Green and white were the prevailing

yard, commence in (50 colors at the
m 500 days.
wedding, which was the most
right, Portland, dredging 75,- elaborate of any this season. Rev. George
o ver’s Harbor. Me., at 15
cents, S. Mills of Belfast, Me., a college chum of
00 days, finish in 100
days: the
bridegroom at Dartmouth, officiated.”
aneher riwr 45,000 yards at 75
'•nutval boulders at si0, begin in
Moody Family Re-uniox. A re-union of
’inisli m Dio days; dredge 2,000
a river at 25 cents,
begin in 50 the Moody family will be held in Nobleboro
>'■
i;
days.
Tuesday, August 24th, at the old Moody
H. Snitiier, Boston, dredging 75,farm near the North church. Packages of
ver’s Harbor at 17 cents,
begin blank invitations
have been sent by the
iii in 100 days.
eiits

a

•.

Dunbar recently added two
irriages to his livery stable_

i-mrv

Sit veils, with

a

crew

of

painters,

Point Friday and painted the
rtage. This firm is to regild the
iish of sch. Susan N. Pickering
t

Isle.Alamoosook Court of
f Bucksport have chartered the
and M. for an excursion to Bel-

•'

'•

rthport, Aug. 1st.The Belfast
large group photograph taken by
unden, while on their recent visit
aveu-F. H. Mathews has hung
T
sign at his fish and oyster market,
a

f Walter H. Coombs.A sum
has been found, and left at Ginn
store.

s

v a Fall.
Walter M. Gray died
fternoon from the effects of a fall
He had been on board
ag previous.
at a wharf and in
stepping ashore,
1

Ddng some three feet above the
slipped and fell across the cap-sill,
a ken
home and physicians sumat he was
evidently injured interfailed rapidly until death ended

■

Tlie deceased was a native
but his parents moved to Han*
v when he was an infant, returnl"> years ago.
Since coming here
rked some in Critchett, Sibley &
r°ry, but more recently has sold
mis sometimes from a market and
times from a team. He leaves a
four small children. His age was
ngs.

O. Poor, Eugene Rust ami
■'’aides returned Saturday morning
from Rockland, from a ten days’
C.

Die

>.
•

us

bay. They made headquarters
and Criehaven, went fishing

about the islands and had a
mm
They visited Charles Clark on
s Island, lauded on Matinicus Rock
'j'**cted the lighthouses, etc., went
1
*hing, and made a trip in a seine
•' Poor shot a
large gull on Noman’s
"I they brought home two
pairs of
galls from this resort of sea fowl.
mackerel of the season were taken
mp while the party were at Matini-the lot. selling at $15.
They
about, two pounds apiece. Dogfish
*«d

The party are euthuthe scenery of these islands and
Dieir praise of their hospitable iny

numerous.

to

JjjDaotB.

igars will

preserve your health,
contain pure pepsin.
'gars will digest 500 grains of food.
igars aid digestion.
'gars

gar is

^'aud.
ut

igar

a

is

novelty in itself.
the coming cigar

applied for.

\

committee to interested parties which it is
hoped will be sent to every person in any
way connected with the family by ties of
blood. Ail will be provided for over night
free of expense, and entertainment for those
who

New

a

lunch

basket.

The

family amt ties of blood
should induce the members to make every
effort to come together and get acquainted
aud make it an occasion long to be remembered. If stormy on that day the meeting
will be the next fair day.
Steamer

large

Notes.

The steamer Silver
collision July 21st, with
schooner Helen Barnes. The steamer was
on her regular course from newes’ Point to
Castine and the schooner was standing down
the bay on the wind. The steamer struck
the schooner on the starboard bow, breaking her cathead, carrying away the rail
from the cathead to the stem and
damaging
the windlass. The schooner s anchor-stock
broke through the sheathing of the steamer.
The damages to both crafts were repaired
and the matter was amicably settled by the
parties-The steamer Castine was withdrawn from the Castine and Belfast route
Monday, aud for the remainder of the season will be devoted to excursion business.
She is open to engagements by the day or
week.
Star

was

in

Bio Schooner Ashore. The four-masted
schooner Charles R. Schull of Philadelphia,
8*4

tons, coal laden from Philadelphia for
on the Barley
ledge on the
west side of Islesboro
Sunday afternoou and
remained fast. She was beating up the bay
and stood too far in shore before
tacking.
Tugs were sent for from Bangor, but as she

Bangor, struck

on at high tide
they were unable to
get her off. The tug Bismarck came to Belfast Monday morning and got John Sanborn
with his buckets, gears and a crew of shovelers, and schooner William Slater, and the

went

work of

lightering

was

begun

at

once.

The

vessel came off late in the afternoon
Monday
and was towed to Bangor. During the
day
Monday the vessel was visited by a large
number of yachting parties from Northport,
Belfast aud other points. Capt. Hall of the
Schull says the vessel was beatiug
up the
bay Sunday evening, with a light breeze,
aud had just come about and was
beginning
to pay off when the wind failed aud the
current set her on the ledge.
She struck
broadside on, at high water, but lay easy,
with deep water on both sides. The crew
worked all day Monday with the assistance
of the Schuirs donkey engine and took out
about 175 tons of coal before she floated.
Monday forenoon she had 8 feet of water in
and the Ralph Ross kept at
her through the day aud on the
passage to Bangor with her steam pump.
The cargo is consigned to the Bacon &
Robinson Co. Bangor.
her well

work

in

bring

cannot

luoouYs are a

on

his valuable services to the Belfast Humane
Society, ill which his friend, the late Mr.
Albert B. Otis, was deeply interested, should

bespeak him a cordial welcome from Belfast citizens. Iu addition to the address
musical selections will he given by the
Baptist choir and Miss Diusmore. The lecture
will he given free of charge.
Band Concerts. The open air concert
by
our Band
last Friday night was
generally
conceeded to be the best ever given and that

sometliiug specially Hue. The prohastily arranged, but seemed to

means

gram

M. Welliugtun of Liberty and
port,
others. A handsome ball monument of the
same stock is also iu their
shop.
Work has begun in the up-rivers quarries
John

iu

getting out rough granite to be used in
building the new Bangor water works dam.
E. L. Warren is in charge at the Warren
The granite will be
quarry in Prospect.
taken to Bangor in schooners and it will be
necessarj- to use the draws in the bridges
across the river at that
point for the first
time in years.

was

Brisk

please every

one and was as follows:
March from Carmen,
Bizet
L«
Domino Xoir,
Overture,
Auber
Ballet Music from Win. Tell,
Rossini
Selection from Pinafore,
Sullivan
Pastorale and Polka,
Morand
Medley, Gay Old Time,
Beyer
March, Stars and Stripes Forever,
Soiisa
To-morrow evening at 7. JO o’clock an»
other concert will he given with the follow-

Demand for Vessels.

Philadelphia, July 28. The demand for
vessels in all lines of foreign arid coastwise
trade continues and rates are advancing
because of a scarcity of tonnage. Railroads

said to be blocked with coal for coast
ports and vessels arriving with cargoes are
being discharged on their arrival quit ker
than ever before. Steamers for grain continue iu good demand for July, August and
are

September loadings.

ing program:
There is also a demand for vessels to load
March, Triumvirate,
Losey cotton at southern ports fur Liverpool,
Overture, Orphhus,
Offenbach Harve and Bremen. Train loads of wheat
ami corn are being hurried from the West to
( a. Pilgrim chorus from Tannhauser,
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Newport News
make way for the new crop, part of which
is being forwarded for shipment on foreign

to

F amous Minuett,
Selection from Faust,

Waltz, L’Estudiantiua,

Hunt in the Black Forest,

Paderewski
Gounod
Waldtenfel
Vceiker

Everyone in Belfast knows .Joseph Green
and his capabilities as and
actor, it is therefore a matter of congratulation that he is
to

appear at Belfast Opera House for one
week, beginning Aug. 2, in a new repertoire
of successful plays, produced under the
direction of Edward E. Rose of Boston. Mr.
Greene is supported by a carefully selected
company and the plays have beeu chosen
with taste and care.
The opening play,
“The Silver King,” should of itself create
more than the average interest.
In addition to the drama the
company is specially
strong in its specialty artists, including
Miss Grace Euler, singer and dancer, and
Mr.
Deacon, comedian. A novelty in
specialties is that of the little Murry children, two charming mites of humanity,
who sing and dance with true artistic
grace.
Miss Josie Richards and Mr. Janies
Barry
are also singers of
reputation. The plays
include: “Lend Me Your Wife,” “The

Westerner,” “Through Russian
“The

Snows;”

Nation’s

Honor” and a new play
specially for Mr. Greene, entitled
“A Plain Old Irishman.”
written

Shipping Items. Sch. William Slater, in
addition to extensive repairs to her hull,
has received a new maintopmast and foreboom and her hemp standing rigging has
been replaced by wire taken from sch. Raven, condemned ami beached at Islesboro.
-Sch. Emma S. Briggs sailed Sunday
morning for New York with long lumber
loaded at Bangor... .Sch. James Holmes
sailed Sunday for Boston with hay from L.
T. Shales & Co. and A. M. Carter....A. M.
Carter loaded sch. P. M. Bonnie with hay
for Vinalhaven and she sailed Monday forenoon-Sch. R. F. Hart sailed Saturday for
Bangor to load ice for New York....Sell.
Wm. Slater towed to Bangor Tuesday as a
lighter for the cargo of sch. Charles K.
Schull which was ashore Monday on the
Barley ledge-Sch. Maria Webster loaded
hay at F. G. White’s the first of the wreek for
Mt. Desert-Sch. Gazelle brought lumber
from Bangor for Cooper & Co., Monday.
The 1st regiment, Patriarchs Militant,has
chartered the steamer Lewiston for a three
days’ cruise to Maine, stopping at Rockland,
Belfast, Bangor and elsewrhere. A full military baud will accompany the party, which
will live on the boat the entire trip. Odd
Fellows and their friends are invited ; ladies
Full particulars of Col.
can go unattended.
J. I). Lowe, 131 Tremont St. [Boston Herald.

account.

Old Guns for Belfast and

Augusta.

Congressman Burleigh has notified Seth

Williams Post of Augusta that the Belfast
Post has made application for two of a lot of
five 32-pounders, the most popular for ornamental purposes, of those condemned cannon, which are available for distribution,
under the law passed iu 1896. The remaining three may be had for Augusta by paying
the cost of transportation. This offer will
probably be seized at once and the guns

placed

Monument

on

park

at

Augusta,

with

sufficient number of projectiles to form
neat pyramids for each.
It so happens that
the park is triangular in shape, so that the
three guns will fill the bill for it very nicely.
a

or

Better, Fry au Experiment
Profit by a Belfast Citizen’s
Experience.

Something

new

is

au

experiment.

Must be proven to he as represented.
Be successful at home or you doubt it.
The statement of a manufacturer is not convincing proof of merit,
But the endorsement of

a

friend is

Now, supposing you had a bad
A lame, weak or aching one,
Would you experiment on it?

back,

The Churches.
Rev. J. F. Tilton, pastor of the Baptist
church, is taking his summer vacation and
Prof. Geo. R Berry of Chicago, who is visiting in Liberty, will occupy the pulpit next

Sunday.
Prayer meeting will be held at the Congregational church this. Thursday, evening
at 7..»u.
Topic, “Loving the truth aud
peace,” Zecli. 8:16-19; Eph. 4:1-8; 14-10; Rom.
12:9 21; Ps. 119:161, 168; Ps. 34 11-14. Next
Sunday there will be one service. This
will be a praise and prayer meeting at 7.15
p. m. in the vestry. Topic, “Putting religion into our daily tasks, Kings, 7:13-14;
Acts 18:1-4; Mark 6:1-3.
Rev. W. II. \Y. Rees, I). D., of Cincinnati,
Secretary of the Freedman’s Aid and Southern Education Society spoke at the M. E.
church last Sunday evening, giving an interesting resume of the work, aims and objects of the society and what it is accomplishing. Dr. Rees is a fluent speaker and
his addresses always call forth substantial
response in cash for the society. Services
next Sunday will be as follows: Sermon
by
the pastor at 10.45 a in.; Sunday school at
12 m.: Junior League meeting at 4 30 p.
m.;
Epworth League meeting at6.15 p. in.; leader, Mr. Geo. A. Russell. Topic, “The Prayer at conversion,’’ Acts 9:4 aud
6:11; evening prayer and praise service at 7.15. The
weekly prayer meeting and class meetiugs
as

Home endorsement is the proof
every box of Doan’s Kidney Pills.

backs

Read this case:
Mr. Ralph Shute of
road, says: “I have had
years. In the
I was taken with a
was so bad that I

two

back

ing.
got

was

aching
kidney
I

a

Searsport avenue, shore
kidney trouble for about
of ’96, during haying,
stitch in my back and side. I

summer

laid up for six weeks, my
continually, and along with it I had

another

sawr

box

Maine Farmer, the well known weekly farming paper which has been published
in Augusta many years under the proprietorship of Hon. Joseph H Manley and the
late W. S. Badger, who died last spring, has
been sold to J. S. Sanborn of the well known
tea and coffee concern of Chase & Sanborn,
Boston.
The

Morrill.

that

weakness which was very annoyDoan’s Kidney Pills advertised and

Kilgore & Wilson’s drug store 1
found after using them that the pain was much
lessened; iu fact, they helped my kidney trouble
in every way. I will
always speak well of Doan’s
Kidney Pills to my friends. I give my statement
for the benefit of others. Doan’s
Kidney Pills deat

to be well knowm.”
For sale by all dealers, 50 cents per box, or sent
by mail on receipt of price by Foster-Milburu

serve

Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name, DOAN’S, and take no substitute.

A. A. HOWES &

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rowe of
are guests of Mrs. Alvesta
Hatch-Miss Flora Farnham of Kuox is

visiting

her

aunt, Mrs. Margaret Woods_
Mrs. Alvin Knowlton and two children
arrived from Lawrence, Mass., last week on
a
visit-Mr. Justin Merriam has been
visiting in Liucolnville.Mr. Lewis
Winchenback has sent in his resignation as

postmaster, aud we expect our genial young
Republican, Arthur B. Hatch, will soou be
handling our mail. Mr. Winchenback lias
filled the office for four years very acceptably.Rev. W. C. Baker of Searsmont
preached here last Sunday in exchange with
Mr. D. W. Morey is poorly
Mr.[Thibodeau
aud has taken his bed....Miss Flora Murch
started for Taunton, Mass., last Monday
where sbe will be employed in the hospital.
The greatest improvement which has been
made in the manufacture of cigars during
the nineteenth century has now been accomplished in “Pepso.” This cigar contains
enough pure pepsiu to digest 500 graius of
food, thereby making it beneficial instead of
injurious to the system.
Pateut applied for.

PERHAPS
Y"U don't know >hat yo

•an huy the “up-to-date’’
styles in watcher and j»*\\

elrv of us,

]

BIT 10U CAN

PERHAPS
Y"U don’t know that

residence of Mrs. Elden Slnite ...Mrs.
William Ryder and children of Bangor arc
visiting friends in town-Mr. George
Moulton of Boston is spending his vacation
at his old home... .Capt. Elden Shute arrived home Tuesday... Miss Charlotte T Sibley of Belfast will deliver her very interesting lecture “Over Palestine Hills on Horse
Back" at the Universalist church, Thursday
evening, Aug. 5th.

are the oldest
h uise iii the

v.-

iewelry
state

of

.Maine.

BUT WE ARE.

PERHAPS
Yon don’t know that

we
our personal attento all our watch re-

hive
tion

pairin'.;
BUT WE DO.

PERHAPS
You think you can beat
low prices.

us on

BUT YOU CAN T.

Hiram Chase & Son,
25 MAIN STREET. BELFAST.

SEMINARY.

Belfast Opera House,
NIGHTS, COMMENCING

The Fall Term will open Aug 30,

HONDAY, AUG. 2,
EVERYBODY'S

FAVORITE,

JOSEPH GREENE,
With His Own Excellent Company in a Repertoire
of Magnificent Successes, never presented
before at Popular Prices.

Able

faculty.

Ion

{

For information and

W

NIGHT,
Hy permission of Samuel French and Eugene
Tompkins, Prop, and Manager Boston Theatre,
THE SILVER KING.

TUESDAY NIGHT,
Edward E. Rose

catalogue, address Principa’.
A.

Comfort (or * Feel

THROUGH RUSSIAN SNOWS,

Allen's Foot Ease

Comedy,

LEND ME YOUR WIFE.
STRONG

and many of Iter neic remedies for
relit riny distress caused by

SPECIALTIES,

By Grace Euler, Mr. Archie De con, Mr. ,1. W.
Barry and the iirrav Children, Grace

corns

and Blanche.

The Strongest Company ever Appearing
At Popular Prices.

/

Manager.

sale

now on

at

20 and ,‘iO Cts.
Citv Drug Store.

and

see

our

Trusses for the
and comfortable.
and up-to-date

NEW

summer.

fy/ic- tt/ldsic' Si/iX'c. f'

/

Art Needle Work.

cool

During the month of August
Mrs. M. L. Hurbank of Worcester, Mass

We have the latest

styles,

//

Actual Business by mail and railroad. Instruction by mail a
specialty. Book-keepers, clerks and
stenographers f urnished to business men. Free
catalouge.
3m3<‘
F. L. SHAW, Prin,, Portland, Me.

patterns of

Easy,

Jfy *&U’<S/*UL Sf

PORTLAND, AUGUSTA and HOULTON. Me.

TRUSSES.
Call

bunions.

LZet/Mncjj l

Popular Prices, 10,
Seats

or

POOR & SON, Druggists.

The entire organization under the personal direction of EDWARD E. ROSE, Manager of the
Grand Opera House, Boston.
FRANK HARR [MAN.

HUTCHINSON,
Bucksport, "laine.

Comedy Drama,

WEDNESDAY NIGHT,
Roland Reed’s Great

rates of tuition

and hoard.

nONDAY

and guarantee a

will have

on sale at
h# Whllne) Cottage,
firounlf, a complete and
choice stock of art need e work and embroidNo trouble to show goods. All
ery materials
are invited to call and examine.
3w30

FNorlhport Camo

fit in every case at the lowest prices.

POOR & SON, Druggists.

SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES
Allen’s

Foot-Ease, a powder for the feet. 11 cure-,
painful, swollen, smarting feet and Instantly takes

Cartl of Thanks.
I

GO.,

AtfontN.

Gml2

the

B

Solti

neHast,

Stockton Springs. Miss Ethel Stuart
went to Liberty last week to visit her friend,
Miss Sadie Murray.... Mrs. Jennie Bragg
and son Leslie arrived last Friday from
West Brookfield,
Mass_Mrs. William j
Grant and daughter of Kingman are visiting
her sister. Mrs. Orilla Libby.... Miss Grace I
Greenwood of Medford, Mass., is a guest at

usual.

Providence, R. I.,

You will read of many so-called cures.
But they come from far away places.
It’s different when the endorsement comes from
home.
Easy to prove that it is so.

months in Boulder, Col.Prof. H. G.
Buchier gave an interesting lecture on the
Battle of Gettysburg, with stereopticon

__

Papers and Periodicals.
is

The Camden National Bank is
safety vault constructed. W.
S. Giles has charge of the work... The new
; cottage on Dillingham’s Point, “The Pointed Firs," is occupied by Thomas Doliber
ami family of Boston.Capt. and Mrs.
Eph. Perry of Hallowell, who formerly resided here, are spending a few weeks at the.
Misses Allen’s-A new urug store has
been opened by E. S. Rose and L. M.
Chandler_Hon. Reuel Robinson has rej turned from his business trip, accompanied
by his wife, who has spent a number of
a new

views, Wednesday evening... .Ralph Dean,
the driver of the American Express Company, has been coufined to the house from
the result of a horse’s kick-Hon. W. W
blood and mucous surfaces. Hall’s Catarrh Cure
Justice, a wealthy retireJ merchant of
is not a quack medicine. It was prescribed by
|
Philadelphia, has purchased about sixty
<>ne of the best physicians in this country for
years, ami is a regular prescription. It is com- acres of land in the western part of the town,
posed of the best tonics known, combined with called Bowers’ hill, a very sightly place.
lie best blood purifiers, acting directly on the
He proposes to construct avenues, and lay
mucous surfaces. The perfect combination of the
out lots for cottages.
About two acres of
two ingredients is what produces such wonderful
results in curing Catarrh. Send for testimonials, swamp land will be cleared out ami water
free.
F. J. CHENEY A- CO.. Props., Toledo, O. Sold conducted to it to form a lake.
by druggists, price 75 cents.

will he

Which

Camdkn.

having

wish to express my sincere thanks lor
sympath}- and kindness shown by neighbors and
friends during the illness of my husband, Cliai les
E. Wentworth, also to the members of the Silver
Harvest Grange for services rendered
HATTIE A WENTWORTH.
WaUlo, Me., July 28, 1897.

I

the stmg out of corns and bunions. It’s the
greatest comfort discovery of the
age. Allen’s FootEase makes tight-fitting or new shoes feel easy It
is a certain cure for
sweating, callous and hot
tired, aching feet. Try it In-,1,,Sold In all druggists and shoe stores. Hv mail for 26e. in stamps
Trial package FREE. Address, Allen S. Olmsted
Le Roy, N Y.
24

THE CHUTNEY
BY

MRS. ANNIE

‘The upper cupboard door is always
kept locked, aud my father carries tbe key
in bis pocket; but tbe bottom shelf of tbe
upper cupboaid is loose, and if you crawl

CUPBOARD.
A.

PRESTON.

anything in stories” ] iu upon this shelf on your hands and
and raise your back up against the
Maigaret Barber, impatiently throw- knees,
can misplace it so that
shelf above,

Songs of the Sea.

MRS. KRINER’S LETTER

THE

you
end will come off tbe slat that holds
tlie boys who do things.”
it, and all the things upon it will come
I know about it, for I did
“I'm sure,” said her grandmother, rattling down.
it myself once when I was a little gin,
“that in the story you have been reading,
Your
and it did a great deal of mischief.
Lucy washed the dishes, swept the kitch- brother’s tin trunk sits upon that shelf, I
it
there
when
for
1
saw
father
en liuor, and took caie ol the baby, while
know,
opened the door to get his pocket-book just
her mother was away-”
before lie went away.’
But Horace killed the bear!” inter*You know how to misplace the shelf,
rupted the young girl, still so impatiently, get in and misplace it yourself,’ said the
that her grandfather laid down his news- hunchback.
‘I used to play
‘I cannot,’ I replied.
paper, took off his steel-bowed glasses,
iu there w hen I was a little thing, but now
and looking across the room at a still the
will
hold me no longer.’
cupboard
“He looked me over, (I was large for
pretty, plump old lady, who was slowly
that
I spoke the truth, and
saw
my age)
rocking and swiftly knitting, he said:
to crawl in upon tlie slielf him“Washed the dishes, swept the floor, proceeded
self, saying, in a tone of authority:
and took care of the baby did she? That
‘If any one comes to the door, don’t
is just what your Aunt Hannah was left let them see me here; it would be too
Do you hear?’
to do the day she was ten years old, when ridiculous.
“I nodded my head, too anxious for the
lather and mother went to Hartford, and
success of my plan to speak.
hunchback Pingree came along.
If that
“No sooner did he draw the last club
stoiy could be printed there would be a foot upon the slielf than 1 slammed the
door together and turned the button, then
yrJ in it that did something, for 1 was the
catching the brass key from mother’s
and
1
was
tbe
and
did
nothboy.
baby,
thread basket, put it in the lock and turning but sciearn. Tell us about it, Han- ed it upon him. A s the strong bolt slipnah.”
ped into its place, 1 ran back and dropped
into the cradle with the screaming baby.
“Ob, yes, Aunt Hannah,” cried Mar- I had been
strung enough for anything
“do
tell
us!”
gaiet.
but a moment before, now 1 was so weak
And although the plump old lady shook 1 could not stand.
••My little brother hushed his crying
lier head u her brother, to begin with,
the moment my head sank in his baby
she leicutcd, presently, and said:
lap, and putting his tiny, cool lingers
“Do \ on see that cupboaid there by tlie
upon my face, he laughed iu merry glee.
fireplace?’'
“The hunchback, when he found him“To be sure," said Margaret's mother, self
caught, yelled like a caged demon,
who, with her daughter, was making her but I knew that the
cupboaid door was of
hist visit ;u the quaint old homestead.
heavy plank, that the lock and hinges
“It quite distresses me, it looks so old- were
strong, and I felt perfectly safe. I
fashioned with its two doors.
I should knew,
too, that there was a crack under
have it taken out if the house was mine.” the door so wide that air
enough would
“Xo doubt,” said Aunt Hannah; “but
pass to keep him from suffocating.
that lias been a veiy serviceable part of
“His threats were so terrible to listen
tbe house in its day.
It was framed in to that I
began to sing hymns to the baby
and finished up when the chimney was as soon as I could find
my voice, and it was
built, with little secret diaw trs that pull not
long before he was quiet, save an ocout liom between the stones of the great
casional appeal to my sympathy, telling me
chimney.
how uncomfortable he found his cramped
“My father was quite a business man position, and begging me to let him out.
for those times; he was town clerk and I
was sorry enough for him, but my fear
treasurer for years, and he settled all the
lest he should harm the baby overcame
estates of all the people who died, far and
my pity.
near, so there were always packages of
“Father and mother came at sunset,
papers and rolls of money belonging to a and 1 never shall
forget the look that
in
that
little
great many individuals,
cup- passed between them when I told them of
board.
Father unlocked the cupmy prisoner.
“When Captain Pingree died, I rernem- board door, but the
poor hunchback had
bei well that father was very much oppos- remained so
long in his cramped position
ed to having anything to do with settling that he
could not stir.
Father pulled him
the estate.
out, carried him in his arms aud put him
'•'liicy are an 1 ii-tempered, family, 1 in bed, and mother bathed and rubbed
heard him say to my mother, ‘and that
him.
hunchback is like an evil spirit to deal
“He was sick for three months, and the
with.
Ills father has advanced him a
whole of that time mother nursed him
deal
of
and
holds
his
notes
good
money,
faithfully. That illness was a turningfor the same, yet now he intends to share
xie
iiveu
iui
several
puiui 111 ins nit*.
alike with the other heirs. They will not
years a quiet, humble, Christian life, resubmit to such injustice, and consequentspected and beloved.
ly there will be trouble, that some one else
“At bis death he w illed everything that
must settle besides me.
1 can have noth- he
possessed to me, in gratitude, he said,
ing to do with it.’
for my saving him from crime by locking
“My father was honest in that decision, him in the cupboard, as he was fully revet that very night papers came to him
solved. if he could not obtain the papers,
trom the Judge of Probate,
authorizing to burn the dwelling. He said also that
him to act is administrator, and before
his imprisonment in the cupboard broke
bed time one of the Piugree brothers came
his stubborn will, but mother's patience
in secretly by tlie back w ay, fetching a litand kindness in his long illness softened
tle tin trunk full of his father’s papers.
his hard heart.”
*T was iu the trundle bed, and was sup“The girl did do something in that
posed to be asleep, but 1 heard him say, story," said
Margaret, going across the
as lather locked the tin trunk into the
room to give Aunt Hannah a hug and a
cupboard :
kiss, and then going to peep into the cup‘The notes that father held against
board.
“Oh, grandpa, isn't it a pity you
my brother are there, and he is so deter- can't remember it‘.)'’
mined to g.-t hold of them that we dare
•‘1 supposed all through my childhood
not keep tnein in the house another
night. that i did remember it," said grandpa.
He is like a baby, sir, his mind being as
“1 heard it told of so often; but Uncle
dwartul as his body; but because he is a
Pingree and 1 w ere great friends, and once
man in
ears, he insists that lie is so in i 1 coaxed the
funny little man to get into
intellect, ami lesents any interference by a
the cupboard and show me just how he
:e_.;ii:y appointed guardian, bincc mother
there
that
long day when Hannah and
died lie inis never been under the least re- lay
1 were his jailers.”
straint.
He has had his own will and his
own wav in
everything, and that makes it
a hard matter to deal with him
He recogAt Verona Park.
nizes no law ol obedience or
submission,
as his will was never broken or even subAnnual Camp Meeting \ext Monti:—Eloquent
dued.'
Speakers Mill be Present.
I know it." replied my father, ‘borne
The annual camp meeting of the Penobone is to have a trial with him.’
“The next morning he repeated these scot Spiritual Temple Association will
words to my mother, and added:
be held at Verona Park, Aug. 7 to ^3.
think 1 will drive into Hartford,
and a.*>k Esquire Elsworth what his opinion F. A. Wiggin of Boston, Mass., one of the
|
B in regard to the course that
ought to be ; most eloquent speakers in New England,
pursued with that poor fellow. I guess w ill make his first visit to Verona this seaYou and son.
you l.ad better go with me.
Mrs. Juliette Yeaw of Leominster,
Hannah will be wanting something new.’
‘But Hannah will have to stay alone Mass., who was so well and favorably received last year, will speak again this
•That she can do.
Is she not ten season.
Mrs. M. J. Wentworth; L. A.
old
this
years
very day? No possible
harm can come to her, and she can care Tisdale, the blind orator and sweet singer;
for baby as well as his mother herself,’ Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Smith; Mrs. M. C.
Donnell aud several others will be heard
pleasantly said my father.
T have often staid alone a part of a from the
Several good test
platform.
day j said. 4A whole day is a little
longer, but I shall not mind it. I shall be mediums will be on the grounds all
bu.>y washing the dishes, sweeping the through the meeting and frequent public
floor and rocking the cradle.’
as well as private circles will be held.
441 hat. settled it, and they soon drove
Sunday, Aug. S, will be the opening
away, leaving me with my little charge.
■‘About the middle of the forenoon, as day and the program includes invocation
1 w as kneeling by the cradle,
feeding the by Mrs. M. C. Smith, words of welcome
baby with bread and milk, there was a by A. F. Smith, remarks by Mrs. Juliette
rattle at the outer door, and
immediately Yeaw, addresses and paper tests by Mr.
that hunch-back Pingrte came
walking
The speakers above named will
in.
Oh, how frightened I was! It makes Wiggin.
be in evidence during the session as folmy flesh creep even now to think of it.
lows: Mrs. Wentworth Aug. 10, Mrs.
He was an ugly, misshapen
creature, with Yeaw and Mr.
Wiggin Aug. 11, Mrs.
a repulsive leer on his
face, instead of the Wentworth
Aug. 12, Mrs. Smith Aug. 13,
sweet, patient expression that draws one’s
Mr. Wiggin Aug. 14, Mrs. Yeaw and Mr.
heart to most such unfortunates.
‘Where are your folks'?’ he asked, in Tisdale Aug. IS, Mrs. Wentworth Aug.
19, F. W. Smith Aug. 20, Mr. Tisdale and
a sharp, cracked
voice, that startled me I others
Aug. 22.
so that I
spilled the miik and choked the
Sunday, Aug. 15, will be Temperance
baby. Don’t lie to me, now, for I know
Day, when Sirs. M. C. Smith and Mrs.
where they are as well as you do.’
‘To Hartford,’ I managed to articu- Kate Pishon will conduct the exercises.
The following day will be observec as
late, at the same time pushing a low chair Memorial
Day, when services will be held
toward the poor creature,
thinking to ap- in memory of those friends who have
pease his evident ill-humor by politeness.
passed from the mortal and are “within
“To my horror he passed by the
chair,
The business meeting occurs
and seated himself in the foot of the the veil.”
cradle.
The baby was terrified, now, and Saturday, Aug 21.
The Maine Central K. K. will sell half
giving up coughing, began to scream at
the top of his powers. 1 bent over to take rate tickets to Bucksport from all stations
him in my arms, but the hunchback snarl- north and east of Augusta, inclusive.
Tickets maybe purchased from August 5,
ed with an evil leer:
Let the young one alone until you up to aud including August 21, good to
return August 25.
Transportation from
fetch me that trunk of papers that
my
to the Park by steamer or carbrother left here last night.
You saw the Bucksport
Steamer
A
M.
riages.
51., Capt. Bennett,
box, didn’t you?’
makes daily trips, Camden to Bucksport,
“1 nodded my head, too much
frighten- touching
at
Y'erona
Park
each way.
ed to speak.
X,odgings and meals can be obtained at
‘Where is it? Quick now!’
the boarding house at reasonable rates.
“1 pointed to the cupboard, and
greatly Those
who wish to do so can bring food
to the relief of the
baby and myself, he and secure
lodgings in cottages at low
crossed the room.
4
Fresh vegetables, milk and other
‘Locked!’ he shouted, trying the door. prices.
supplies will be sold upon the grounds
‘Open it, young one!’
every day. Tenting privileges will be
‘Father has the key,’ I stammered.
allowed
and every effort will be made by
‘Think of some other way to open it,
the managers to accommodate all who
then.
How would your father open it if
Full information as to cottages
come.
the key was lost?, Think, quick as
you for
rent, by day or season, may be had by
can, or I will kill the baby, wring its slim,
white neck as I would a chicken’s; then I addressing A. F. Smith, Bangor.
The officers are as follows: President,
w ill set the house on fire and burn
up them
confounded notes and you with them, so Albert F. (Smith, Bangor; vice president,
Peter Abbott, Verona; clerk, Mrs. M. C.
so that you won’t blab.’
John H.
Donnell, Bucksport;
“A multitude of confused
thoughts Eldridge, Bucksport;Treasurer,
directors, F. W.
rushed through my brain, and upon one
YVm.
(Smith, Rockland,
Peyser, Proviof them, half a memory and half a
sugR. I.; Mrs. Kate Pishon, Augusta,
gestion, I seized with desperation. At the dence,
Mrs. (Susan M. (Stubbs, Bucksport, Sidney
dawn of hope in my heart, my
courage
Boston, Geo. E. Farmer, Y'erona.
returned, and going to the lower door of Dean,
An entire new attraction will be the
the cupboard I turned the knob that held
presence during the whole time of the
a button on the
inside, and opened it.
“The bottom of the cupboard, and the camp of Mrs. M. R. Goff of Boston, one
of the most eminent materializing medone broad shelf above
it, my mother used iums in this
country.
as a huge work
and
it
was
well
basket,
filled with family sewing and
mending.
n A Bmrvvi T a
Clearing the shelf, and setting the little
splint thread and thimble basket in a tka f»eaiaila
chair near at hand, I said, as Bteadily as I
tifutua
could:

ing down her magazine,

“it is

always]

j

one

“I suffered for eight years and could
find no permanent relief until one year
ago. My trouble was Change of Life.
I tried Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound, and relief came almost immediately. 1 have taken two bottles of
the Vegetable Compound, three
boxes of Pills
and have also
used the Sanative Wash,
and must
say,I have
never had

Q

j

anything
help so

much. I
have better health
than I ever had in
I feel like a new person, perfectly strong. I give the Compound
all the credit. I have recommended it
to several of my friends who are using
it with like results. It has cured me
of several female diseases. I would not
do without Mrs. Pihkham’s remedies
for anything. There is no need of so
much female suffering. Her remedies
are a sure cure.”—Mrs. Ella Krineb,
Knightstown, Henry Co.. Ind.
my life.

Register

of

Water

Deep

Vessels.

SHIPS.

Abner Coburn, G A Nichols, sailed from
New York March 24 for Hong Kong.
A G Ropes, Daivd Rivers, sailed from New
York April 28 for San Francisco.
A
J Fuller, T 1’ Colcord, sailed from
Honolulu June 80 for New York.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, sailed from
Singapore May 15 for Boston ; passed Anjer

May

80.

El Captain, A L Carver, sailed from Baltimore April 1 for San Francisco; spoken
May 1, lat 108 N, Ion 27 80 W.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from Iliolo May 4 for Delaware Breakwater;
passed Anjer June
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, at Hiogo June 20
for New York.
Gov Robie, Nichols, arrived at Hong
Kong July 5 from Newcastle.
Henry B Hyde, Scribner, arrived at New
York May 29 from Honolulu.
Josephus, P R Gilkey, sailed from New
York March 0 for Shanghai.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
from Hong Kong May 10, for Honolulu.
May Flint, EDI' Nichols, arrived at
Philadelphia June 29 from Honolulu.
Puritau, A N Blauchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
Reaper, O C Young, sailed from Honolulu
June 17 for New York.
R R Thomas,.C G Nichols, arrived at Boston

July

12

frowiCebu.

Sachem, Sewall Nichols, sailed from New
York June 29 for Hong Kong.
S D Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from New
York April 29 for Shaughae.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at lvarluk
May 22 from San Francisco.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, sailed from
Manila June 4 for Delaware Breakwater.
Tillie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, arrived at Sydney, NSW June 28; 98 days; all
well.

Wm H Macy, Amsbury, sailed from Hono-

lulu May 25 for New York.
Wm H Conner, Frank 1 Pendleton, sailed
from New York March 24 for Hong Kong;
spoken April 8, lat 81 N, loh 5.9 W.
W J Rotcli, Sewali C Lancaster, sailed

spoken July 2,

N,

lat 3*3

Ion 38

AY.

BARKS.

Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, sailed from
New York May 20 for Rio Janeiro.
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, arrived at Newport News July 21 from Savannah.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at New
York June IT from Turks Island.
Edward May, sailed fronoBoston July 20
for New York.
Erie Reed, A T Whittier, arrived at Cape
Town July 8 from New York.
Harvard, Colcord, at lquique May 10 for

Hamilton Roads, ldg.

Herbert Black. \AT H Blanchard, arrived at Boston from New York June 23.
Iolani, McClure, arrived at Honolulu
June 23 from New York.
Lucy A Nickels, Amos Dow, at Hong
Kong June IT from New York.
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, sailed from
Bridgewater, N S, July T for River Plate.
Matanzas, arrived at New York June 14
from Havana.
Penobscot, E G Parker, arrived at New
York June 7 from Hong Kong.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, cleared from
New York June 2b for Barbadoes.
Rose I unis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
New York June 12 for Santos.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, arrived at Garontolo-from Sourabaya.
St Lucie, J T Erskine, arrived at Bahia
July 4 from New York.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, arrived
at Buenos Ayres June 8 from Portland.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived at
Barbadoes July 10 from Pernambuco to load
for New Y’ork.
SCHOONERS.

Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, cleared from
New York July 1 for St. Pierre, Matt.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, sailed from
Boston June 28 for Surinam.
John C Smith, Kneeland, sailed from Havana June 2b for Mobile.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, sailed from Bangor July lb for New \rork.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, at New York May
15 for Tampico, sld from Nassau June 10.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at New
\Tork June 24 from Galveston.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Philadelphia July 12 from Turks Island.
R W Hopkins, Hichboru, cleared from
Philadelphia July 13 for Boston.
Sallie I’On, W H West, sailed from Port
Royal, S C, June 2b for Boston.
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at New York
July 17 from Port Spain.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
New Y'ork July 21 from Brunswick.
$2

Year for The Journal and Tribune.

a

To all subseribeis, new or old, who pay
their subscription to The Journal one year
in advance the New York Weekly Tribune
(price §1 a year) will be sent one year free.
In remitting, if the Tribune is wanted the
subscriber should so state, as it is not sent
unless requested. With The Journal furnisi ing all the local news, and much other
matter of local interest, and the Tribune to
supply the news of the world, political and
general, with fashions, household science
and mechanics, literary and other departments, stories and miscellany, 20 pages in
all, it is a very taking combination at £2 a

Subscriptions may legin at any time,
desired the two papers will be sent to
different addresses.
year.
and if

The

Quality

of

Flour Counts.

the health and
and old alike,
will result from proper consideration given
the important subject of choosing flour.
Bread is the great staple at every meal, and
if the “staff of life” loses its strength and
vitality those who lean on it are in danger.
It pays therefore in selecting flour to make
certain that none of second or third class is
permitted to enter the home.
There are some brands that are so fully
endorsed and so thoroughly established that
they may be safely used, without uncertainty as to their purity and nourishing qualities. Among the number the “Rob Roy”
brand, made at the mills of William R.
Coombs at Coldwater, Mich., has an enviable record. The maker stakes his reputation on the excellence of “Rob Roy” flour,
and upon the statement that it is of uniform
quality from top to bottom in every barrel.
This good result, Mr. Coombs explains, is
due to the use of the very best methods of
milling and the careful selection of the
choicest winter wheat.
A

noticeable

gain

strength of the family,

in

young

Then I heard the order “to helm!” ring out,
As a breeze on our starboard began to
blow.

HOME.

“Steer a fettle more to the westward,
Now a leetie more to the south,
Then keep your eye on the Sandstone Light,
And make for the harbor’s mouth.
You’re a bonny young sailor, Benny,
But it’s strange, me a-layiu’ here
A-feeliu’ so trembly an’ queer-like,
An’ my seem’ not overly clear.”

About Change of Life.

“Girls never do
said

VOYAGE

******
The half hour past as we sound for the log;
The rocks to leeward, and eight bells

tolled;

sun just risen aud searching the
fog,
Lighting it up with a shimmer of gold.
fN. G. Shepherd.

With the

“Aye! aye! Don’t

you worry, grandpa,
I’ll manage the ‘Dolphin’ all right;
Just lie on the locker and rest you,
And look at the beautiful night.
See the sun a-dippin’ an’ sinkiu’
Over there in the sliinin sea,
An’ the moon cornin’ up in the east’ard
As yellow an’ big as can he.”

“Yes, Benny, it pears we’re a-sailin’
Straight into the glory there,
And I feel so peaceful and dreamlike,
With never a pain or care.

Can it be I am sailin’ home’ard
To the heavenly shore to-night ?
I’ve allers thought I should love to go
When the sea was a-ghtterin’ bright;
“Go driftin’ right into the sunset
On a calm ami even tide,
An’ beach my boat on the shinin’ shore
With mother close by my side;
But now she’s home an’ a-waitin’,
An’ watchiu' the Saudstoue Light;
It’s surely a blessin’, my sailor boy,
That you was along to-night.’'

“Yes, grandpa, don’t you worry,
I’ll pilot you safely home,
The ‘Dolphin’ knows the way herself,

CABIN

AND

BOY

to

THE

Dinah,

the

COOK.

cook,

“Hoi’

on dar, chile,” says Dinah, the
cook,
“An lean yer yere to me
You ain’t no boss clar way ereross
This yere hull big blame big sea.
Haiu’t yer seen it happ’n how the mate to

the cap’n
Takes off his hat ? Go long!t
You’s awful brash, you young wi’te trash,
Jes’ larn ware you belong!”

“Belay there, Dinah!”

says

the boy to the

cook
“Don’t git ez hot ez a stove.
Did you ever see it happ’n thetour ole cap’n
Tips his hat to any cove ?”
“Why, now you're wrong,” says Dinah.
“Go long!
Jump overboard an' swim,
For he'd be a Jouah if he didn't sinoove de
owner

An’ tip his hat to him.”
“Avast there, Dinah;” says the boy to the

cook;

Your sails i3 too much spread.
The owner’s a stunner a tweuty-thousan
tonner,
An’ he keeps his hat on his bead !”
“Break off dar, eliile! break off fob erwliile!
Here de merchant jiues de swim,
An’ that’s wot’s de marter w’en he wants
his charter
Den de cap’n tips to him!”
“But the merchant,” said the boy, “is a
God on wheels,
A reg'lar tough ole duff!”
“Laws!” Dinah said, “let me till yo’ head
Wiv some kiue er sense an stuff!
De merchant’s a seller, a trad’n feller,
An' he wants to see, yer see?
t?o lie bent down flat, an’ he takes off his
hat,
An' he bow to you an’ me!”

Foss.|
JIM.

We'd cleared the banks and

were

homeward

bound,

With such a load as you never saw—
Cod and mackerel tine and sound,
Twelve hundred weight without a flaw.
The wind was west and the sky was clear
W hen we set our sails that night for home ;
Nobody had a thought of fear
An hour before the end had come.
Jim was whistlin’—a way he had—
A theatre tune he had heard somewhere:
I can hear it now ami see the lad

With his handsome shoulders broad and
square.
He stood at the helm and he knew his place—
Nobody knew it better than he.
One minute the moon lit up his face,
The next, I swear, I couldn’t see
foot before me there!
Just as sudden as that it fell,
That white fog bank—a devil’s snare,
It seemed to me, from the pit of hell!
a

and twenty men full told,
And never one of them saved but me.
None of ’em more than thirty years old,
As likely lads as ever you see.
Four

Fisherman’s luck, perhaps you say.
The parson said pretty nigh the same
When he tried to comfort the folks that day,
Though he rixed it up by another name.

Well, it’s live-and-thirty years to-night
Since we parted company, Jim and me—
saw

him there in that March

moon-

light,

His hand to the helm, his face to the sea.
Fi\e-and-thirtv years, and Jim—
He’s a young man still, l s’pose, while I,
My hair is white, anti my eyes are dim;
But, mate, I’ve a notion, when I die,
He’ll be at the helm, and steer me through
The shoaling tide to my journey’s end;
For Jim and me—well, I never knew
Such a fellow as Jim to stick to a friend.
And I’ve had a thought I never told
In all these years befort—that Jim
Would never have lost his grip and hold,
As somehow I lost my grip on him.
We went down into the fog together:
He was hurt from the first, but I had him
fast
In a clutch like death, I thought; but
whether
My strength or courage failed at the last
never could tell, but only know
That all at once I found my hand
Loose and empty—God, what a blow !
Then I drifted alone to an empty laud.

I

But

I haven’t much time

now here to
spend :
my eyes are dim—
“Afraid of the end?”

My hearing’s dull and

WThat’s that you ask?
Afraid? Why, the end is—Jim!
[Nora Perry in the Pilot.
FURLING

Just

THE

FORE-ROYAL.

bells ; and the fog all round,
With a fine rain falling, chilly and soft;
Just seven bells, and no other sound
But the creaking spars, as I climbed aloft.
As I climbed aloft at our mate’s command,
AVay up aloft ’mid the stress and strain,
While each rope I grasped to the touch of
my hand
Seemed newly tarred with fog and rain.
seven

Half-past three by the sound of the.bells—
Daylight near; and a strong ebb tide,
With the sea running past us in easy swells,
Black aud silent on either side.
Step by step, up the rattlings I went,
On through the fog, that seemed by its
weight
Like a heavy blanket, to where I was sent
By the order that came from the lips of
the mate.

Up at last, and hauling away,
Furling the sail from the fore-royal arm;
Just half an hour to the break of day;
The tide at

an

ebb, and almost

a

calm.

One look forward, and straight in our track,
Only seen from that dizzy height,
With hardly time enough left to tack,
A great, black headland with never a

light.
“Land ahead!” I called with a shout,
“Land ahead!” to the deck below—

Jippemn/it

seven

The

sous

and four

daugh-

Wink/g.ran

away long
their children have all

years ago, and
joined them but two sons and two

his trade

in

united

youth.

marriage to the choice
companion was one

His

of

man

by

was

intelligence.

two sons

were

their home.

planted

As the years

ing

age of

were

years

came

aud went the surviv-

1 think he

was

in

the army

or more.

■liwniie illtci

me will

euiieu

lie aim

ms

parents left their native State and settled
in Morris county, Kansas.
There they

prospered wonderfully. The son had a
large farm where all kinds of grain are
raised annually.
He also deals in stock
to quite a large amount.
They have all
kinds of fruit trees and Dowers, and a
beautiful home with everything to make
life pleasant.
The son's “chosen one"

was

a

school

teacher from the .State of Illinois.
have

an

only child,

a

little

thirteen summers, who is
their home.
.She has quite

They
daughter of
the light ot
a

talent for

driving

horses anil often takes her grandmother out to ride.
She also has a little
Shetland pony to manage.

grandfather was interested in gardening before his health failed. He raised all kinds of vegetables. At the county
fairs his name was always on the premium lists for his different kinds ol' fruit
and vegetables, lie was a citizen of Kan
years and an active man as long as
his health would permit.
He always
sas

gli

voted with the

Republican party. In the
although very feeble, lie
went to the polls and carried his last vote.
He failed gradually until two or three
weeks before his death, then iie sank rapidly. His faithful wife nursed him with
loving care; her hand clasped his until
autumn of''• M,

the last throb was over.
He lias a beautiful resting place in Greenwood cemetery
at Council Grove, Kansas. Flowers bloom
his grave every season. On the family
be seen the name of Edmund Chase, born Dec. 8, 181U, died Jan.

on

monument can

ID, 1895.

His widow still survives him
and has a home w ith her beloved son and
estimable wife.
Little Carrie is happy in
having a grandmother, who cau tell'her
stories of the “long ago.”
Julia C. Mi-duett.
Stockton Springs.

River and

Harbor

Improvements.

The report of Maj. Hoxieof the engineer
corps, United States army, iu charge of
the river and harbor improvements of tire
Portland district, for the fiscal year of

1896-97, shows that §16,982.51

pended

in

dredging

the

were

Lubec

ex-

(Me.)

and

that the work is to go on
channel,
under a contract with Moore iSr Wright of
Portland.
Tbe amount expended on the Porcupine
island breakwater at Bar Harbor was
§10,107, completing tbe structure for a
distance of 666 feet west of Dry Ledge.
No work was done at Sullivan Falls,
Me., but a contract for tbe removal of
Hatchers’ llock has been let, tbe work to
be done during tbe present season until
tbe funds are exhausted.
N'o appropriation is asked for further
work on tbe proposed project for tbe
Penobscot river improvement, but a new
project is proposed in a new recent survey for work near Bangor, and there is a
balance of §10,0;J3.14 available.
At Belfast harbor §1,616.07 (?) lias been
expended and 50.506 cubic yards of material have been removed from tbe front
of tile Boston Steamboat wharf, completing tbe contract and also the project.
The expenditures at Camden, Me., were
§10,048.17. Tbe removal of the middle
ground was practically finished, and tbe

project completed.
In regard to the

Kennebec river imstates that unless
develop, only tbe dredgat
near
ing
Gage’s shoal,
Augusta, is to
be done, in order to complete the project.
The work lias beeu re-advertised and no
further appropriations are asked for tbe
present, there being a balance of §52,000
available.

provement, tlic report

new

*
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beautiful buds

a

was

regiment.

I

z

try's call, and enlisted in the 20tli Maine
two

j
j

is

a

promising youth. At the
twenty he responded to his coun-

one

I

of his

bloom in a fairer clime.

to

OF EVEKY

of the

and the youngest was trans-

came

I

As they began to twine
parents’ hearts the angel of

of promise.
around their
death
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NEW YORK.

As the years went
joyfully welcomed in

They

WRAPPE

i
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was

resolute man and

smart,

a
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working at
engaged iu mer-

excellent of earth.
He

I

After

few years lie
About that time he
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Worms,Convulsions .Feverish
tiess and Loss OF SLEEP

ters.

The fifth sou left his early home when
4Uite young and learned the carpenter’s

Flavor.

A perfect Remedy for Constipation. Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,

daugh-

j;

[

Hi Carb'jralt Soda

passed

parents

signature
-O F-

>

ftor/a Seed
Clarified Sugar

son.

Her

Out in a fog bank we went down—
Four and twenty men full told,
Fishermen all, from Provincetowu,
None of ’em more than thirty years old.

Since I

were

ters.

the fifth

was

cantile business.

And a tear fell round and great,
won’t bear the yoke of every old poke,
And take off my cap to the mate,
For I’ve a notion the Indian ocean,’'
And he stood up proud and free,
“Has no cabin boy better than Oi;
Let him take off his hat to me!”

Half

He

trade in eastern Maine.

“I

W.

There

:

Recipe of Old DrSAML'ELPlTCJlER
Pumpkin Seal
Alx.Scn/irr
]
JRocfulh Sulk
/
I
Aiuse Sa d

I often think of

sun.

j

acts to his motherless sisters in

tlieir childhood.

[Lillian Grey.

[S.

Brother.

evening twilight 1
thinking of a kind-hearted brother,
who is peacefully sleeping in the West
kindly

AYegetablc Preparation for As
simitating the Food andRcgulating the Stomachs and Bowels of

Promotes Digestion,Cheerful
ness and Rest.Contains neither
Opium,Morphine nor Mineral,
Not Narcotic.

While seated iu the

his

And the dory went sailing homewards,
Steered by the small, brown hands,
Anti the favoring tide upbore it
Till it safely reached the sands.
But the lishermau’s bauds were folded,
And liis face was strangely white,
And, near or far, to another shore
He had sailed in the sunset light,

THE

Kind

A

beneath a Kansas

can see

Says the cabin boy

FAC-SIMILE

skies

And lighting far off seamen on their ways.
Shaken by rain or storm that madly plays
About the rough hewn stones; where
breakers rise aud toss
Their foaming crests, as horse that hies
To the far goal, or shaggy hound that bays
At castle gate and would an entrance win.
There are a few such brave, beleagured souls
Who bear a beacon light, and bear the din
Of a great strife below, aud the winds oft
Would ruthless beat them down, but the
wave rolls
Aud breaks—leaving tlieir steadfast flame
aloft.
| B. L. Tollemache in Academy.

am

She could almost go alone.
the lights of the village
As the shadows grow more d^ep,
An’ how do you feel now, grandpa?
I think you are 'most asleep.”
1

THAT THF;

LIGHTHOUSE.

THE

No home of pleasure or dear household days,
But a bleak tower whose single beauty lies
In the bright ilame piercing the murky

conditions

Much in Little
Is

especially true of Hood’s Pills, for no medicine ever contained so great curative power in
so small space.
They are a whole medicine

Hood’s

chest, always ready, always efficient, always satisfactory, prevent a cold
or fever, cure all liver ills,
sick headache, jaundice, constipation, etc. 25c.
The only Pills to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla
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in said County, deceased, having
first and final account of admiuis-.r
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
estate for allowance.
the Countv of Waldo on the second Tuesdav of !
Ordered. That notice thereof
July, A. I). 185*7.
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u
the Repy. Packard,son „f
vmi el e Packprinted in Belfast, in said county.
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n. woodcock, jr., >.»n of hora
ELIJAH U CRAM, late ol 1
TIO N. WOODCOCK, late of Searsinont, in
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presentin the County or Wahio. de»va-cd
ed a petition praying that administration of the
having demands against the c-tate
estate of said deceased may be granted t«* him.
ed arc desired to present the same t
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to and all indebted thereto are reqm
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
payment immediate !v
GEORGEv
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that ;
Liberty, July 1.3, 1HR7.
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at
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to
be
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at
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first and final account of administration of said
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indebted t hereto are requested u
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In Court ol Probate, held at BelTIT A L DO SS.
li
fast, on the second Tuesday ol July, 1897.
FRED AT v\ (u )D, Executor on the estate ol I EKEM1AH COLSON, late of Winterporr, in said Comity, deceased, having presented his final account ot
administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
belli at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of August
next, and show cause, if any they have, why
the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Ciias. P. Hazeltine, Register.
TTTALDO SS.
In Court of Probate, held at
if
Belfast, on the second Tuesday of Julv,
1897. DANA B. SOCTHWORTH and JOHN G
BROOKS, Executors on the estate of MARY E.
SOCTHWORTH, late of Belfast, in said County,
deceased, having presented thek second account
of anministration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, Thar, notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of August
next, and show cause, if any they have, why the
said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
—
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UeLKAS I J 111}
111 t he case of THOMAS COERY NH
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by Nickerson, Insolvent Debtor, as
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tition for a discharge from all his d«
under the Insolvent Law of said Si.,
and fora certificate thereof; and t.
upon the same is ordered to be ha
Court Room in Belfast, in said Cou;
oil Wednesday.the 11th day of Augat two o’clock in the afternoon, who
you may attend and show cause, it
why the prayer of said petitioner 'l
Attest CHAS. 1* HA/I
granted.
2vv2‘J
Register ot

WOOL CARDING
AT

FREEDOM.

I take this method to inform my
wool left at the following places will
returned for the same as at the mi
^
cott, Liberty; C. E. Drake, Albion
Brooks; Vickery A; Hatch, Morrill f
Belfast. For further information j.-i
A. A. THOMPSON, Fre*
Freedom, June 3, 18D7.—3in23
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>ly, [Byron.
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[Guthrie.
he old Justice that examines

[Shakspeare.
pressed by their wauts all
ver welcome.
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[Cato.
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[Carlyle.
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you. you may change
•it welds once spoken can
!*•■ ailed.
[Iioseommon.
may prosper for awhile,
>ng run he that set all knaves i
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[L’Estrange.
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many diversities <>f vice; but
never-failing effect of it to live
and discontented.
[Seneca.
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apprentice.",
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journey[Whitefield.
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approach temptation

to
an injury, and if he is
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[Johnson.
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fDe Mornay.
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[Decker

he desert and then ye can tell
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a
superior understanding raises
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progress is an unfolding like
-•table bud.
You have first an
then an opinion, then a knowlhe plant has root, bud and fruit,
instinct to the end, though you
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[Emerson.
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old man with any
in the morning, before
taken in that day’s prey; for his
-ness is up before him, and he is
mu ; but stay till the afternoon,
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to

a

too

covetous

soon
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at the best shows but a bastard
this life's a fort committed to my
:ich I must not yield up, till it be
or will I: lie’s not valiant that
but be that boldly bears calait
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Massinger.
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and those who have volubility
depth; we get second-baud sense
one, and original nonsense from

iture

[Colton.
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take in “speaking their
A man of this make will say a
ng for the mere pleasure of sayhen an opposite behavior, full as
might have preserved his friend,
his fortune.
[Steele.
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is

a
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strikes on a kindred heart, like
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[Jane
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Electric

Bitters.

Bitters is a medicine suited for
but perhaps more generally
the
Spring, when the languid exi.in
'’"d feeling prevails, when the liver is
and sluggish and the need of a tonic
‘iterative is felt. A prompt use of this
has often averted long and perhaps
lious fevers. No medicine will act
^urely in counteracting and freeing
•'stem from the malarial poison. HeadIndigestion, Constipation, Dizziness
Electric Bitters. Only fifty cents
'Me at Kilgore & Wilson’s City Drug
■

••■ason,
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earth so simple,
Mial, so natural, in the cure of sumin
all
its
niplaint
forms, as Dr. FowMxt. of Wild Strawberry.
s no

other remedy

ington Capital.
tdie.
Is the bicycle taking the place of
the horse in Paris?
He.
Xo, indeed! there isn't any old
bicycle that was ever made that is good
enough to eat. [Yonkers ^Statesman.

Jaspar. I hear that Jones has married
his late wife’s sister.
Jumpuppe. Yes. lie was very good
to his wife, and her folks feel that they
can’t afford to let a good husband pass
out of the family.
[Truth.
“There

ii on
every

▼rappei.

are

circumstances,” he said,

savagely, “where homicide is perfectly
justifiable, whether in self-defence or

not.”
“What’s the matter now?” inquired a
sympathetic friend.
“I saw an advertisement the other day
in an eastern paper offering for a dollar
to send full directions for preventing
trousers from bagging at the knees.”
“Well?”
“I sent the dollar, and the advertiser
wrote: ‘Better wear bicycle knickerbockers.’
[Chicago Times-Herald.
“Wliat is the difference between an
alias and an incognito?'1 asked the examiner.
“About the same as the difference between kleptomania and theft,” said the
student.
[Typographical Journal.
“I dreamed last night,” said the tourist, “that I had found a $20 bill.”
“Gee! I'll bet you was happy,” said
the wanderer.
“No, I wasn't! I waked up before I
could buy a drink.”
[Typographical
Journal.
Mr. Slimpurse (who has been accepted
Miss Wealthy, without inquiries as to
his financial standing)—I wonder, my
darling, if your parents will give their
consent?
Miss Wealthy (thoughtfully)—Ma has
always been very particular about the
moral character of young men I associate
with, and I’m afraid she’ll ask a good
many questions.
Mr. Slimpurse (joyfully)—Oh! I can get
references from half a dozen ministers.
Miss Wealthy (delighted)—That’s splendid! Then, after that, all you’ll have to
do will be to get references from half a
dozen bankers, and you’ll catch pa. [New
York Weekly.

by

Bucklen’s Arnica salve.
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CASTORIA.

disprove

its beneficent effects.
Ibe law has been in
operation since
1851, with a short intermission. No effort has been made in the State to compile statistics showing its effects in relasuccess.
tion to the increase or decrease of
crime,
or as to its effects
upon the industrial iuterests of the State.
But the works noted below in the State
library contain the
only statistics available in reference to
lheir equal in the points
the matter and the conclusions arrived at
of workmanship and
in the investigation of the
liquor problem.
material is not.
Ihe report of the
royal commission on
the liquor traffic in Canada can be found
Send for Catalogue.
at the State
library, in seven large volumes.
This commission was appointed
tVER JOHNSON S ARMS & CYCLE WORKS,
in 1892.
Sir Joseph Hickson was appointFITCHBURG, MASS.
ed
chairman.
They investigated the
Made in Xew England.
liquor laws of the United States and various other countries and
gathered such
statistics and data as could be obtained.
with
the
These,
conclusions arrived at by
the commissioners, were embodied in this
report. The first six volumes contain
the evidence collected
by the commissioners; the seventh, the summary of their
w’ork.
There is another work just
published,
Summer Smiles.
entitled “The Liquor Problem in Its
Legislative Aspects,” by Frederick II. Wines
We would rather have anything that is and John
Koren, under tlie direction of
lost stay lost forever than have it found by Charles W. Eliot, .Seth Low and James C.
a methodical man.
[Atchison Globe.
Carter, the sub-committee of 50 to investigate the liquor problem. Houghton,
Biobbs.
Are you out on your bicycle Midi in A Co. are the
publishers.
m ucli?
This book coutaius an
investigation of
biobbs.
About $40 for repairs. [Phila- prohibition in Maine and
Iowa; the disliecord.
delphia
pensary system of South Carolina: the
restrictive system in Massachusetts: the
George. I just saw you coming from ! liquor tax system of Ohio, Pennsylvania
the conservatory with Miss Goldie. Bather and Indiana; and the local
option *law of
handsome girl, but too reserved for me.
Missouri.
Thomas.
bile the believer in prohibition may
Yes; I've just reserved her,
for life.
not believe in all the conclusions arrived
[Fun.
at. he will be interested in the facts and
When the modern prodigal returns to figures gathered in this
work, which indihis home it is not the fatted calf he is cate the results of the different kinds of
after—it is the golden calf.
[Truth.
liquor laws.
The general conclusion arrived at by
“Where’s your husband? I never see this commission was that no
liquor law of
him now?”
any description has been entirely satisoh, he's home with the rheumatism.” factory in its workings.
•Is he doing anything for it?”
Anyone interested in this subject may
“Yes; limping.” [Yonkers Statesman. have access to these works at the libran.
[Kennebec Journal.
Schoolmaster (to new boy)—what is
Health and I.nioyment.
your father by trade?
Boy (perplexed)—Must I tell?
There is prooably nothing that will give
must.
Schoolmaster—Yes, you
as much enjoyment and at the same tun
act
Boy (after a great deal of hesitation)— in such a beneficial manner, as Moxie Nerve
Please. sir, lie’s the bearded woman at Food. Mexie has become the most
popular
the circus.
[Tit Bits.
temperance beverage ever used in America.
Whoever once drinks Moxie soon appreNo man is so worthless that he cannot ciates its high value. It refreshes, and by
its
wonderful power of strengthening the
gel a good man to recommend him.
nervous system, enables those who use it t<[Atchison <dobe.
withstand the trying heat of summer. Women especially, worn out with
household
.Jimmy Dragieans--Aw, dat gu\ made duties or shopping in hot weather, find
me tired,
fer he said he wuz savin' his Moxie to be more than beneficial. Such a
wonderful effect lias Moxie upon the nervmoney fei a rainy day.
Casey de Kidder- Yes, an den it will ous system that the most gratifying results
have been >btained by using it in nervous
be too wet ter burn it.
[Pittsburg News. troubles.
Such diseases even as insomnia,
nervous
and
paralysis have
“Well, Mr. Fostley, did you revenge yielded to prostration
treatment, when the patient Isas
yourself on Algy since that quarrel you been given Moxie. Moxie is the product of
had with him?”
a reputable physician, and while it is re1 ordered my man to be freshing and healthful, it is perfectly safe to
“Yes, indeed.
drink
as much of it as anyone might desire,
rude to bis man when he meets him.”
as it is in every way absolutely harmless.
[London Punch.
The enormous amount of Moxie that is
used each year, and the wonderful
that
Fussy people usually try to keep every- the demand continually increases, way
is sufiithing in its place except their tempers. cient evidence tiiat it is not only loved, but
Truth.
appreciated by the thousands who are desirous of using a temperance beverage, and one
Proprietor oi restaurant—I shall give that they kuow will at the same time enable
You come in here and eat them to maintain good health.
you in charge.
ami drink the best of everything, and
then tell me you have no money.
How is
Physical strength and energy contribute
to strength of character, and both may be
that?
had
by taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
Customer—Well, you see, I had to tip
the waiter.
[Pick-Me-Up.
Husband, shaving: “Confound the razor.”
Wife. “What’s the matter now? You’re
Husband:
“I'm going to be a contortionist when dreadfully
cross-tempered.”
I grow up,” said little Johnnie, proudly; The razor is so abominably dull!” Wife:
“Dull?
I
an
old
skirt with
Why. ripped up
“I'm training now, so I want you to tell
it yesterday and it cut beautifully!”
[Tidme what is the best thing for me to eat.”
Bits.
“Green apples, my boy,” chuckled the
Stop drugging yourself with quack nosold man.
[Demurest'.s Magazine.
trums or “cc/’t-.v.'
Get, a well-known pharmaceutical remedy that will do the work.
Tailor.
Did that man buy one of our
Catarrh and Cold .n the head will not cause
“uncalled-for” suits?
suffering if Ely’s Cream Balm is used. DrugClerk.
Xo; we're out of them.
gist will supply 10c. trial size or 50c. full
Tailor.
have
some
more
made
size.
We mail it.
Well,
up
ELY Bros., 5(> Warren St., N. Y. City.
at once.
Don’t let the stock run down
Rev. John Reid, J., of Great Falls, Mont.,
again this way. [Chicago Ilecord.
recommended Ely’s Cream Balm to me. I
can emphasize his statement. “It is a posiDiogenes was on foot with a bicycle tive cure for catarrh il used as directed.”—
lantern.
Rev. Francis W. Poole, Pastor Central Pres.
“Why do you carry that lantern?” in- Church, Helena, Mont.
quired the king.
A
Consistent Woman.
Mrs. Gilfoyle:
“I am looking for the best wheel on the
“Mrs. Bargain Hunter is a thoroughly conmarket,” quoth Diogenes, “and up to the sistent woman.” Mrs. Kilduff: “Is she'?”
present date each man 1 have met has Mrs. Gilfoyle: “Yes; she is. She has markrecommended a different one."
[Wash- ed her five o’clock teas down to 4.57.”

the result of skill,
care, and 14 years
ever-increasing experience and business

her heart who studies her

is

Numerous inquiries are made by letter
to State Librarian Carver for information
respecting the workings of the Maine prohibition law, and statistics to prove or

The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fevei

Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hauds, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or
refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by Kilgore & Wilson.

money

Itch on human, mange on horses, dogs and
all stock, cured in 30 minutes by Woolford's
Sanitary Lotion. This never fails. Sold by
A. A. Howes and Co.,Druggists, Belfast, Me.

Iy28
“Pretty Polly!” said the lady. “Can Polly talk?” “Polly,” replied the Boston parrot, “can converse.” [Indianapolis Journal.
$100.
E.

Dr.

Deletion's Anti

May be worth

Diuretic

than §100 if
you have a child who soils bedding from inCures
contenence of water during sleep.
old and young alike. It arrests the trouble
at once, §1.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
to you

Druggists, Belfast,

more

Iy28

Me.

“How would you punctuate the following:
of England notes of various values
were blown along the street by the wind?”
“I think I would make a dash after the
notes.” [Household Words.
“Bank

Keiiei

six Hours.

in

Distressing Kidney and Bladder disease
relieved in six hours by “New Great South
American Cure.” It is a great surprise on
account of its exceeding promptness in relieving pain in bladder, kidneys and back,

in maie or female.
Relieves retention of
water almost immediately.
If you want
quick relief and cure this is the remedy.
Sold by A. A. Howes ami Co., Druggists,

Belfast, Me.

Iv28

“Dear little Dumpsey,” said Mrs. Torker,
“I believe he has almost sense enough to
talk.”
Mrs. Torker’s husband looked at
the dog thoughtfully. “At any rate,” said
“the
brute has sense enough not to.”
he,
[Indianapolis Journal.
For Over Fifty lears.
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure aud
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, aud
take no other kind.

MUNYON SI

tresses, dizziness, heartburn, blurred eyesight,
black specks, etc.
Muuyon’s Heinedies, a sepaiate cure for each dis- mJ I Cv

ment

of science.

“I

see

it

is

claimed that

they can get electricity direct from coal
now,” suggested the lawyer. “That won’t
do us any good,” returned the railroad man-

could get coal direct from electricity now we wouldn’t have to worry
about this strike.” [Chicago Evening Post.
ager.

“If

we
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For Infants and Children.
The fi«simile /Tr
_

ilgoatur
of

y

/

/

is ea

every

wrapper.

For earache, put a couple of drops of
Thomas’ Eclectric Oil on a hit of cotton and
place it in the ear. The pain will stop in a
few moments. Simple enough, isn’t it?

Most

Worthy Charitable

Insti-

tutions.

One of the least known and at the same
time most needed charities inMaine is the
Girls’ Home which was established in Belfast less than two years ago by the Children’s Aid Society of Maine.
The object of the home is to furnish a
and
Notes.
Literary News
temporary home for girls from three to
sixteen years of age, until suitable perHowland E. Robinson lias written many manent homes can be obtained for them.
the
one
of
most dra- During their residence at the home the
graphic stories, but
matic which has come from his pen for a girls are sent to school and are taught to
the
time
in
August Atlantic. do housework in the most approved way.
long
appears
He calls it Out of Bondage, and it is the An effort is made to have them adopted
into worthy families, but when this plan
story of a fugitive slave.
fails they are to be kept at the home until
Yechtou Waring, 150 Nassau street,
are old enough to go into
service,
New York has bought the well known they
when places will be found for them, the
juvenile magazines, Babyland and Little home still
keeping a supervision of them
Men and Women, and will continue their
for a year.
publication, beginning with the July
With the exception of the industrial
number.
Mrs. Ella Far'man Pratt will
school for girls at Hallowed, the Belfast
continue her editorial work, aud there
home is the only institution for girls in the
will be no break iu the serials.
State, and differs from the industrial
lu Appletons’ Popular Science Monthly school in that only gills are received there
for August Dr. T. D. Crothers will con- who, by death or desertion of parents, are
sider New' Questions in Medical Jurispru- left homeless, while to the industrial
dence, concerning the moral aud legal ac- school, which is a State institution, girls
countability of inebriates, especially for may be committed who have been convictWhat the Good Will
their crimes and their contracts, and in ed of petty offences.
regard to the extent to which their testi- farm and the home recently established at
are
for
doing
boys, the Belfast
mony and their confessions can be relied Deering
home is doing for girls.
upon.
During the recent Unitarian conference
John Muir, the author of “Mountains iu Belfast an
opportunity was given the
of California,” aud our greatest authordelegates to visit the home, by invitation
American
contributes
ity upon
forestry,
of Mrs. E. A. D. Burlington, one of the
to the August Atlantic a paper on The
directors, and parties were delightfully
American Forests. It is an appreciative entertained
by Mrs. (Sanborn, the efficient
description of tlie beauty and wealth of matron.
our great forests and a plea for their
preslue Dome is a two-story Douse situated
ervation by the national government.
on Northport avenue, about a mile from
the center of the city, commanding an exA uew element lias lieeu introduced into
tensive view of tlie beautiful Penobscot
the problem of the origin of our eats by
Connected with the house is a farm
the discovery in Brazil of a tortoise-shell hay.
of forty acres.
This is the property of the
wild cat, of which the late Professor Cope
Children’s Aid Society.
All the rooms are
had the only known museum specimen.
furnished l>y individuals or soThis animal will lie described from Pro- tastefully
cieties throughout the State, and are as
fessor Cope’s specimen, iu Appletons’
and comfortable as those enjoyed by
Popular Science Monthly for August, by cozy
more fortunate children.
William 11. Ballou.
Although the home was opened less than
two years ago, thirty-two girls have been
Following the Emerson and Sterling let- admitted
and have passed out again to deters, which appeared in the July Atlantic,
permanent homes, into its open
Dr.Ceorge Birkbeck Hill,the eminent Eng- sirable
lish critic and man of letters, has edited doors will be received homeless girls from
and prints in the August Atlantic tlie first every town in Maine as fast as room is provided.
group of Some Unpublished Letters of
Ellsworth has played a less prominent
Dean Swift.
Swift is recognized as perpart in the support of the home than many
haps tiie greatest of English letter writers, Maine
cities, but the circles of the King’s
and with the editor’s pleasant and instructive explanation these letters form a series Daughters, the Band of Helpers and the
Willing Workers have recently given it
of great literary value and charm.
tlieir support, agreeing to take care of two
We have received from tlie Werner little girls while they are inmates of the
The work is yet in its infancy, and
School Book Company of Chicago a copy home.
more
of “Training for Citizenship,” by Dr. B.
money is needed, that iu time to
A. llaiustlale of the University of Michi- come a new and larger building may be
This is the iirst of a series of Peda- erected, that every bereaved and neglected
gan.
gogical Booklets and is designed to show child may find in the truest sense, a home.
All strangers in Belfast are invited to
tlie teacher how to teach and the student
how to study the interesting but perplex- visit the home, and none can come away
ing subject of civics. The subjects dis- without the desire to give his mite to the
cussed are: ist, Why Teach Civics in the Children's Aid Society of Maine.
[EllsSchools*.'2d, Party Political Machinery: Jd, worth American.
Some Difficulties that Appear in Teaching Civics. In 'addition there is a most
valuable bibliography on the pedagogical
aspects of Civics.
Cue of the curious and interesting incidents of tlie last Presidential campaign
was the profound impression made
by a
single editorial published in a Western paThis editorial was printed under the
per.
caption “What’s the Matter with Kansas?"
and the author, William Allen White,
He has also
sprang into immediate fame.
published a volume of stories of Kansas
and
he
now
contributes
to
the August
life,
Atlantic an article on A Typical Kansas
Community. He describes tne life of a
typical Kansas town, tells who the people
are, their amusements and their social life;
the significance of all this he studies from
the sociological and economic standpoint.
McClure’s Magazine for August will be
Midsummer lictiou number, with stories
by the greatest living writers in that kind.
But it will not ignore graver interests.
Mr. 11. ,1. W. Dam will describe the daily
life and work in tlie greatest dynamite
factory in the world; Anthony Hope, the
author of “The Prisoner of Zenda.” will
give his impressions of C. I). Gibson, the
American artist who. in his drawings, has
lately shown the people of London what
they are like; Madam Blanc, of the staff
of the “Kevue des Deux Moudes,” will describe the Paris gamin as she has herself
seen him in his native haunts; and Hamlin
Garland, drawing upon unpublished original documents and testimony, will tell the
story of the first meeting of Lincoln and
Grant—a meeting as picturesque and dramatic as it was important.
a

Miss Jean Ingelov,. the distinguished
poet and novelist, died in London, July
10th.
She was in her 77th year.
Jean
lugelow was an English poet of renown.
She was born in Boston, Lincolnshire, in
1 8 JO.
Her father was a banker and a
man of superior intellectual culture.
Her
mother was of Scotch descent.
As a
child Jean lugelow was exceedingly shy
and reserved and led a quiet, uneventful
life, till November, 1803, when the publication of her “Poems” secured for her
immediate recognition as a poet of high
rank. Several of her poems, especially
“Divided,” “High Tide on the Coast of
Lincolnshire,” and “Songs of Seven,” beIn America her
came very
popular.
works, both poetic and prose, have had
a
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Bereuger,”

a

novel, 1879; “Poems,”

YACHT
AHOY!
Can you spare

us some

of your

Nerve Food

15"
The NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE
FOR
EVERY member of
EVERY

re-

printed with additional matter, 1880; and
“Don John,” 1881, a tale which first appeared in the “Day of Rest.” Miss IngeIt was her custom
low lived in London.
to give three times each week a repast
that she termed a “copyright dinner.”
These were furnished to Ll poor persons,
just discharged from the hospitals in the
neighborhood.

The first college debate of the year at
will occur near the end of the fall
term.
The question to be debated is:
“Resolved, That the United States Senate should ratify her treaty for Hawaiian
annexation.”
The contest is open to all
members of the college including the incoming freshmen class. Each man will
be restricted to five minutes and will

Colby

speak something argumentative or oratorical, either original or selected. The
six contestants who rank highest, both as
writers and speakers will be chosen to
take part in the college debate at the end

of the term.
Out of the six it is probable that three speakers will be chosen to
represent Colby in the inter-collegiate debate later in the year.
Eczema in any part of the body is instantly relieved aud permanently cured by
Doan's Ointment, the sovereign remedy for
all itclnuess of the skin.
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and the latter to more than 50,000.
Here are some of her most popular works:
“A Rhyming Chronicle of Incidents and
Feeling,” 1850; “Allerton and Dreux; or
the War of Opinion,” a novel, 1851;
“Tales of Orris,” 1S00; “Poems,” 1803;
“Studies for Stories,” 1804; “Home
Thoughts and Home Scenes” and “Stories Told to a Child,” 1S05; “Poems With
Illustrations,” “A Story of Doom and
Other Poems,” “Deborah’s Rook and the
Lonely Rock,” “Little Rie and Other
Rosebuds,” “Can and Could,” “The
Giandmotlier’s Shoe,” “The Suspicious
Jackdaw,” “The Life of John Smith,”
“The Minnows with Silver Tails,” “Two
Ways of Telling a Story,” “The Moorish
Gold and the One-Eyed Servant,” “The
Golden Opportunity” and “The Wild
Duck Shooter and I Have a Right,” 1807;
“A Sister’s Bye-Hours,’ 1808; “Mopsa,
the Fairy,” 1809; “The Little WanderHorn” and “Off the Skellings,” a novel,
187:1; “Fated to Be Free,” 1875; “Sarah de

100,000,

___

They had been discussiug the advance-

home at Belfast.

Girls’
One or Maine’s

Is a deep-seated blood disease which
all the mineral mixtures in the world
cannot cure.
S.S.S. {guaranteedpurely
vegetable ) is a real blood remedy for
blood diseases and has no equal.
Mrs. Y. T. Buck, of Delaney, Ark., had
Scrofula for twenty-five years and most
of the time was under the care of the
doctors who could not relieve her. A
specialist said he
could cure her, but
he filled her
with
arsenic anil
potash
which almost ruined
her constitution. She
then
took
nearly
every so-cailed blood
medicine and drank
them by the wholesale,
but they did not reach
her
trouble.
Some
one advised her to try
S.S.S. and she very
soon

lounci

that she had

a

my former condition for two thousand
dollars. Instead of drying up the poison
in my system, like the potash and
arsenic. S.S.S. drove the disease out
through the skin, and I was permanently rid of it.”

Remedy.

fails to cure Scrofula,
Eczema, Rheumatism Contagious Blood
Poison, or any disorder of the blood.
Do not rely upon a simple tonic to cure
a deep-seated blood disease, but take a
real blood remedy.
Our books
free upon application. Swift
S.S.S.

never
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of

Motion.

powder to be shaken into the shoes.

At this
season your feet feel swollen and hot, and get tired
If
or
have
feet
easily.
you
smarting
tight shoes,
try Allen’s Foot-Ease. It cools the feet and makes
walking easy. Cures and prevents swollen and
sweating feet, blisters and callous spots. Relieves
corns and bunions of all pain and gives rest and
comfort. Try it to day. Sold by all druggists and
shoe stores for 26c. Trial package FREE. Address, Allen S. Olmsted.Le Roy, N. Y.

J. \V. Frederick &
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of Arrangement.

No. 31 From St

Belfast,

IF YOU BUY A SINGER,
You will receive caieful instruction from

petent teacher

at

Me

a com

your home.

You will get prompt attention. We give careful
attention to all customers, no matter where the

POLAND

machine may have been purchased.
You will he dealing with the leading

Company
sewing machine business, having an un
equalled experience and an umivalled reputation
—the strongest guarantee of excellence.
A full line of supplies, parts and repairs con
stantly on hand.
n

Co.,

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,

Ease of Motion.

the

Spring
Is used in our
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Water
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spring

A. A.

Fire, Life

and

Accident Insurance,
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have
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Newton S. Lord & Co.,

Over 14,500,000 Made and Sold.

real blood

remedy at last. She says: “After taking one dozen bottles of S.S.S. I am
perfectly well, my skin is clear
and healthy and I would not be in

A Real Blood

SINGERS

I-f

P. O. ADDRESS,
MAINE.

tf7

FREEDOM, MAINE.

Prospect Ferry. Mr. and Mrs. John R.
Childs returned to their home in Proviilence, R. I., July 28th....Miss Lizzie Wilson visited friends in Bucksport last'week.
.Miss Emma Ginn is at home on her vacation from Auburndale, Mass-W. C.
Randall returned to his home in Providence,

Mrs. Emma Moulton of Boston, Mass., is
at Asa Carter’s.

LOCALS.

SEARSPORT

stopping
Mackerel

were

Miss Minnie

caught

in

the hay Monday.

Thompson of Trenton

is in

own.

Charles Huntley and wife have moved to
Brewer.
Mrs. N. F. Gilkey returned from New
York Tuesday.
John S. Dutch of Waltham returned to
home Monday.

his

Fred C. Park is at home from Boston for
weeks’ vacation.

a

six

Eugene Kneeland arrived home Saturday
for

a

Rev.
at

are

Snell returned from
Massachusetts Tuesday.

a

business trip

Nickels is in New York, where
he will temaiu several weeks.

Capt.

A. V.

Rev. L. M. Burlington of Belfast supplied
the Congl. pulpit last Sunday.
Mrs. F. W. Hersey and son Gerald returued by train to Malden, Mass., Wednesday.
R. P. Smith left by steamer Monday for
New York, and will be absent several weeks.
Sell. Georgia Gilkey, Capt. W. R. Gilkey,
arrived at St. Pierre, July 22d, from New
York.
Mrs. Amos D. Carver and son of Brooklyu,
Y., arrived on steamer Penobscot Sunday

morning.
Mrs. B. M. Plummer and daughter Glace are the guests of Mrs. J. C.
Nickels.
Mr

and

S. Upham of Saugus, Mass., though arriving late on his annual visit will remain
several weeks.

R. I., July 21st.
Unity. It has been quite lively at Windermere Park the past week. Mr. Shaw
from Belfast with some friends from Massachusetts are stopping at the Clough building.
A party of Unity girls with Mrs. Joseph

Lots of hay was out through the fog and
storm.
We need some good weather to
clean up.
A large party have arrived from Boston
and are occupying Sunny Side Cottage on
Swan Lake.

Mr. A. Dodge of Washington, D. C., who
has been visiting his sister, Mrs. C. O. Fernald, left for home last Saturday.

Rev. D. C. Grover of Saugus, Mass., is
hoarding at Mrs. Webber’s.

N

Miss Lula Black has returned from Boston,
where she has been visiting friends.

O. H. Fernald, wife and daughter
Southwest Harbor.

are

...

Lemuel Carter and wife arrived from Boslast week for a short visit.

ton

here for

son

C. A.
to

in town

was

Granite Grange closed a literary contest
last Tuesday evening. A supper will be the
result in the near future.

short vacation.

John M. Norris, wife and
five weeks’ outing.

a

S. H. Lord of Belfast
Sunday visiting friends.
Mr.

Libby as chaperon are in the same building. Mr. Charles Taylor’s family have been
at his cottage. Some Fairfield people are in
the South Shore cottage. There are some
hotel boarders_Mr. Quirnby and wife from
Amesbury, Mass., are visiting H. H. Grant.

Absolutely Pure.
Celebrated for its great leavening
strength and healthfulness. Assures
the food against alum and all forms
of adulteration common to the cheap

C. O. Feruald has succeeded in finishing
his haying; having cut about 20 tons last
Friday and only got seven loads wet.

George Fern aid, who has been
sick with typhoid fever, has so far
Mr.

ed under Dr. Cole’s treatment
to be out.

as

to

at

brands,

royal raking powder
NEW YORK.
(j

home

recover-

of Searsport was in town recently to give
music lessons to Misses Inez Staples and
Bertha Partridge-Mr. Eugene Partridge
had au interesting encounter, last Friday,
with a fox that had been stealing hens and
cats from the farms about here.
Mr. Partridge set a fox trap and on visiting the trap,
he discovered a large red fox in it, but before he reached it, the fox pulled his foot out
of the trap and instead of running began to

Monday morning.
A Sunday School was organized at this
place recently. W. J Mathews is Supt.; A.
Stinson, Asst. Supt.; Alice Dow, Sec.; Carrie B. Stinson, librarian.

Mrs. M. H. Rosenbaum and grand daughter, Miss Clara May Ellis of Washington,
D. C., and Mrs. Susie Adams and son Andrew of Westboro, Mass., who have been
visiting their sister aud aunt, Mrs. C. O.

E.

start

COUNTY

growl fiercely and bite the trap. Mr. P.
had a pitchfork in his hand and slowly approached the fox, but the fox had no idea of
being killed since he had escaped from the
trap and when Mr. P. got quite near, the fox
attacked him and attempted to bite. Mr.
Partridge tried to beat him off with the
pitchfork, but not wishing to be bitten,
threw the pitchfork at him and hastily retreated. On looking around he saw the fox
biting the pitchfork handle, and in a short

for home to-day.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Miss McGee and
Swanville.
Davis of Boston are the

Master

Arnold
guests
Cushing, Capt. J. N. Pendleton, arrived at Honolulu July 4th from Miss Alice G. Kane... .General F. S. Kickerson of Cambridge, Mass., has been visiting
Hong lvoug.

Ship Mary

L.

Frank Crockett and wife of Lynn, Mass.,
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Tyler
Crockett.
are

larence Raymond are visiting their uncle aud aunt, Mr. and Mrs. A.
D. Field.
and Mrs. C

Mr.

Fred R. Sweetser gave
Tuesday evening which
by the friends present.

large whist party
was much enjoyed
a

Arthur Sargent, who lias employment at
the shoe factory in Norway is visiting his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Sargent.
Mrs. Jas. Dyer aud son Harry of Brockton. Mass., aud Bert Stevens of Baugor are
guests of Mr. aud Mrs. C. H. Stevens.

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Clark of

Centre Lincolnville were in town Sunday..
Miss Hattie Jackson is at work in Belfast.
.The weather for the past week has been
poor for haying; many of the farmers have
just begun_The Lend a Hand Circle, Order King's Sons and Daughters, will meet
Sunday, Aug. 1st, at the home of Mr. and
...

Mrs. N. B. Allenwood.
Topic, “Experience
Bible word, “Disciple.”... Farmers’
Pride Grange of Lincolnville, whose hall
will entertain the
was recently burned,

Caj-t. Clifton Curtis, recently home from
county grange
Barhadoes, and his sister Lida from Boston
10th.
arc occupying the old homestead for a
time.
Fred M. Bietheu aud wife of Hazelton,
1 a., aud Hugh R. Bietheu of Boston
were
registered at the Searsport House this week.

Capt. Etlward D. Blanchard will take
command of ship R. R. Thomas, and
Capt.
Cyrus G. Nichols will remain at home for a
voyage.
Putnam after a two weeks’ vacation
returned Thursday to resume his duties as
foreman in Jordan, Marsh & Co.’s shoe deV

i\

partment.
Pike Bros, recently sold Rev. A. J. Rackidle a line horse to be used on his farm in
Searsport. Mr. Rack 1 iffe will spend three
weeks in town.
Capt. J. F. Peterson, who lias been at the
Kye aud Ear Infirmary, Portlaud, for mediai

treatment, arrived home last week very
much improved.
■

Capt. W illiam Meyers will remain at
iK'Uie while his hark, the Mabel I.
Meyers,
makes a trip to Rosario in command of
Capt.

C. N.

Meyers.

Mrs. John C. Stowers of West Palm
Beach,
Tla,, is visiting her old home after an absence of live
years. She is accompanied by
her daughter Miriam.

Capt. G. W.Hichborn aud family left by
Monday for Boston. Mrs. Hicli-

steamer

boru and the children will make the
voyage
to

Washington,

D. C.

Charles Treat, who has been
residing at
Montgomery, Alabama, for the past two
years, arrived home last week,
accompanied
by his friend, Mr. Van Pelt.
lliere will
hurch

be

a

musical at the harbor

Tuesday evening. A good probe given and all are invited to be

next

gram will
present.
tion will

Admission free. A silver collecbe taken to buy books for the choir.

The party

consisting of Capt. A. W.
W. Parse, James
Blanchard,
Sargent,
\\ B. Bord and P.
Pendleton, Jr., returned
from their trip among the islands
Saturday
evening. Though they did not secure a full
fare of fish the hoys say they had a
good
W.

time.

The merry-go-round has been well patronized. and not only makes the children
happy

suggested last week, but many of our
older and more sedate citizens have
enjoyed not only the chariot ride but have mounted the fiery, untamed wooden horses, and
amid the plaudits of neighbors have ridden
in true esquestrian style.
as we

This community was shocked last Saturday by the reception of a cable message
from Anjer Point, Java announcing the
death of Capt. George A. Nichols. Capt
Nichols left New York March 24th in command of ship Abner Coburn bound for
Hong Kong. He was accompanied by his
wife and three children. He was the eldest
of the late Capt. Amos and Matilda
Simonton) Nichols, and was born in Searsport, Dec. 13, 1848. He married Delphine
Pendleton April 24, 1873, who with three
sons and two daughters survive.
Their eld-

son

Hugh, was washed overboard and
drowned about a year and a half ago from
the same ship then in command ol Capt. J.
P. Butman.
Capt. Nichols was educated in
the schools of his native town and at Topsham Academy, and was accompanied to that
school by C. H. Carver, Edward K. Park,
Albert L. Carver and Jas. N. Carver, Jr., all
of about the same age, and all of whom are
now dead.
He was for a time in trade in
Searsport in company with Henry H. Webber. After the firm dissolved he decided to
go to sea, and in a short time took command
of hark Joshua Loring. He afterwards commanded bark Silvia W. Swasey and ships P.
Pendleton and Abner Coburn. He was of a
genial and gentlemanly disposition, was a
est sou,

fluent
most

conversationalist, was well read on
subjects, and gloried in the privilege

debate. Had he chosen the law as a proession he would no doubt have made a high
mark. He was a member of Mariners Lodge,
F. & A. M., and President of our local club,
and will be deeply missed by his associates.

of

NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.

Mrs.

Martha F. Matthews is very low,

Mr. Edward Matthews is
week.

home this

J. Dow and Sumner Green have
Mt. Waldo.

F.
on

at

a

job

of

relatives and friends in town the past week.
....The L. A. S. at Dr. J. S. Cole’s last
Thursday was largely attended-Daniel
Nickerson in last wreek’s items should have
read Darrel Nickerson.
Belmont.

at

Mystic Grange Hall, Aug.

Tkoy. The past week, rain has done a
good deal of damage to hay and retarded the
work of “finishing up” to a great degree....
B. F. Harding prided himself on having the
best piece of oats in town, and after the rain
it was as liat as though it had been mown,
and is ruined_There has been several
deaths in town recently. Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Wright buried their baby. Mrs. Sarah,
wifeof Francis Call, an old resident of Troy,
died from injuries received from a fall, after
suffering several weeks. Mr. John Getcbell,
who

kept

general merchandise at
the Ceutre, fell unconscious while waiting
upon a customer, and died before medical
help could reach him. He had been suffering from heart trouble for some time, but
was able to attend to business.
Miss Alvira
Heath died on the 2.‘ki inst. She had been
confined to her bed for several years, and by
her death must have been greeted as a
friend. She had no immediate relatives and
had been an inmate of the family of Mrs.
Payne for a long time-Mr. and Mrs. William Knowles of Lowell, Mass., are at home
for the summer-Miss Elva Hasty has
been spending a few days in town, the guest
of Dr. aud Mrs. M. T. Dodge_Miss Nellie
Merrick of Waterville is visiting relatives
and friends in town-Mr. F. B. Green of
Boothbay spent Saturday and Sunday with
B. F. Harding-Mr. Winslow Whitaker is
failing fast. He has been in poor health a
long while... .Clare Whitney has a slight
attack of tousilitis; Dr. Cook of U nity was
called to prescribe for aim.
a

store of

x ittsfield.
Sylvester Phinney lias come
home to do his haying. He is engaged on a
82,000 contract of road building at Isle au
Haut. He has had several jobs of this kind
at the same place and his work gives
good
satisfaction.... Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Seavey
of Boston are at the Lancey House to spend
the summer-Mrs. W. W. Cushman and
children of Claremont,N. H., are visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Holmes, and
other relatives in town. Dr. Cushman is
expected to arrive in a few days for a short
stay-Mr. Edward Dutton of Skowhegan
was in town one day last week on business.
-Mrs. J. D. Wentworth of Hartford,
Conn., is spending the summer with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Noble_Mrs.
C. D. Starbird of Lowell, Mass., and Miss
Kate Wells of Fairfield visited Mrs. James
Connor last week-Miss Clara Grant has
returned to her home in Unity after a

months here with her
brother, L. M. Grant-Mr. and Mrs. B. F.
Watson of Farmington Falls, Mr. A. A.

visit

of

several

Greenwood, Miss Ida Greenwood and
Master Arthur Hilton of Attica, Ind., were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Kimball last
week-Geo. Emery, who was at work on
the new school building last week, was so
prostrated with the heat he had to be
taken to his home and it is thought that he
will not be able to resume work at. present.
-H. A. Morrell is burning a kiln of two
hundred thousand bricks which will be in
condition this week to fill orders_Frank
Waldron is at home for a vacation of several week s from his duties as head clerk in
a drug store at Augusta. ..Oscar Schmidt arrived last week from New York City to visit
his sister, Mrs. L. M. Grant. He will clerk
in Mr. Grant’s store through the summer.

co.,

walked off into the woods. Mr. P.
his pitchfork and found on the
handle marks made by the fox’s teeth.
time

recovered

|

Prospect. The people just now are all
interested in sunshine and hay weather.
Farmers settled down to getting hay with
all southerly wind and had a large amount
of hay down when the fog and rain came
along last week and considerable hay will
be damaged.. .Look out for damage to potatops this year. The old ten liner beetles
came along late this year and are
breeding
at a high rate on the nearly full grown potato tops.
Don’t get deceived. The slugs are
eating up tne late planted potato tops as
they never did before. Sift on the poison
early and often. Some pieces of potatoes
are nearly ruined now-The owner of the
big milk farm, Mr. Pike of Searsport, was in
towrn buying beef cattle and lambs for Mark
Ward and others last week_Forty years
ago the pioneer farmers of this section
would not allow their boys to play such a
rough game as the present base ball game as
played now. In the first place the ball is
too hard and thrown so hard that the catcher has to be padded and his head protected
in a w ire cage.
We are opposed to the
game for the reason that the bo>s are around
with rags and sores on some of their fingers
all the time since the new base bail game
has come into favor.
There is only one
thing endurable in such a game, the boys
will stand it and take more bruises and
knocks than at doing any thing else.
to

1

a few days at the Park_Mrs.
Gerrish went to Bradford last week to visit
friends... .Mr. and Mrs. Hill and Joseph
Sawyer of Fairfield spent last week at the
Park, they occupied the South Shore cottage... .Almost every young gent and lady
in the village has a bicycle. Some nights
there will be a dozen or 15 on Main street.
There are some good lady riders.

They spent

Halldale. Asa Hall, who was so badly
hurt last week by beiug thrown from his
wagon, died Monday evening, July 1‘Jth,
aged 80 years and 23 days. Friday morning,
July 10th, he took milk to the cheese factory
in Freedom. On returning home when driving into his dooryard one of the milk cans
fell from the wagon which frightened the
horse, causing him to run through the slightly opened doors into the barn. The doors
and Mr. Hall was
were badly shattered
thrown

from

the wagon with

great force,
terribly injuring his head and neck; also
his
nervous
a
severe
shock.
giving
system
Dr. J. W. Mitchell of Freedom was called,
who did all in his power to ease his suffering while he lived. Mr. Hall was a good
citizen, a kind husband aud indulgent
father. He will not only be missed by his
family but by the community in which he
lived. The church has also sustained a
great loss, as he had been one of the pillars
many years. He leaves a wife, two sous and
three daughters to mourn their loss. His
funeral was from the church Wednesday
afternoou, Rev. David Brackett of Brooks
officiating. The remains were interred in
the family lot in the cemetery on the hill...
Airs. J. F. Hazel returned from Massachusetts last Tuesday-Almost every farmer
had considerable hay out, during the dull
weather last week, which was badly blackened. The crop will be good if good weather
can be had
to Secure it_Airs. Diantha
Stevenson returned home from Lowell,
Mass., where she spent the winter, last
week. She was accompanied by her daughter, Airs. E. W. Puffer and two children.

Frank

Grindall and

Mildred Wescott of
Bucksport came to Mr. and Mrs. Z. B. Grant’s
Sunday. Mr. Grindall returned to Bucksport
Monday. Mrs. Grindall and Mildred will

lives when it was a wilderness and
built the first buildings there... .Aland Nelson’s children of Haverhill, Mass., are visiting their grandmother, Eliza Nelson.
Miss Gertie, the two-year-old child of Frank
now

spend tins week Here-Mrs. Win. Small
and three children of Nashua, N. H., are at 1 Brown of N. Palermo, was kicked m the face
Edward Clifford’s for a few weeks. Mrs. by a liorse last Sunday.
The horse got
Henrietta Harriman, who has been with her i loose and ran into the yard where the child
daughter, Mrs. Small, since last winter, ar- was at play. The toe-calk struck her upper
rived home the same day having visited her
lip, the heel-calks struck her in the forehead
sister in Somerville, Mass., on her way inflicting terrible gashes.Miss Lena
home....Rev. B. B. Merrill and family of Fowler, the youngest daughter of Charles
Brewer
are
at their cottage here.__
Fowler, aged 30 years, died Monday of last
Mrs. Cora Plummer, who is employed in week. The funeral occurred
Wednesday
Needham, Mass., is here for a visit to her at the home; sermon by Harry Hinckley.
parents, Mr. F. R. Daggett and wife_Wal- Her relatives from abroad were her sister
ter Rice of Providence, R. I., is home for a Lizzie of Washington ; her brothers, Edward
vacation... .The Story Tellers met at the of Randolph; Alvin of Chelsea and George
parsonage last week and a very pleasant of Freeport, also her uncles B. Sherman and
evening was passed, one hour for entertain- Thomas Carpenter of Liberty.Harry
ment, one hour for sociability is the pro- Hinckley was called to Boston this week on
business... .Miss Edith Nelson has been
gram... .Mr. and Mrs. Fisher have several
of their relatives visiting them... .The hay
quite sick for two weeks.
makers are now very busy making hay
Brooks.
Nathaniel Evans has been in
while the sun shines-Several years ago Whitefield
looking after his property interthe residents of Somerville and near towns ests there... .Simon Cilley of this
town, at
that were formerly “Sandypointers” formed the age of 84, looks after his farm interests
a social club and met with each member
every day and works a part of the time,
The evenings were passed John M.
in the town.
Dow, at the age of 83, is at his farm
with
entertainments, refreshments, and superintending the harvesting of his hay
old
were
renewed.
The crop. He will mow over more than one hunacquaintances
many
members soon scattered again and the club dred acres the present season-Our clothThis church has lately been
was broken.
ing manufacturers are just now uncommonpresented writh a silver pitcher and ly busy....Miss Mabel Rose, who has had a
a memento
from
the Sandycup as
present of a nice riding outfit, has been havpoint Club of Somerville, Mass.On ing lots of recreation horseback riding.
the
summer
Thursday, July 22d,
cottage She prefers it to the popular craze of the
of Mrs. Abbie Nickerson was the scene of a
bicycle-Will White, wife, and son Carl,
pleasant party. About forty of Mrs. Nick- are at T. D. Jellison’s. Mr. White is emerson’s numerous cousins gathered there to
in the Maine Central car
as a

ployed
painter
shops at Waterville-Miss Lizzie Edwards
of Cambridge, Mass., is visiting her mother,
Mrs. E. C. Boody-The two Misses Card
and Miss Mosley of Boston are at Elmer G.
Robert’s-Julia I. Lang is real smart again
and last Sunday was at church with her

children-C. E. Lane and L. C. Jones are
in Kennebec county on a business tour....
E. C. Holbrook, who has been doing business
with headquarters at Portland, made his
family a visit last week-W. F. Jacobs has
moved his family to Belfast-Mr. Dow has
opened a case of the very prettiest light
sh own
in
ever
Brooks.
cheviots
Geo. Gould of Monroe, who is building
the Chas. W. Lord house, is now at home
doing his haying. The rest of the crew are
also away_Mrs. C. R. Gould of Minnesota, who has spent several weeks with her
sister, Miss Annie Gould of Monroe, left
Tuesday for her home-Augustus Small of
Palmyra called upon friends here last week.
....Fred Richards and wife of Boston have
been visiting Francis M. Forbes... .Rev.
Frank S. Forbes of Santa Barbara, Cal., has
been giving a series of sermons at the Congregational church of that place which have
been printed in the Daily News and are decidedly interesting reading. Mr. Forbes
has acquired an enviable reputation as a
pulpit orator_It will interest Brooks people to know that Mrs. Frank Clough of Waterbury, Ct., has presented her husband
with a bouncing girl. Mrs. Clough is remembered here as Miss Cora Forbes...
Rev. James Dingwell and wife of New York
1
called upon friends here this week.
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Appleton. Mrs. Georgie Ripley returned
to Bath Friday.
Her has band, C. E. Ripley,
who is engineer at the Bath Iron Works,
met with an accident Wednesday.
His
right hand was caught in the eccentric of
tho engine and badly jammed_Mr. George
Staurt, who is foreman in a large silver
plating establishment is Boston, is enjoying
his vacation here wTith his family_Miss
Edith McAlmon of Union is visiting
her uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Pease-Miss Rose L. Currier, who has been
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. O. W. Currier
returned to her home in Springvale Satur-

day
.Appleton Lodge, I. O. G. T., is receiving additions to its membership at nearly every meeting. They have recently purchased two ice cream freezers, and, with
Mrs. Simmons as chef, the members are
...

served with the most delicious creams....
The farmers are having a hard time in their
efforts to “make hay while the sunshines.”
Obi Sol has kept out of sight so much of
late that large quantities of hay has been

spoiled.
Liberty.

I. P. Gridin of Boston is again
summer vacation with us and
is heartily
welcomed by his numerous
friends which include nearly every person
in the village. He brings with him three
young gentlemen, Messrs. Orcutt, Wright
and Little, all of Boston.
We think Mr.
Orcutt has been here before_Mrs. Chadwick, daughter Grace and several other
young ladies from Rockland are staying at
the Sanford House-H. M. Bean and a
party from Camden are sojourning at Hotel
Waldo, enjoying the fine scenery and fishing.
.There are several young ladies stopping
at J. J. Walker’s... .There are large num-

spending his

..

bers of

strangers staying in the surrounding
country, who visit the village daily_Owing to the bad weather of last week and the
somewhat careless manner of getting hay a
very large lot of very poor hay was put into
barns Monday... .There have been more
creeping and crawling insects this year than
ever before, and there are now
legions of
millers, etc. The heavens and the earth are
full of them. If people would build small
tires in their orchards or on their premises
in the earl}7 evening and keep it
up for two
weeks they could destroy millions of them.
They will fly into the light and thus destroy themselves.

you doubt this take a
lighted lamp out of doors on a calm evening
and notice the number that fly to it or
watch the electric light in large towns and
see the number around it.
Go in the morning and see the dead ones in the vicinity of
the lamj) killed by the heat.
If

Centre Lincolnvillk.
W. L. Hussey
the General Agent for 1). M. Osborn Har-

Shell of Massachusetts are at A. P. W'entwortli’s for a few weeks_Mrs. Lizzie Andrews of Boston and Miss Mary Bowers of
Camden visited at Mr. Stephen Fredson's

recently... .Mr.

A. M. Pendleton and daughAdrian of Boston arrived Tuesday and
are guests of F. M. Russ.Mr.
Arthur
Payne and daughter of Camden were in
town Sunday-Miss Alice Keene of Boston arrived at Will Knight’s
Saturday to
spend a few weeks-Miss May Moody is
confined to the house by illness.
ter

W inter port.

Mr. Wm. Parker and Miss
Lottie Calderwood were united in marriage
July 20tli by Rev. J. P. Simonton. They are
spending a few weeks at Liucolnville_
Mrs. Thomas Crockett is very low.... Mrs.
Leslie Downs, who has been dangerously ill,
is slightly improved-Mr. Rufus
Nealey is
very ill-Rev. Wm. Shaw, a well known
citizen, dropped dead Saturday morning in
his dooryard. The cause was heart disease.
His age was 70 years. He leaves a wife and
one daughter to mourn their loss.
His ouly
brother, Mr. Sewall Shaw of Foxcroft, arrived on Sunday-Mrs. E. B. Lord and
Mrs. I. J. Dunham visited friends in Bangor
last week. Mr. I. J. Dunham has gone a
trip to Portland with Capt. G. W. Crockett.
....Mrs. E. A. Fernald and children of
Corinna are visiting her parents, Capt. and
Mrs. Bussey-Mrs. C. M. Chase and her
daughter, Miss Sophie, are spending a week

Nortliport-Miss Rose Eaton is at home
from Boston on her summer vacation. ..Mrs.
Harnmet of Newport, R. I., is visiting her
sister-in-law, Mrs. James Freeman.. .Eugene
Howland is at home for a visit_Mr. Will
Page has moved his family to Hallowed for
fora while.... Arthur Moody arrived from
New York last week to visit his mother....
Mrs. Charles Howes of Portland is visiting
her mother, Mrs. M. L. Willard_Mrs. Hannah Deane and daughter Millie are with
her sister, Mrs. Wm. Baker, for a few weeks.
-Miss Lizzie E. Moody left on Saturday
for Portland, where she will visit friends
and return to New York later_Mrs. J. K.
Rogers left for Boston on Thursday’s boat.
-Capt. C. E. Littlefield has gone to New
York to join his steamer.Miss Marion
Croley of Boston is visiting her aunt, Mrs.
Kneeland-Mr. E. F. Files and family of
Fairfield and Mrs. Wallace Grant of Boston
are visiting Mrs. Files’ parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Jennison Grant-Miss Mattie Lesan
is visiting friends at Eddington Pond_Mr.
Joseph Blaisdell and family have arrived
from New York for a few weeks stay at the
old home-Mr. Wm. Boyd from Springfield, Illinois, and his brother, Mr. John
Boyd of Bangor, called on friends in town
at

Monday-Mr. Albert Aunis of Waltham,
Mass., was the guest of F. C. Young last
week... .Mrs. R. A. Rich and Miss Minnie
George went to Camden on Saturday for a
visit... .Miss Helen Carter of Boston is
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Walter Haley_
Misses Lou Thomas and May Sanborn of
Bangor were the guests of Miss Ada Littleheld last week-Mrs. J. E. Dawley is
spending a few weeks with her sister, Mrs'
R. A. Snow.

Instinctively
suggests

Pillsbury’s Best
To 90 out of 100 flour users,
—-

——-

There are other brands, of
course

—

vesting Machinery, spent Wednesday of last
week with Win. McKinney, the local agent.
....Mrs. Liiiau Mahoney and son Vesper
Palermo. Your correspondent recently
spent a few days last week with her parents,
had a call from Mrs. A. Iv. P. Leighton of
Mr. and Mrs. William Knight_Mrs. Yenia
Baugor. Mrs. Leighton is a daughter of the Richards arrived yesterday to visit her
late Elder Nathaniel Robinson, one of the
daughter, Mrs. N. JN\ Tilden.... Lettie Mcearly settlers of Beaver Hill, now Freedom. Kinney and Harriet Hook were calling on
She visited Freedom, where her father and friends in Belmont and Belfast
Monday.
Sandypoint. Clinton Grant and family grandfather used to live, and Palermo Will
McKinney, our veterinarian, is very
of Manchester, N. H., are visiting his parwhere her father lived from 1804 to 1810 and busy
attending to the sick horses. He was
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Zenas Grant_Mr. where he was pastor of the First Baptist called to Belfast
Monday to remove caries
and
French
wife
of
Kansas
are
Henry
church for six years. Airs. Leighton was from the shoulder of a
City
very line colt of
here for a visit to their relatives. Nearly anxious to visit the places where her father Isaac
Jackson. He was assisted by Farrier
ten years have passed since they visited
spent his early days aud wished to view my N. W. Tilden-Mr. Albert Knight and
here-Mr. and Mrs. Fred Perkins are at grandfather’s barn where her father was or- I wife of
Massachusetts
are
visiting his
their home here for a fewr weeks....Dr. dained to the ministry and held
meetings parents, Mr. and Mrs. Will Knight_Mrs.
and
of
Needham
arrived
Waning
family
before any schoolhouse or meeting house Oatmau and two nieces of Massachusetts arThursday and opened their cottage. The was built. She gathered some keepsakes rived Tuesday
morning to spend the sumdoctor returned to his business Tuesday and from the farm where he lived in 1805. In mer at
the Bennett house.Miss Lou
will visit his family later_Mr. and Mrs.
1800 he took up the farm where Eli Carr
Drake and brother Millard and Miss Bertha

celebrate her seventy-fifth birthday. Mrs.
Nickerson as jolly and young as any one of
the party met her friends on the broad piazza and welcomed them to Oak View in royal
style. Her cottage is specially pleasant and
on this occasion was made bright by decorations of bouquets received from friends.
There were four generations present whose
-John Erskine is enjoying a vacation
from three to seventy-nine
from the drug store of H. A. Erskine.... ages ranged
years. They had come from different States
We have traced with interest in The Journal the visits of Cyrus Roberts and wife of and one, Mr. Beach, from a foreign country,
China. In a short time dinner
Lawrence, Mass., and hope they will not Shanghai,
It was served on the vewas announced.
pass by their friends in Pittsfield while enthe table was bright with silver,
joying their summer outing_P. E. Dins- randa,
china and flowers. The menu of cold meats,
more has opened a boot and shoe store in
delicious cakes and
the store recently vacated by J. A. Morri- salads, sandwiches,
and fruit, was such as one
son.
Mr. Dinsmore, after being absent pies, coffee
might reasonably expect from the best
some twenty years or more from Pittsfield
cooks in Searsport and Sandypoint. The
and having tried the realities of a western
afternoon was passed pleasantly.
The
life, is content to return to old friends and
ones
strolled about the shore,
home and to resume his old occupation.... younger
others chatted and sang, while some indulgMr. and Mrs. E. N. Shaw have gone for a
ed in reminiscences. It was made very aptwo weeks’ outing at G. M. Lancey’s cotparent to all present that no one can fail to
tage on the shore of Moose Pond_Guy have a good time at Cousin Abbie’s. The
Small is home from Brunswick for a few Searsport cousins left behind them a golden
souvenir of their visit, and all present carweeks-Many of our citizens are at the ried
away a gift from the hostess—a remindseashore and other places of resort... .Mr. er of her ability to successfully use the
and Mrs. B. D. Bowden were in Mercer last needle in fancy work. Some one remarked
week. Mr. Bowden will superintend the that it was ioggy in Searsport and another
said it rained up “on the hill;” perhaps it
cutting of the hay crop on the home farm was a dull day in those places, but we are
occupied by them before coming to this vil-11 certain the sun of hospitality shown bright
ly at Oak View.

lage.

Troy were in the village Friday. ..Mrs.
Bertha Earl spent a few days in Belfast last
week with her mother, Mrs. Rackliff-Mr.
Rolf has begun making cans in the corn
factory. The prospect is not very good for a
large crop of sweet corn....Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Kelley and daughter of Fairfield are
the guests of Mrs. Samuel Kelley_Mrs.
Coombs and daughter of Bangor are in town,
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Taylor.

from

North Stockton Springs. Mr. and Mrs.
Daniel Young of Sandypoint visited at Mr.
S. B. Littlefield’s recently... .Chester and
Herbert Porter of Salem, Mass., are visiting
at Mr. N. W. Staples’-Miss Grace Field

be able

Mr. Waldo Chapin, who has been at home
helping his father do his haying for the past
two weeks, returned to his work in Belfast

Feruald,

.Nellie Hamilton returned from Montana
last week....Mr. Melvin Needham from
Nebraska is visiting Charles Stevens....
Miss Harrington from Boston is at J. R.
Tabor’s_Mr. Augustus Stevens and wife
...

South Montville.
Mm. Mary Foster
md daughter of Portland are visiting her
jrother, Parkman Woodman_Mrs. David
Prescott is spending a few weeks with her
rnrents, Mr. and Mrs. F. Linniken-Inez
Peavey returned from Brooks last Monday,
vhere she has been visiting her uncle, Chas.
Peavey. Her sister Addie, who was there
>n a visit from Fort Fairfield, returned with
ler and will spend a few weeks visiting in
ihis vicinity-Bertha Adams went to Camlen Monday on her wheel and will stop a
few days with her sister, Mrs. O. P. Fuller.
G. F. Randall is changing work in haying with C. F. Conner.

but the fact that the world
u$es
25,000 barrels per day of Pi||s.

bury’s Flour demonstrates
eminent
Prospect Village.

Mr. and Mrs. H. \V.

popularity.

Always Accept

Nute, who were here from Whitman, Mass.,
on their wedding tour were
suddenly called
home on account of sickness in the family in

its pr».

the Pastimes

Offered Nearest

>

Home.

TAKE YOUR OUTING AT
the

Whitman. Mrs. Nute’s many friends here
wish the newly wedded couple many years

of

happiness-Rev. Mr. Rice is holding
meetings at the schoolliouse followed by
Sunday School every Sunday afternoon at
2.30.... Miss Maria Haggett is very poorly...
Misses Katie and Fannie Quigley of Frankfort were guests of Mrs. Ella M. Littlefield,
last week....Many of the farmers are suffering a loss through the bad weather. The

(11

BANGOR, MAIM

We

hay crop is on an average a third better than
last year, but no weather to harvest it in_
Mr. Arthur Williams and friend of
Malden,
Mass., who are spending a few weeks at
Swan Lake in Swanville, visited his grandmother, Mrs. P. A. Williams, who is spending the summer with her niece, Mrs. Ella

assured this year of large
classes, which will make up
Exhibition.

are

n
a

SOME OF Ol R ATTRACTION

THE

METEORS

THI

OF

MON'S I'LL A and KFSSELL, The G
Sensational Aerial Exhihiti-

5

M.

Littlefield, last Sunday_Misses Ethel
and Jessie Baker of Winterport speut last
Tuesday with Miss Katie Lowe Littlefield.
-Mr. I. N. Brown from Nealy’s Corner
and William Beckwith from Waldo and
Charles Robinson from Brewer were guest
of I. F. Gould, July 25th-Another cor-

WON D K R F L L

At

1

v

High Wire Walking—Double Spann
Act— Blindfold Trapese— Muscular f
Acts—.Miss Russell's Challenge A
Fife by the Neck standing dia
Thousand Dollars to any one dupli.w
This bold venture will be performed
noun in front of the Grand Stand
New Grand Hibernicou with rhe InTableau of Erin, and Comic Speeiaiti.HofTman, the Daring Horizontal Bar
The Bonettes in Thrilling Balloon \
Parachute Drop and Trapeze Art.*
1.
Pity Hall every evening and at Park
Performance by the above named art.

respondent writes

as follows:
Mr. and Mrs.
H. W. Nute were unexpectedly called to
Massachusetts by the serious illness of a
relative, consequently the wedding reception which was to have heen
given at the
residence of J. F. Libby, July 21st, in honor
of his daughter's marriage, was
postponed.
While in town Mrs. Nute received many
valuable and useful presents from her relatives and friends, thus
showing their love
and esteem for her, and the congratulations
and good wishes for her life-long
happiness
with her husband in her future home,
go
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Notice is hereby given that a dis.-.
cent, will be made on all taxes for
me before August 15th.
1 shall b»
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men's Hoorn in Memorial Building
1st, daily until further notice, fi i.
12 m.. ami from 1.80 to 4 r >r.
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Belfast, July 2'',, 1897.

July 23. Soli. Ennna S. Briggs, Osborne, Bangor.
July 2*'.. sells. Laughing Waters, Sprague,
Swan’s Island; Maria Webster, Turner, Mount
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July 22. Seh. Charles McDonald, Decrow, Rock-
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Bangor.
Boston, July 21. Sld, seh. Mary E. Palmer, Baltimore; ar, srli-.. Sandypoint, Bangor; Waived
Searsport and Wintcrport; Charity, Bangor; 22.
ar, selis. Levi Hart, Dodge, Satilla; Alina. Sinclair. Bangor; Joel F. Sheppard, Carter. i’linadell'hia; R. W. Hopkins, Hiehborn, Philadelphia,
sld, seh. Colin C. Baker. Slmte, Bremen. W.
and
Philadelphia: 23, ar, sch>. Daylight, Washingr-e
I). C. s. M. Bird, Merrill. Port .!ohnson 24 ar.
seh. (ieo. B. Ferguson. Lddyville; ship II
R.
Thomas, Nichols, New York.
Baltimore. July 21
Ar. bark Josephine, .Mr-
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Palmer.

Whittier, Louislmrg, C. B.; 24. eld, -ch. MiantoRyan, Bangor.
Bangor, July 2<L Ar, selis. Webster Barnard.
Marshall, Perth Amboy; Abraham Richardson,
Weeliuwken; Nat Ayer. Hod guon Boston; sld,
July 4th, Lowell, New York: 22, ar. sell. Celia T
West, Perth Amboy, eld, seh. Emma S. B’igg.-,
Osborne, New York; 23, ar. sell. Hattie H. Bar
hour, Erskine, New York; 24, sell. Odell. NYv>
noiiiali,
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York.
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Darien, July 20. Sld, seh. Henry R Tilton,
Ranlett, New York.
Brunswick, July 2<>. Sld, seh. Adeibert Ames,
Small, B< ston 22, sld. Mary L. i'rosbv, Trim, New

Price
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for

k\'

uro
im

Pro:,’Market.
Pro>
2«»a 30 Hav. p i...
Apples. \< !'U,
4 <- 5 Unto, D i:
dried, fc> It.,
9o« 1 i»o;l.am!>. j. P
Beaus, pea.

York.
New London, July 24. Sld. sells. Telumah, Morgan, W'interport; Maggie Mulvey, Salem tor New
York; 25, s.di. A. Ha.vlord, Warren, Rockland.
Portsmouth, N. H., July 23. Ar, sell. Youug
Brothers. Snow. Washington.
Rockland, July 25. Sld, seh. Mark Pendleton,
Coombs, New York.
Salem. July 26.
Ar. seh. (ieo. 1>. Ferguson,
Eddyville for Bangor.
Vineyard Haven, July 26. Passed, seh. Flora
Condon, Bangor for New York.
Norfolk, Va., July 26. Ar. seh. Mary E. Morse
Belfast, Me.
City Island, July 26. Ar, sells. 1>. D. Haskell,
Portland; Annie M. Allen. Frankfort, Me.; C. R
Flint, do.
Gloucester, July 2s. Ar, sell. Mareellus, Larrabee, Boston for Searsport.
Jacksonville, July 26. Chi. sells. Austin D.
Knight. French, New Y'ork; Charlotte T. Sibiev.
Coombs, do.

medium

85«0

d<n

Lanin Sknis

yel w c\ es 1 Ot i~a 1 ! \ 11 i: •., 11, (•
1 5 n
sit hits, {.'hr.
Butter, f It..
Beef. C it
5pt; I-2 Rotaroes.
4. ■« 4:» Round it
Barley. f i«u,
Cheese, (4 It..
lo« 12 Straw, p
Chicken. \> !t•,
Hoi 12 Turkov |p 11
Call Skiii".
l»uck. {4 It..
doz.
Eggs,
Fowl. I * It
Geese, t* It.,

5(>a 75 Tull<>vs
14 ./
Veal, D 3
14! Wool, nil’a

D*.j

Sttlt'iWood.

137115(Wood.
1

la-tail Price.

*--r.

Peto

:

Beef, Cornell. t» It.. 7«s|l.iine. (4
Butter salt, 14 lb hag ISOal Mc.o. |
41 u Miious. \
Corn, t> hu,
Cracked Corn, f> bu, 41 j()il.ken-sc:
Corn Meal,
41 Il’ollock.D
bn,
13fork. D tt
Cheese, fc> tt
• otton
Seed,
cwt, 1 25 Blaster. |o
5ud Rye Mea
Codfish, dry, {4 tt.
p
5 a 9iShorts, f
Cranberries, f> qt,
Clover Seed, jo it-. 11 « 12 Sugar, jo It
M

FOREIGN PORTS.

Rosairo, June 1. In port, bark Edward L. Mavbury. Hinds, for Santos or Rio Janeiro.
Bahia. July 8. Ar. hark Frances. Erickson, Bal-

<

timore for Rio Janeiro.
Colon. July 14. In port, bark Scotia, Davis,
from Brunswick.
Tuspan, July 22. Sid, sch. Edward H. Blake,
New York.
Honolulu, July 4. Ar, ship Mary L. Cushing

Flour,
bbl, 4 50 n 5 oOlSalt. T. I., [
H <i.Seed, Im. 1 75a2 0oisweet B. t..
Sa 9! Wheat Mea
Lard, fc> It.

BOM.

Pendleton, Hong Kong.
Anjer, July 23. Passed, ship Abner Coburn,
from New York, March 24, for Hong Kong. < apt.

Coombs. In Stonington, July 13
Mrs. James N. Coombs, a son.
Horn;don
In Centre Tremont •
and Mrs. Frank L. Hotlgdon, a son
Lord. In Belfast, July 23, i" M
Charles Lord, a daughter.
Lowell. In Verona. July 3, to V
<ieorge Lowell, a son.
Miners In Bueksport, J;; v ! 4.
George W Miners, a son.
Orcctt. In Swan’s Island, July 14.
Mrs. Alfred Oreutt, a son.

Nichols died on the passage.
St. John, N. B., July 26. Ar. sch. Hattie McG.
Buck, New York.
St. Pierre, Mart., July 22. Ar, sch. Georgia
Gilkey, Gilkey, New' York.
MARINE MISCELLANY.

Delaware

Breakwater, July 20. Sch. Alice J.
Crabtree, Capt. Crabtree, from Sullivan, Me., for
Philadelphia, before reported overdue, passed up
by this place at 5.35 r. m. Monday, apparently in

first class condition.
Sch. Odell, McDonald, from Bangor for New
York, arrived at Vineyard Haven July 20 with
two feet of water in the hold, having* sprung a
leak Sunday night between Monhegaii and Cape
Cod; both pumps are kept going eontinuallv,
will try to stop leak ami proceed
Vineyard Haven, July 26. Sch. Emma M. Fox,
Capt Hopkins, of Bangor, Me., from that port
for New York, with lumber, ran ashore on Hedge
Fence shoal at 1 1 o’clock last night, during a
fresh northeasterly wind. The schooner remains
tight and will probably be floated within a day or

Vineyard Haven. Mass., July 27. The sell.
Mark Pendleton, Capt. Phillips, of and from Bangor, for New York with a cargo of lumber, put in
at this port to-day leaking, as the result ol a collision with the sunken sch. K. L. Dewis, while
passing through Vineyard Sound last night. The
broken mast of the wreck with the rigging attached became so entangled with tlie Pendleton s
head gear that she was compelled to tow the
wreckage into this port. The exact extent of the
damage sustained cannot be made known until
after an examination has been made. The Pendleton is the second vessel to collide with the
wreck within two days.
Nantucket, Mass., July 23. The boat Priscilla
of this place, while fishing olT the east side to-day
picked up and landed the crew of the abaudoned
brigantine H. C. Sibley of Boston, James M.
Doane, captain and owner, from Philadelphia for
Boston with 870 tons of soft coal, consigned to
the Fitchburg railroad. The vessel went aground
on Great Rib, about fifteen miles off shore, at one
o’clock this morning, and commenced to fill. The
crew remained by the vessel until 4.30 o’clock,
when it was necessary to abandon her as she was
already half filled and sinking rapidly. [The Sibley was built at Belfast in 1869, and was formerly
owned here. She was 481 tons.J
Charters. Ship Wm. H. Starbuck, 50,000 cases
petroleum, New’ York to Japan, 21 cents. Brig
Henry B. Cleaves, general cargo, Boston to Cape
Verde Islands, p.t. Bark Herbert Black, lumber,
Boston to Montevideo, $7.50; to Buenos Ayres,
$8; to Rosario, $8.50. Sell. Scotia, lumber, Mo
bile to Macoris, $8 and port, charges. Sch. Sarah
D. J. Rawson, lumber, Jacksonville to Bath,
$4.37 1-2. Bark Herbert Fuller, rosin, Carrabelle
to New’ York, $2.37 1-2; to Boston, $2.50.
Sch.
F. C. Pendleton, coal, New York to Washington.
55 certs, and back to Fall River, 60 cents. Sch,
Helen, coal, Hoboken to Portsmouth, 50 cents.

me

r.

n. f. him

AMERICAN PORTS.

Chi. seh. Sarah E.

connect

ASA

New York, July 20. Ar, sells. Maud Snare and
Sarah L. Davis, Bangor; eld, seh. Jessie Lena.
Tampa via Key West; -Id. sells. S. M. Bird and
Post Boy, Bangor; 21, ar, seh llenrv Croshv,
Stubbs, Norfolk for New Haven; 22, ar, -eh. Lli/a
J. Pendleton, Fletcher, Port Spain. Trinidad 23,
sld. sell. Sarah I). .1. Rawson. Frem-I., Mavport,
Fla.: ar, sell. Lester A. Louis, Kimball, Bangor;
24. ar, sells. Henry II Tilton, Ranlett, Darien;
Chas. E. Raymond, Pendleton, Frankfort ; Fannie
Nr Edith, Ryder. Rockland; 25, ar, seh. Wm H.
Suinner, Peucleton, Brunswick; 26. ar. bark
Adam W. Spies, Honolulu; sell Maggie Mnlvw

Clean, Rio Janeiro.
Portland. July 20.

all

plete, has been but little used
fast Coliseum Co. Call on

24. Seh. R. F. Hart, Dodge, Bangor.
23. Sells. Ennna S. Briggs, Osborne, New
Janies Holmes, Ryan. Boston.
26. Selis. P. M. Bonnie, Burgess, Yinalhaven; William Slater, Pendleton, Bangor ,ia
Islesboro.

July
July
York;
July

married/
Billinus-Si

hi i.
In Lift 1c Ih cr I•
and Mami J >•
of ( apt. Lev Sco. t.
Barroi u J. <\u k.
1-.
In Swat.
Emery F. Barbour and Hattie A
Swan’s Islam I,
Knowlton Jackson. In Va! 1< .4
G. Hussey. Esq., Win. L kimwlPm
ami Grace M Jacks.>n of W On
M KM'Al.l. Til RSroN
in N il
by Kev. W J. Wilson, Ralph U.o
port and Lizzie Thurston ot Bclta-i
MELLEN-BIRD. Ill N"l't llpol't. -I'd v
W. d. W ilsoti, James J. Mel cn aim M
both of Belfast.
Siiorey Miller. In l her, Mont
tiiond (>. Shorey and MDs Carrie M’l
of Mr. and Airs. Albert Miller ol I bn
W EBSTLR BILLIN' ".
Ill Not t il H.o.
Elisha W Webster of North llaven a
of
Blue
liill.
Billings

('apt. Elmer J Billings
tei

!

DIED.
Davis

lu Ellsworth, July 15, Jan
0 months and d days.
Eastman. In North Washington, •'
Eastman, aged 75 years.
Gray
In Belfast, July 23, Wain
aged 34 years, 5 months and 4 days.
Hall/ In Halldale, July Id, Asa Ha
years ami 23 days.
Hutchins.
In Belfast, July 25
Hutchins, aged 33 years.
lu Belfast, July
Knowlton.
Knowlton, aged 42 years.
Osgood, in Dorchester, Mass., J
:
Osgood, aged 07 years ami 10 months
Sleeper.
In East Boston, MasAldanah C. (Havener), wife ot Augiia native of Waldoboro, aged 86 year"
and 19 days.
In Deer Isle, July 16.
Spofford.
Spofford, aged 73 years.
Stov er. In Ellsworth, July 14, Laura
of Clifton S. Stover, aged 54 years amt
Wilbur. In Brunswick, July 22. Em’
bur, formerly of North port, aged about

aged 80 years,

1

